Making HetNets a reality:
Challenges and solutions
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1. Introduction.
The evolution to heterogeneous networks
Mobile networks continue to become faster and capable of transporting more
traffic, thanks to the increased efficiency and wider deployment of 3G and 4G
technologies. Yet performance improvements are not sufficient to meet the increase
in traffic load driven by more subscribers, more applications, and more devices. As
Telefonica’s Jaime Lluch explains, LTE provides a linear evolution over 3G, but
operators need an exponential evolution to carry the expected traffic loads – and
heterogeneous networks (HetNets) promise to deliver this.
To meet subscribers’ demand for ubiquitous and reliable broadband connections,
operators have to do more than expand their networks. They have to embrace a
deep, qualitative change in the way they plan, deploy and operate their networks.
HetNets are central to this change: they capture multiple, convergent dimensions
along which networks have started to evolve gradually. The move toward HetNets is
driven by a combination of market forces, capacity limitations in the existing
infrastructure, and new technologies that enable operators to deploy and manage
dense, multi-layer networks that increasingly include small cells. Operators expect
HetNets to deliver a higher capacity density, increase spectrum efficiency, and
improve the subscriber experience, while lowering the per-bit cost of transporting
traffic.
Achieving these goals is necessary, but it will not be easy. Operators and vendors are
jointly working to ensure a smooth transition to HetNets, but the process will require
time, effort and the establishment of a robust ecosystem. In the process, mobile
networks will become more complex.
HetNets are frequently considered to be coextensive with small cells. But the scope
for HetNet evolution goes well beyond small cells, to include networks in which
multiple architectures, layers, and RATs have to coexist and support each other, and
in which increasingly sophisticated tools are used to manage interference, different
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traffic types and advanced services. LTE small cells will be an essential part of the
evolution to HetNets, but so will Wi-Fi, DAS, and cloud RAN – to mention just a few
of the technologies that will play central roles.
The complexity ushered in by HetNets inevitably brings challenges – for operators
and vendors alike. There is a strong case for the HetNet architecture, and a growing
understanding of the scope of benefits it will bring. In this report, we assume that the
case for HetNets has been accepted and we move beyond, to explore what needs to
be done to make HetNets a reality – to move from the initial deployments we see
today to more encompassing and network-wide implementations of HetNet
functionality.

Report roadmap
Part I: Market report
Part II: Vendor profiles
Part III: Vendor interviews
Part IV: Operator interviews

In the first part of the report, we give an overview of the HetNet market and identify
key trends and themes. In the second part, we provide a snapshot of what the
wireless ecosystem is developing to facilitate HetNet deployments, with profiles of
the vendors participating in the report, vendors that have largely complementary
solutions and approaches to HetNets. In the third part of the report, we present indepth conversations with the same vendors to discuss their approaches to HetNets
and to capture the motivations behind their solutions. In the final part of the report,
we have extensive conversations with two mobile operators to get their perspective
on HetNets, discuss their current work, and hear about their plans to add HetNet
functionality to their networks.
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2. What’s a HetNet?
A definition that captures benefits and challenges
HetNets are still in their infancy – and so is their definition. What is required in a
HetNet? Often the term HetNet is used to refer to the architecture developed to
support small cells. Are other technologies, such as Wi-Fi, included or not? What
about more mature solutions like DAS?

A definition of HetNets
Radio interfaces
2G: GSM, CDMA

To capture the wide-ranging, innovative impact of HetNets on how mobile networks
are built and operated, in this report we use an all-encompassing, flexible definition
of HetNets – one that includes all the radio interfaces that can be integrated within
the mobile network (including Wi-Fi), any possible combination of network elements
and architectures, and a mix of locations where HetNets can be used (from rural
areas to downtown areas, from stadiums to enterprise campuses to homes).

3G: UMTS, HSPA, HSPA+

HetNet benefits are increased capacity, spectral efficiency, performance and cost
savings – but these are possible only if operators manage this complexity and
optimize network operations along multiple dimensions concurrently. And this is
where the challenges come in. The more complex the network, the larger the
number of constraints that need to be taken into account.

Small cells (including pico cells, femto cells, Wi-Fi access points)

In a way, HetNets are nothing new. As Andy Sutton at EE tells us in his interview for
this report, HetNets’ benefits start at the macro layer. The networks we have today
already combine multiple interfaces or layers. The expectation is that the
heterogeneity of the network will no longer be a special case, but will become
pervasive.

Indoor and outdoor

4G: LTE, LTE-Advanced
Wi-Fi
RAN elements
Macro cells
DAS
Cloud RAN
Location

Public, enterprise, residential

With most of the new features still being tested and a wide range of topologies to be
explored, it is easy to see why operators regard HetNets as a work in progress.
Operators are still going through a rigorous learning experience, but they are also
starting to see the benefits of HetNets.
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3. HetNet enablers: SON.
Standards and vendor solutions for deploying and managing HetNets
One of the main challenges of HetNets is planning and managing multilayer, dense
networks with high traffic loads. The tools used today for network planning,
interference management and network optimization require too much manual
intervention and are not scalable enough for advanced HetNets.
Operators and vendors within 3GPP and NGMN have developed self-organizing
networks (SON) specifications and use cases to address the stringent requirements
that HetNet create. SON enables operators to automatically manage operational
aspects and optimize performance in their networks, and to avoid squandering staff
resources to micromanage their RANs.
In dense networks, automatization reduces the potential for errors, and frees up
precious resources to focus on more important activities of network design,
management and operation. It also introduces network-performance optimization
processes that are too granular or too fast for manual intervention – and these bring
benefits not only to multi-layer networks, but also to the macro-dominated networks
of today.
SON can be thought of as a toolbox of solutions. Operators can choose which ones to
adopt and when, depending on their needs, their strategies, and the maturity of the
solutions. SON standardization efforts started with 3GPP Release 8 but are still
ongoing, so there is a varying level of maturity among tools, in terms of both
specifications and the commercial availability of products. The focus of SON
standardization has gradually moved from the macro-cell layer to the small-cell layer,
as the small-cell market expands and ecosystem players encounter the challenges
that small cells introduce in mobile networks.

REPORT Making HetNets a reality

SON components
Self-configuration
When adding a new element to the RAN, self-configuration provides plugand-play functionality for base-station deployments, and automatic planning
based on radio parameters.
Once a cell is installed, the network automatically detects it and registers it in
the network. The cell downloads the configuration parameters and software
to establish connectivity and operate. Once the cell is active, neighboring
cells adjust their parameters as needed to optimize local RAN performance.
Self-optimization
During ongoing network operation, self-optimization features adjust network
settings in response to real-time network conditions or traffic demand, to
optimize performance.
Self-optimization functionality includes:





Neighbor-cell list optimization for fine-tuning RAN performance
Interference mitigation across network layers
Load balancing to optimize traffic allocation to specific RAN elements
Energy savings from selectively turning RAN elements on or off based on
traffic load
Self-healing

In response to a RAN failure or malfunction, self-healing enables the
network to smoothly compensate by automatically changing the settings
of the active elements.
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HetNet features in LTE 3GPP releases
Release 8

Automatic inventory  Self-configuration
Automatic software download  Self-configuration
Automatic neighbor relation (ANR)  Self-configuration: improves handover performance by optimizing neighbor lists as new eNodeBs are added
Automatic physical cell ID (PCI) assignment  Self-configuration: allocates PCIs to new eNodeBs or updates them; used to identify and collect KPIs on
eNodeBs

Release 9

Mobility robustness optimization (MRO)  Self-optimization: optimizes handovers to improve subscriber QoE and performance
Random-access channel (RACH) optimization  Self-optimization: reduces setup delays and failures in order to improve subscriber QoE
Load-balancing optimization  Self-optimization: allocates traffic to available eNodeBs to optimize performance, manage offload, and improve QoE
Inter-cell interference coordination (ICIC)  Self-optimization: coordinates transmission between neighboring eNodeBs to mitigate interference

Release 10

Coverage and capacity optimization (CCO)  Self-optimization: tunes RF parameters (e.g., power or antenna tilt) in response to changes in the
environment
Enhanced inter-cell interference coordination (eICIC)  Self-optimization: manages interference in the time domain with almost-blank subframes
(ABSs); ideally suited to managing interference between small-cell and macro-cell layers transmitting in the same channel
Cell-outage detection and compensation  Self-healing: identifies failures and malfunctions, takes remedial action
Minimization of drive testing  Self-optimization: improves collection of radio measurements to improve subscriber QoE
Energy savings  Self-optimization: uses policy to minimize eNodeB power consumption

Release 11

Handover optimization  Self-optimization: optimizes handovers to improve subscriber QoE and performance
Coordination between various SON functions
Further enhanced inter-cell interference coordination (FeICIC)  Self-optimization: expands eICIC to include interference cancellation techniques for
the UE
Enhancements of:
 ANR
 Load-balancing optimization
 CCO
 Energy savings
 Minimization of drive tests

Source: 4G Americas, Senza Fili. See 4G Americas’ report “Self-organizing networks in 3GPP Release 11: The benefits of SON in LTE” for details on SON features.
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4. Centralized, distributed, or hybrid SON?
Maximizing the benefits
Not only can operators choose which SON functionality to adopt, they can also adopt
different SON architectures, which include centralized SON (C-SON), distributed SON
(D-SON) and hybrid SON.
D-SON enables fast optimization decisions based on near-real-time measurements
because the algorithms are embedded in the base station. An example of D-SON
functions is the allocation of base-station radio resources to manage network
interference.
On the other hand, C-SON operates at a high level in the network architecture, using
aggregated measurements from the mobile device and base station, which are
reported periodically to the OAM system or a SON server. C-SON has a wider view of
the network than D-SON and allows the operator to assess the impact of the SON
algorithms on network operation before implementing them. C-SON operates on a
longer time scale and at lower information granularity than D-SON. For instance,
C-SON can be used to reconfigure a base station’s coverage to accommodate
changes in traffic distribution, by adjusting power and antenna parameters using
features like remote electrical tilt, remote azimuth steering and remote azimuth
beamwidth, which in combination allow the operator to control the coverage
footprint of a site.
The initial debate about C-SON versus D-SON has been largely replaced by a growing
consensus that a hybrid architecture can deliver better results, but it is still unclear which
functions should be distributed, which ones centralized – and which ones could benefit
from being implemented in both architectures to achieve different goals in each. For
instance, traffic-load balancing can be done in the core, using C-SON, if used to enforce
policy or to manage predictable traffic patterns (such as adjusting the coverage area of a
base station to achieve specific coverage or capacity goals). But D-SON is more effective
if load balancing has to respond to local traffic changes in real time (for example, load
balancing between multiple carriers in a base station, each using a different frequency).
REPORT Making HetNets a reality

SON architectures
Centralized SON (C-SON): wide scope, slow-acting
C-SON operates within the mobile core network – in the OAM system or on
a separate SON server. Third-party vendors are the most common providers
of C-SON solutions. C-SON architectures are best suited to tasks that require
occasional or periodic changes across the entire network or large parts of it.
For instance, C-SON can effectively manage traffic load changes due to
regular and predictable time-of-day activity patterns (e.g., commuting).
Distributed SON (D-SON): local scope, fast-acting
D-SON operates within the RAN to coordinate network management at the
local level. RAN vendors typically provide SON capabilities that are
optimized for their equipment. D-SON is necessary to tightly manage
coordination at the local level among different RAN elements – e.g., the
macro cell and the small cells within a network’s coverage area. Also, the
proximity of D-SON to the RAN makes it possible to react to sudden and
unpredictable traffic changes or network disruption in real time.
Hybrid SON: combines C-SON and D-SON
Hybrid SON combines the C-SON and D-SON approaches, with some
functions executed within the core, some in the RAN, and others in both
the core and the RAN. Hybrid SON evolved from the other two
architectures to provide flexibility. Some functions have to be implemented
in the core because they have a wide impact on the network. Others
require detailed local information and real-time responses that are more
effectively handled within the RAN and could overwhelm the core.
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5. HetNet trends.
Network deployment
The transition to HetNets has already started. In fact, it could be argued that it
started even before the term was coined – mobile networks’ complexity started to
grow once 3G (and, with it, multi-RAT environments) was launched – but we are still
seeing only the initial impact HetNets will have on how mobile operators run their
networks. Even so, operators and the vendors working with them are on a steep
learning curve, and we have clear indications of the key challenges they face when
deploying HetNets.
Organic growth, no massive deployments. When operators deploy a new radio
technology, such as LTE, they typically move fast to achieve wide coverage, at least in
main metropolitan areas. With HetNets, operators are following an organic growth
model, in which network expansion is closely coupled with growth in demand. In
most markets, we are not yet seeing wide-area deployments of LTE small cells, DAS
or carrier Wi-Fi. Deployment is focused on high-demand areas and on the
technologies and locations that fit best with the operator’s strategic direction.

HetNet trends:
Network deployment
Organic growth, no massive deployments
Small-cell planning still necessary
Location, location, location
Crucial to accurately identify time-space traffic dynamics
Expertise needed in planning a dense network, with multiple types
of RAN elements
Securing small-cell sites and required deployment permits
Meeting the challenges from small-cell backhaul

This approach gives operators the opportunity to learn how to deploy and manage
HetNets gradually, but also requires vendors to provide solutions that give them the
flexibility to add RAN elements gradually, on an as-needed basis. With the continued
growth in traffic and network overload, however, we expect the rate of growth to
rise, especially as operators find it increasingly expensive and difficult to expand
capacity at the macro layer.
Small-cell planning still necessary. While SON provides essential functionality in the
configuration of small cells, it will not replace cell planning. SON is a complement to
RF planning; it comes into play only after the location for the small cell has been
selected. Many leading operators that have adopted SON are, as they develop new
use cases, gradually rolling out SON further to automatically configure and optimize
the network. However, they still need to identify the proper location of the small
REPORT Making HetNets a reality
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cells and estimate the benefit of their deployment. This is especially important in cochannel outdoor small-cell deployments, where interference can have adverse
effects on network performance.
Location, location, location. While the expansion of HetNet sub-layers such as Wi-Fi
and LTE small cells is determined by demand, finding exactly where the demand is
coming from and placing small cells at the center of the high-demand hot spot is not
trivial.
Choosing the right location for a small cell is essential to maximizing the capacity
benefit that HetNets provide. A small cell in the wrong location could have little
impact, or even a negative one, on overall capacity. The benefit of a small cell is
limited if most traffic falls outside its coverage area. Even worse, interference from
small cells can reduce the overall (macro-cell plus small-cell) network performance.
So planning for small cells becomes critical to maximizing their benefits and limiting
adverse effects on network performance, such as an increase in dropped calls or a
lowering of data speeds. But planning itself is becoming more complex. Different
radio technologies manage interference differently, and so the same small-cell
location may work for an LTE-Advanced small cell with sophisticated interference
mitigation techniques and not for a 3G small cell. In fact, the limited ability to
manage interference in 3G environments is often cited as a cause for mobile
operators’ hesitance to deploy 3G small cells.

“With a large number of small cells, and for that
matter even Wi-Fi access points, there is a need to
minimize the effort of RF planning. There is also a need
for real-time dynamic optimizing or healing of the
network. That’s where SON takes us, and that’s why
operators say they need a SON solution as they roll
out small cells. …
I see that SON is actually making radio planning much
more efficient. So we’re saying that radio planning will
still be needed. The HetNet doesn’t exclude the
macros at all. SON just makes it easier for the
operators to add small cells. So it’s just the next level
of optimized radio planning.”
Renuka Bhalerao, Radisys

To complicate matters further, planning is no longer limited to a two-dimensional
coverage area. As small cells migrate indoors or move closer to subscribers, planning
has become a three-dimensional effort in which, for instance, floor location within
buildings starts to matter.
Crucial to accurately identify time-space traffic dynamics. Time adds a new, fourth
dimension to network planning. Traffic distribution is dynamic, and changes both
with time and location. Operators have started to estimate traffic distribution
through time and place, using subscriber data from the existing cellular
infrastructure or social media activity, and matching it to geographic information
systems (GIS). This is likely to have a substantial impact on network planning,
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because daily traffic loads do not necessarily provide an accurate view of peak
demand, which is what operators rely on when planning new cell locations.
Expertise needed in planning a dense network, with multiple types of RAN
elements. The addition of a new macro cell to a homogeneous macro layer requires
planning, but it involves only a few surrounding macro cells. In HetNets, configuring a
new small cell has to take into account the existing surrounding small cells and
macro cells, which themselves may need to be reconfigured to coexist with the new
arrival. In an organic growth model, this process has to be repeated often, as the
network structure evolves. To conduct these frequent planning exercises manually
puts a heavy load on staff resources and inevitably raises deployment costs, even
when the density of small cells is low. As the number of small cells increases, manual
planning is simply no longer an option. SON functionality stops being a nice-to-have
feature and becomes a requirement.
Securing small-cell sites and required deployment permits. Operators have
developed and perfected processes to acquire base-station locations for the macro
layer. But the process to acquire outdoor and indoor sites for small cells is not well
established, and the entities that control the locations where small cells can be
installed – such as lampposts, building sides and indoor areas – are unfamiliar with
the process of leasing sites to telecom providers. As a result, identifying locations,
negotiating a lease and permit, and then installing small cells still requires a
protracted effort, and the costs are too high to justify large deployments of small
cells. Power availability and restrictions on access or equipment form factors can
create additional obstacles or delays. This situation will undoubtedly improve as
operators, real estate managers and third-party infrastructure players develop a
more streamlined and scalable approach, but the need to find a much higher
number of sites than in a macro-cell environment will continue to pose a challenge
for many years.

“Operators design their network for peak usage, and
to design for peak continues to be very expensive. As
you exhaust spectrum, you tend to increase the
number of base stations to increase the capacity of
the access network. It’s very difficult to balance cost
and revenue.”
John St. Amand, Movik

“In deployments where we have a lot of small cells
packed into highly dense areas, we’ve seen handovers
to be extraordinarily high, almost a whole order of
magnitude higher than what we’d characterize as a
normal or regular urban network.… When the UEs are
constantly flip-flopping back and forth between cells,
you end up with a massive amount of control traffic,
as they have to reattach, transition from idle to active,
and establish context. There’s a lot of control that has
to happen before getting bearer-plane data. All that
control actually poses a burden on the cell and the
signaling gateway.”
John Reister, Vasona Networks

Meeting the challenges from small-cell backhaul. Every operator would like to have
a fiber connection to their small cells. But it is clear that with the possible exception
of a few Asia Pacific countries, this will not be the case, because of cost, lack of
availability, or installation considerations.
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Wireless backhaul equipment used in the macro layer is too expensive and big to be
used for small cells. Over the last few years, many wireless backhaul solutions for
small cells have emerged (we reviewed them in an earlier report), and they provide a
wide range of low-cost equipment with a small footprint. But backhaul remains a
challenge, because it accounts for a high percentage of the TCO. For many operators,
a strong business case for small cells depends on finding a cost-effective backhaul
solution (and gaining access to spectrum for backhaul, if using licensed spectrum).
The selection process is further complicated by the difficult choice between solutions
that provide more capacity using high-frequency microwave spectrum, which
requires line-of-sight between the two backhaul terminals; and easier-to-deploy
non-line-of-sight solutions, which require spectrum that is difficult or expensive to
obtain and has less capacity.

“The biggest challenge right now is backhaul. Careful
planning is required to achieve high performance … In
the case of outdoor small cells, we’re seeing more
complex backhaul network topologies – for instance,
small cells can be daisy-chained together or may be
pre-aggregated in a hub-and-spoke architecture at an
upstream point in the network.”
Jason Byrne, JDSU

6. HetNet trends.
Managing the complexity of the new networks with SON
After deploying HetNets, operators have to manage them and face a new set of
challenges. SON has been designed to address these challenges and, as such, it is
essential to the success of HetNets. SON encompasses a wide range of functions
which include network configuration, traffic and QoE optimization, efficient
utilization of spectrum resources, interference mitigation, and mobility support. It
promises the scalability that is needed in dense HetNet environments, with more
advanced technologies to manage RF transmission and more extensive use of
automation.
LTE-Advanced needed to fully exploit the promise of small cells. The initial
approach to small cells was similar to that of Wi-Fi hotspots. An operator would
install them where needed or where a good location was available, and a small area
of high capacity was created. This model works, to some extent, for residential femto
cells, which largely operate separately from the macro layer (and hence create only
REPORT Making HetNets a reality

HetNet trends:
Managing the complexity of the new networks with SON
LTE-Advanced needed to fully exploit the
promise of small cells
Automation as a prerequisite for densification
Operators overcoming the SON trust gap
SON as a differentiating factor among vendors
Multi-vendor challenges
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minimal interference) and serve only residents. But it is clearly insufficient to manage
wider networks of small cells, especially when they are located outdoors.
Managing small cells in urban or other high-density areas – within a multi-RAT
environment that may include not only other cellular technologies but also Wi-Fi –
requires the sophisticated network management tools of LTE-Advanced (Release 10).
Without those tools, deploying small cells might not increase capacity or improve
performance. In addition, the small cells might hinder the performance of the macro
layer, if they share spectrum with it – and this is the predominant scenario, because
operators have to carefully work within limited spectrum allocations.
The rate of growth in the small-cell market hinges, to some extent, on how quickly
LTE-Advanced SON functionality becomes commercially available and matures.
Operators and vendors we talked to shared the confidence that we are moving in
the right direction and substantial progress is being made. The question is no longer
whether SON functionality will adequately support HetNets, or whether HetNets will
be needed, but how long it will take for SON to be ready for large-scale deployments.
A couple of years ago, many operators were openly skeptical of SON’s prospects.
Today many are actively engaged in deploying the tools that are available, and find
them valuable even as they acknowledge that their role is still contained.
Automation as a prerequisite for densification. The density of the macro network
varies depending on a number of factors, including traffic density and coverage
objectives. In Europe and North America, cell density in the urban centers can be as
high as 5 cells per km2, corresponding to about a 300 m cell radius. The cell density in
other markets – notably Asian cities where traffic loads are higher – can exceed this
figure by 4 to 6 times in high-traffic areas.
The traditional processes of cell planning and optimization, such as defining RF
neighbors and optimizing the boundaries between cells manually for each RAN
element, have worked well for the macro layer to date. But these processes will
stretch operators’ engineering resources when operators deploy a large number of
small cells that have to coexist with the already-installed infrastructure.

“The way we set up and commission a site is still very
manual.… There is still a lot of human intervention. I
don’t think it will work in SON. Especially when we
talk about operation of these cells, we cannot
optimize these complex networks in the same we are
optimizing and operating the networks today.
So automatic optimization, automatic feature setting,
and dynamic feature setting will be really, really
important for the successful deployment of HetNets. If
we don’t have these, it will be a challenge to deploy
massively.”
Jaime Lluch, Telefonica

“As you [deploy] your SON strategy, you [need to]
have the ability to truly have something that is flexible
and will allow you to turn the knob and say: “You
know what – in this kind of environment, the traffic is
so dynamic that it makes no sense to even try to track
it. We need to work … on the basis of the big moving
elements. So where are the real trends in traffic?
What are the real trends in utilization?”
Bernard Breton, InfoVista

The sheer scale of the HetNet architecture will require operators to deploy SON
techniques in order to properly configure, optimize and manage wireless networks.
REPORT Making HetNets a reality
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Some leading operators have already implemented some elements of SON; many
others are committed to follow. For those that have begun, the focus is on ANR,
network and element configuration, and neighbor-list generation and audit.
Moreover, some operators have deployed CCO, which uses RF parameters such as
antenna tilt to optimize coverage and capacity. Open-loop techniques that validate
algorithms before implementing them are also increasingly used.
More demanding testing requirements. HetNets are also changing the way mobile
operators test mobile networks. The introduction of multiple RATs and multiple RAN
layers, coupled with the availability of many types of devices operating in different
frequency bands, requires automated processes to gauge network performance.
This is because the number of corner cases will vastly increase due to different
permutations of operational conditions.

“With the advent of LTE … the focus was initially on
compliance testing and the use of standard channel
models to verify that the links were set up and
functioned properly. But as more and more people
began to use those technologies and the number of
subscribers on each of the networks went up,
operators have become more focused on
performance testing.”
Erik Org, Azimuth

In addition, the transition to environments where multiple types of devices coexist
and multiple types of traffic compete has shifted the focus of testing away from
individual elements and toward the network as a whole, with end-to-end testing
methodologies intended to measure UE performance and QoE. As this process
becomes more time consuming, the expense of troubleshooting the network in the
field is bound to increase substantially.
To address these changes, test tools are increasing in complexity and scope, not only
to assess end-to-end performance but to enable operators to understand the
dynamics of the interaction among RAN elements. In this context, automation is
emerging as a requirement for operators: automation can handle a much larger
number of test cases, and it supports lab simulation of field conditions, so operators
can cut back on expensive outdoor testing.
Operators overcoming the SON trust gap. The ultimate vision of SON is a fully
automated network that can configure, optimize and heal itself with minimal human
involvement. We are years away from achieving this, but operators are gradually
accepting that they have to relinquish some of their control over the network, and
they have started to experiment with SON’s automated network management and
testing tools. The initial suspicion of automated processes is being replaced by the
awareness that automation – and the reduction of direct control it entails – is
unavoidable within a HetNet architecture.
REPORT Making HetNets a reality

Figure 1. Cell-edge data rate improvement with eICIC.
Source: 4G Americas
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This trend echoes comparable developments in wireless networks, such as Network
Function Virtualization (NFV) and the move to cloud-based core functions, which
similarly require operators to move away from a closely controlled, proprietary
environment to one that is more open and difficult to control, but provides more
flexibility and a more efficient use of resources.
Automation forces operators to trust software to efficiently manage network
operations and deal with network disruptions. Naturally, it takes time to build this
trust, and operators are treading carefully, taking small steps at the beginning to
make sure they can revert to manual operations if needed. They limit their initial
dependence on new tools that have not yet been fully verified.
SON as a differentiating factor among vendors. 3GPP specifications define SON
functionality and interfaces, but implementation is left to vendors, giving them room
to differentiate. For tier-one RAN vendors, SON is a way to deepen the relationship
with existing operator customers. For other vendors, it is an opportunity to find a
way to expand their role – or establish one – by providing complementary
functionality. D-SON solutions that require close ties with the RAN infrastructure
have been dominated by RAN vendors. Aware of the complexities of multi-vendor
interoperability, mobile operators typically choose their RAN vendor as their D-SON
provider, knowing that this will lead to faster adoption and provide optimization
features more tightly linked to their equipment.
As operators move to a multi-vendor RAN environment, this integrated approach is
too restrictive. In a network where one vendor provides macro cells, another small
cells and a third one femto cells, which vendor is best positioned to provide D-SON
functionality? It will be interesting to see which paths operators will take and
whether this may instead expand the role of independent D-SON providers, which
may provide better support for multi-vendor environments.

“One thing that the industry is missing is a
multivendor approach. Most of the solutions we have
seen require that we have the same solution from the
same vendor in different layers in order for the layers
to be able to talk to each other and understand each
other, and to be able to coordinate among them.”
Jaime Lluch, Telefonica

Today we’re using some SON features in our macrocell network, such as auto configuration, automatic
neighbor recognition, and the configuration of the X2
interface. We’re using a number of those features
now in terms of how we integrate new eNodeBs. …
We see the need for even greater SON capability in
the small-cell layer. Firstly we need the same tools I’ve
just described. … But we really need that small-cell
layer to be aware of its position in a macro network.”
Andy Sutton, EE

In the case of C-SON, there is wider room for other vendors, and the ability to
operate in a multi-vendor network is a prerequisite.
The propensity toward hybrid SON may introduce a shift in balance among vendors,
because it gives RAN vendors the opportunity to tie their C-SON product with a
D-SON one, but it also encourages C-SON vendors to expand their focus to D-SON.
REPORT Making HetNets a reality
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Multi-vendor challenges. Differentiation among vendors is driving innovation and
more advanced SON capabilities, but it also increases the complexity of multi-vendor
integration. This has emerged as a key challenge for SON adoption, because multilayer HetNets, especially if they include outdoor small cells, will commonly include
RAN equipment from different vendors in the same area. Even if an operator does
not have a commercial small-cell deployment today, it wants to ensure that the SON
tools it deploys now will continue to work when it adds small cells.
Mobile operators see multi-vendor SON as a precondition to SON adoption. This is
true even if they adopt their RAN vendors’ SON solutions, because multi-vendor SON
is a way to ensure that their investment is future proof. With pressure from
operators, vendors have started to work on interoperability, and 3GPP has expanded
its work on SON specifications to include multi-vendor operation. However, full
interoperability is inherently difficult to achieve when managing and optimizing
network performance, because the efficiency of the solution depends on being able
to collect performance data and to change parameters in the equipment – tasks in
which the equipment vendor has an inevitable advantage over other vendors.

“The indoor area is very important for HetNets.
Traditionally we have DAS systems and pico NodeB for
indoor areas. But … more and more operators need
not just indoor coverage solutions, but indoor capacity
solutions, because much of the tablet- and iPhonegenerated data traffic is indoors. Huawei thinks the
future of the indoor solutions should be multimode
support: supporting LTE, UMTS and Wi-Fi all
together.”
George Zhao, Huawei

7. HetNet trends.
Extracting value
Along with the complexity they introduce, HetNets vastly expand the opportunities
for mobile operators to deploy wireless infrastructure in new environments, to meet
the demand from new usage models, to launch new services, and to generate
revenues from their assets more effectively. At the same time, the new deployment
and management requirements that HetNets introduce may lead to new business
models and the evolution of infrastructure-sharing frameworks.

HetNet trends:
Extracting value
HetNets conquering the big indoors
Moving beyond offload with carrier Wi-Fi
New business models driven by HetNets

HetNets conquering the big indoors. Most data traffic – more than 70% in
developed markets – comes from subscribers in indoor locations, where good
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coverage and performance are notoriously difficult to achieve. To make things
worse, indoor subscribers use more network resources than outdoor subscribers
engaged in the same activities, because modulation schemes with lower spectral
efficiency have to be used to reach indoor subscribers.
HetNets give mobile operators the opportunity to deploy small cells – including
femto cells and carrier Wi-Fi access points – in indoor locations, where the closeness
to subscribers improves QoE and increases resource utilization, the latter reducing
per-bit costs. As an added advantage, indoor deployments reduce the level of
interference between the macro-cell and small-cell layers, which further improves
network performance and capacity.
The process has already started, but to date operators have focused on high-traffic,
high-value venues such as stadiums and airports, where providing good service may
be challenging and expensive but is nevertheless required. Over the last year,
however, there has been intensified interest in a wider range of indoor locations and,
generally, indoor coverage – something that, for a long time, operators have tried to
keep to a minimum, with the exception of a few in Asia Pacific markets.
Small cells are not the only candidates for indoor coverage. The increased interest
has driven development of new architectures, spanning small cells to DAS, to
leverage different sets of capabilities. They encompass a variety of form factors,
capacity levels, and backhaul solutions, and in some cases rely on cloud-RAN
topologies, in which the baseband unit is located remotely. We expect this trend to
continue, with vendors offering a continuum of solutions designed to meet a more
varied range of operator requirements that are location-specific. Depending on
whether the site to be serviced is a stadium, an airport, or an enterprise office
building, a mobile operator is likely to select an architecture that depends on factors
such as traffic patterns, value of the location, access to the location, and availability
of power and backhaul.

AT&T HetNet plans in the US
AT&T is the US operator with the most aggressive HetNet plans, which
include Wi-Fi, small cells and DAS.
By 2015, AT&T plans to have 10,000 new cell sites – but also 40,000
small cells and 1,000 DAS systems as part of its Project Velocity IP. Small
cells currently support 3G, but AT&T plans to transition to LTE and Wi-Fi
small cells from 2014.
AT&T estimates that 50% of its densification efforts will rely on small-cell
technology, with a target to improve both in-building and outdoor
coverage, as well as capacity in dense areas. To achieve this goal, AT&T
will install small cells both outdoors (metro cells) and indoors (both
residential and enterprise) locations.
The small-cell lineup includes femto cells (up to 4 active subscribers), LTE
metro cells (32 subscribers) and multi-standard (3G, LTE and Wi-Fi)
metro cells (64 subscribers).
A long-time supporter of DAS, AT&T sees DAS as a complement to small
cells, and plans to install new DAS systems both in indoor and outdoor
locations. The choice between DAS and small cells will depend on the
specific requirements of the location – both in terms of capacity and
coverage requirements, and in terms of site-acquisition constraints.
The strong support for Wi-Fi offload gives AT&T the opportunity to
differentiate its services, and to relieve traffic congestion on its network.
AT&T offered Wi-Fi access in 32,000 location in 2012, including hotels,
retail locations, restaurants, stadiums and public areas. In 2012, AT&T
saw the number of connections grow to 2.7 billion, from 20 million in
2008. Of these connections, 40% were from smartphones and tablets.

Moving beyond offload with carrier Wi-Fi. Wi-Fi access from mobile devices today is
largely supported by widely available Wi-Fi infrastructure that is not part of mobile
networks, and includes homes, offices and public hotspots. This is often the case
even when operators own the Wi-Fi network, because Wi-Fi is not integrated within
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their cellular. Mobile operators use this Wi-Fi infrastructure to offload traffic as a way
to reduce the traffic load and congestion in their cellular networks.
While Wi-Fi offload is valuable to mobile operators, and its use will continue
unabated, the HetNet architecture will facilitate the adoption of carrier Wi-Fi, in
which mobile operators not only own the Wi-Fi infrastructure, but also integrate it
into their networks. Carrier Wi-Fi deployments are enabled by functionality, such as
SIM-based authentication and automatic network selection, that has been
introduced by the Wi-Fi Alliance Passpoint program and by initiatives such as the
WBA’s Next Generation Hotspot (NGH). The integration with mobile networks relies
on 3GPP specifications that define the interfaces between Wi-Fi networks and
cellular networks. HetNets provide an architecture that facilitates Wi-Fi integration
and supports the new functionality supported by Passpoint, NGH and 3GPP.

[On infrastructure sharing] “It’s very likely that we’ll
deploy unilateral small-cell equipment, but where
possible we’d look to share lampposts or maybe a
deal for a number of lampposts in one area. We may
not be on the same structure, but we’re on adjacent
structures, as part of the same deal, and potentially
look to share the backhaul as well, where possible.”
Andy Sutton, EE

A renewed interest in the enterprise. In one of most recent HetNet developments,
mobile operators are showing a strong propensity to include the enterprise in the
new network architecture. To some extent, this stems from operators’ desire to
expand the network into indoor locations. But the main driver is the desire to
develop a tighter link to enterprise customers and to offer a more compelling
portfolio of services.
Within the enterprise market, the competition between small cells and DAS – and
other hybrid solutions – is heating up.
Today DAS dominates. Passive DAS systems are typically used in small venues up to
about 100,000 ft2 in size, while active DAS systems are used in larger venues. Passive
DAS works by simply using RF feeder cable and other passive devices to split and
combine RF signals for distribution in a building over coaxial cables. Active DAS
systems work by converting base-station RF signals to optical signals, which are
transmitted over long distances before they are converted back to RF signals at a
remote module. The remote module is capable of multi-band, multi-mode operation
that supports multiple operators sharing the same distribution infrastructure.

“We think [multi-tenancy] is very attractive for
operators who, when they look at the small-cell
environment and the need to deploy a small-cell
network, are faced with challenges that include
everything from site acquisition to ongoing site
maintenance. It would be very beneficial to share that
cost with other operators and reduce the time to
market, yet remain independent.”
Ronen Vengosh, PureWave Networks

The ability to support multiple operators, frequency bands, and access modes in a
single remote module is a major advantage of DAS systems over small cells. While
today’s small cells typically operate in a single channel, some vendors are working to
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add support for multiple bands and access modes, and to enable infrastructuresharing models. On the other hand, small cells offer higher capacity and do not
require a dedicated backhaul, which makes them better suited for smaller buildings
or environments with high traffic density. Small cells can also be installed alongside
the enterprise Wi-Fi infrastructure, or in combination with carrier Wi-Fi
deployments, which will provide a cost advantage for small cells over DAS.
The two solutions – DAS and small cells – are largely complementary, and both meet
the demands of different market segments. But the increased interest in enterprise
coverage has already started to generate variations on these two architectures,
which may make enterprise deployments more cost effective and better tailored to
the needs of the enterprise.
New business models driven by HetNets. A fundamental barrier to large-scale
deployments of small cells is cost. A possible solution to this challenge is business
models that use infrastructure sharing to reduce the cost.
Operators may engage in infrastructure-sharing agreements that involve shared
small cells, or shared sites, or shared backhaul. Most mobile operators prefer to
avoid sharing small cells, because this approach requires complex network
management arrangements, in part due to the need to manage interference
between the small-cell and macro-cell layers. A wholesale model is also possible,
where one mobile operator deploys small cells in a spectrum channel it controls and
shares network access with other operators.
Neutral-host business models are also emerging, with a network operator deploying
small cells on behalf of one or more mobile operators. As in the case of partnerships
between operators, the agreement may be limited to backhaul and/or specific sites.
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KT’s small-cell deployment in South Korea
In a market with 82% smartphone penetration, and high per-subscriber
traffic volumes, wireless densification is not an option, but a necessity.
As a result, mobile operators in developed Asian markets have been
leading the move to wide commercial small-cell deployments.
KT uses different types of small cells, to cover both indoor and outdoor
areas. Home femtocells are used in residential areas to provide access to
4 to 8 users. Enterprise femto cells can support up to 64 users. Outdoor
pico cells extend the number of active users to up to 128. All small cells
are designed to have a capacity of 75 mbps in a 10 MHz channel, and 150
mbps in a 20 MHz channel, when using 2 x 2 MIMO. To mitigate
interference between the macro-cell and small-cell layers, KT is
introducing eICIC.
Initially, small cells are expected to provide coverage and capacity
improvements, but in the long term they are seen as supporting new
service and business models and applications, such as M2M vertical and
residential services. In hotspot areas, KT expects small cells to bring up
to a 4-fold increase in capacity.
KT has started to deploy small cells in 2012, with 10,000 small cells
deployed by the end of 2012. By the end of 2013, KT expects to have
18,000 small cells. In areas with LTE small cells, over 15% of the overall
traffic was transported by small cells (8% during peak hour).
Interestingly, the traffic in the macro network decreased only slightly,
and the overall traffic (small cells plus macro cells) increased, suggesting
that small cells may unlock a demand for services that the macro
network did not meet.
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8. Implications
The widening scope of HetNet architectures
HetNets were initially greeted with a mix of anticipation for their benefits – including the promise of a solution to the impending network congestion that
many operators expected – and concern for their sustainability, cost effectiveness, and impact on the overall mobile network. How can operators effectively
manage a much denser network, with a much higher number of RAN elements, most of which interact with each other? Are small cells cost effective?
What’s the best way to leverage Wi-Fi? Can interference be effectively managed in a dense, multi-layer environment? Should small cells be deployed indoors
or outdoors? Where should DAS or cloud-RAN topologies be used in place of small cells? To what extent can automation replace manual intervention, while
leaving operators the control over the network that they need?
Mobile operators and vendors are still working on the answers to these questions. In this report we outlined the trends in HetNet adoption we see in the
market, but each operator will craft its own strategy. The answers to the questions above will depend on the operators’ specific requirements and strategies,
and on the vendors’ approach to the market. This is one of the major contributions of HetNets: they provide a blueprint that comes with the SON toolbox,
and a variety of equipment and software solutions that operators can tailor to their own needs. HetNets are not prescriptive: they enable a virtually endless
set of permutations on new architectures, business models, and services that can increase the efficiency – in terms of cost and spectrum utilization – of
mobile networks, and lower the per-bit costs of mobile data transport.
The initial ambivalence about HetNets has been replaced by a consensus among operators that HetNets are crucial to meeting the growing demand for data
services in a way that is both affordable and achievable within the spectrum constraints that operators face. The pace of adoption is bound to vary across
markets – developed markets with LTE deployments will plunge into HetNets first, and operators with large deployments will take the lead. Likewise, the
pace will vary for different technologies, solutions and equipment form factors – depending on maturity, cost and availability.
Our conversations with vendors and operators, which follow in this report, demonstrate that HetNets are no longer a thing of the future only. Their adoption
will be gradual – and likely to proceed at a slower pace than some had initially anticipated – but it has started already, with mobile operators working on
limited deployments of HetNet architectures, and focusing first on the SON features that are most mature and fit best with the current network architecture.
The future trajectory of HetNets will revolve around large-scale deployments that will fundamentally alter the way mobile networks are operated,
completing the transition from closed networks optimized for coverage width and voice, to IP data networks that are more powerful but more complex to
manage, and that have to meet our expectations for ubiquitous, reliable and fast connections.
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II. Vendors’ profiles
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1. Azimuth Systems
A leader in mobile networks testing, Azimuth Systems leverages its experience to
develop testing solutions that meet the explosion of testing conditions in HetNets.
The coexistence of multiple layers, multiple RATs, and multiple bands with the
possible use of carrier aggregation, serving an increasing variety of devices and
transporting multiple traffic types, vastly expands the scope of testing requirements.
These conditions shift the focus of testing to end-to-end performance, as this new
approach enables mobile operators to more directly gain intelligence into the
subscriber experience, which is ultimately what matters most and drives revenues.
In 2G and 3G networks, network performance can be measured by testing individual
network elements. In HetNets, this is no longer the case, because multiple RAN
elements interact with each other; testing the performance of individual elements

Figure 2. Azimuth automation and performance test tools. Source: Azimuth Systems
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no longer predicts with sufficient accuracy what the user experience will be. Yet
understanding how these elements interact is crucial to assessing the contribution of
each – and, as a result, their relative cost-effectiveness within the HetNet
architecture.
HetNets can quickly exacerbate the performance limitations of wireless networks if
not carefully designed to place small cells where required in traffic hot spots.
Interference from improperly placed small cells can decrease the performance of
macro cells. Too many handovers between small cells and macro cells adversely
impact the user’s quality of experience and can lead to dropped calls and long delays
in data sessions. Optimizing the performance of the network becomes critical.
Performance testing takes on an added level of importance.
Conformance and compliance testing with standards and protocols is still important,
but not sufficient; testing subscriber quality of experience assumes a prominent role.
Operators find it crucial to move beyond the lab-testing conditions, to test real
network performance in the field, from fully loaded networks, simulating a variety of
devices and traffic types. But this is expensive to do. Azimuth offers solutions that try
to replicate the richness of field conditions in the more manageable – and less
expensive – lab environment.
This is a challenge that Azimuth addresses through automation, end-to-end
integration, and correlation across field and lab. Automation allows vendors and
operators to reduce the test time and increase the scope of testing. Azimuth
provides the platform to test multi-vendor test beds and to control multiple
equipment installations from different vendors. Azimuth Field-to-Lab solution
provides tools to define test scripts that closely mirror real-world scenarios and bring
the RF conditions present in the field into an indoor lab environment. Azimuth
estimates that Field–to-Lab saves operators, on average, 30% on drive test expenses.
The company’s multi-link channel emulators extend testing capabilities to include
LTE-Advanced for multi-stream MIMO.
The company complements its product portfolio by helping network operators
develop test plans that – in addition to performance testing – comprise device
benchmarking, regression testing, interoperability testing, and stress testing, to
provide a deeper evaluation of the subscriber experience.
REPORT Making HetNets a reality
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2. Huawei
Huawei has developed a wide HetNet portfolio that includes multiple small-cell form
factors, as well as other RAN and backhaul solutions, and a comprehensive SON
solution to address the multiple network deployment and management scenarios
that operators face when planning their HetNet rollouts.
On the RAN equipment side, Huawei’s AtomCell supports multiple form factors and
architectures; multiple RATs, including Wi-Fi; MIMO and beamforming functionality;
and different power levels. Huawei anticipates that operators’ requirements at
different locations are bound to differ and hence they will need the flexibility to
choose from a well-equipped portfolio in which all solutions are designed to coexist
within the same network.
The first small cells Huawei launched were micro and pico cells that targeted outdoor
installations for capacity, expected to be used mostly in high-traffic locations. More
recently, Huawei has added LampSite to the AtomCell product line. LampSite is a
multi-mode remote radio unit (RRU) supporting up to three channels, with a small
footprint. It connects to a remote baseband unit (BBU) through fiber or Ethernet.
LampSite small cells are primarily designed to improve indoor coverage, although
they also offer increased capacity (i.e., they are better suited to office buildings than
stadiums, where a high capacity density is needed). In addition to LampSite, the
Huawei portfolio includes an indoor micro cell, for high-capacity deployments, and
femto cells, for the residential and small-business market.
Carrier Wi-Fi is another market segment that Huawei understands well, thanks to its
large deployments in China. In addition to providing the Wi-Fi access point, Huawei
has a Convergent Carrier Wi-Fi solution that enables operators to integrate Wi-Fi
within their cellular network using Passpoint and Hotspot 2.0 functionality for
network discovery and access, for authentication, and for billing and policy
integration across RATs. Huawei’s Single Radio Controller acts as the aggregation
point for cellular and Wi-Fi traffic.
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Huawei also offers a wide set of small-cell backhaul solutions based on xPON, V-band
millimeter wave, and Wi-Fi. The backhaul toolkit now includes eRelay, a new product
that uses the TDD frequency spectrum to provide PMP NLOS connectivity to small
cells.
The small-cell portfolio is backed by SingleSON, Huawei’s SON solution designed to
enable network densification, and supporting both LTE and 3G networks.
Architecturally, it’s a hybrid distributed system for quick adaptation and fast action at
the base-station level, coupled with a centralized SON module that integrates with
the network management system to oversee network configuration, maintenance,
and optimization. According to Huawei, the automated network optimization that
SON provides can reduce staff costs by 10% to 30%.
Huawei recognizes the importance of multi-vendor SON and supports the
Operations Support Systems interoperability initiative (OSSii), launched by Huawei,
Ericsson, and NSN in May 2013 to solve multi-vendor integration of northbound
interfaces (NBIs).
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3. InfoVista
InfoVista enables operators to collect real-time performance data at both the
network and application levels, to use in planning, managing, optimizing and
monetizing their networks. InfoVista’s solutions evolved to meet the specific
requirements of HetNets, addressing HetNets’ ability to support multiple
technologies, RAN elements, network layers and vendors.
The company’s aim is to assist operators in building HetNets that deliver measurable
increases in performance and cost efficiency over more traditional architectures.
With Mentum Planet, InfoVista’s approach is to first ensure that the operator

Figure 4. Three-dimensional propagation analysis for HetNet planning. Source: InfoVista
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extracts all the potential from the macro layer, and then to carefully pick small-cell
locations based on the convergence of multiple levels of analysis:


Geolocation data combined with 3D traffic maps



RF analysis to minimize interference and optimize network resource use in both
the small-cell and macro-cell layers



Backhaul availability assessment (e.g., to evaluate where LOS or NLOS solutions
can be used)



Evaluation of performance interaction among small cells – for instance, to decide
at what point a further addition of small cells is no longer cost effective (due to
the fact that increasing the density of small cells will cause interference levels to
rise, decreasing the capacity-gain contribution of the newly added cells)



Assessment of capacity and coverage improvement to be expected over the
existing macro-cell network, using Monte Carlo simulations

Once the network has been deployed, VistaSON provides SON functionality to set
up, manage and optimize HetNet performance and QoS. An open-script framework
is used to automate repetitive manual processes. Performance-reporting and
visualization tools allow engineers to gauge the effectiveness of an action. Among
the features supported are dynamic load balancing, CCO, energy savings, cell-outage
detection and compensation, and real-time optimization. The tool provides both
open-loop and closed-loop SON techniques, so that operators can choose the level
of automation they feel comfortable with.
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4. JDSU
JDSU provides a comprehensive portfolio of testing and measurement tools to assist
mobile operators with HetNets, both during the initial deployment stage and during
ongoing operation. To enable operators to assess the subscriber experience, JDSU
offers specific solutions that target lab pre-deployment testing, network setup,
backhaul testing, and end-to-end assurance. They include:


RANAdvisor, for RF network testing and optimization in the field, using multimode receivers to collect data on multiple access technologies in both indoor
and outdoor locations.



CellAdvisor, a base station used to analyze radio performance (RF signal,
spectrum utilization, power measurement), the air interface (including
interference and multi-path), the transmission system (cable and antenna
performance), and backhaul.



CapacityAdvisor, a scalable traffic generator that simulates thousands of devices,
used to test equipment under realistic conditions.



ariesoGEO, a location-aware networking software solution that collects
geolocation data from mobile events from subscribers active in the network
(without relying on GPS signals, which are difficult to acquire in indoor locations).
This information helps operators find the optimal location, from a usage-based
perspective, for small cells within their macro footprint. Geolocation analysis
acts as a complement to RF planning, enabling operators to assess the tradeoffs
between concentration of subscriber demand and the RF constraints imposed
by the environment. ariesoGEO includes four modules: GEOinsight (location
intelligence), GEOperformance (tying location intelligence to RF planning),
GEOson (network optimization combining location intelligence with SON
functionality such as ANR and CCO), and GEOanalytics (giving third parties access
to location data).

Figure 5. JDSU’s test and assurance product portfolio is designed to
provide visibility into multi-vendor, multi-mode networks.
Source: JDSU

These tools are complementary to SON solutions designed to optimize network
performance. Operators can use them to make sure that SON delivers the benefits it
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promises – and to help identify and correct situations where this is not the case. As a
provider of equipment-agnostic solutions, JDSU targets multi-vendor networks,
where network testing is more complex, especially in environments with multivendor SON.
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5. Movik Networks
Movik solutions are designed to gather real-time traffic data along multiple
dimensions – RAN elements, RATs, layers, traffic and content types, subscribers –
and combine RAN awareness with content awareness to allow operators to optimize
RAN utilization and, hence, performance and per-bit costs. Movik strives to give
operators the intelligence and the ability to act in real time to optimize network
performance in response to varying traffic load and the prevalence of different traffic
types.
Awareness of network conditions, coupled with knowledge of the applications and
services sought by a subscriber, allows the operator to make decisions to maximize
service quality for that subscriber in the context of all other services and activities
handled in the network. For instance, video traffic can be treated differently (e.g.,
transmitted at full bandwidth or throttled) depending on the congestion level in the
RAN, operator policy, or the subscriber’s plan or preferences – or any combination of
them – in order to provide the best experience within the infrastructure capacity and
performance constraints.

Movik’s Cloud REACH architecture
R - Report correlated, multi-domain, multi-RAT traffic conditions in real time
E – Export real-time RAN awareness to policy enforcement and traffic
management nodes
A – Actionable triggers for intelligent traffic management and policy
enforcement
C – Control utilization of multi-RAT/Wi-Fi access network overlays for peak
QoE and optimal capex
H – HetNet realization that is optimized and effective based on real-time
RAN awareness
Source: Movik Networks

Figure 6. Movik's Content Awareness Engine enables optimum network selection between small and macro cells. Source: Movik Networks
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To achieve these goals, Movik collects data across different RATs to determine the
type of application the user is running and its status (e.g., a video streaming
application or a background application) using its Cloud REACH (cREACH)
architecture, which includes the Content Awareness Engine (CAE).
Architecturally, the CAE is placed at the edge of the core network. It processes both
user-plane and control-plane traffic to determine traffic conditions, detect network
congestion and estimate subscriber quality, both at the overall network level and at
the RAN-element level. The engine then passes the results of the analysis to other
core elements involved in policy control and enforcement, content management and
optimization, and SON. For example, the information can be used for admission
control or to allow prioritization of premium and high-value content.
To fully realize HetNet benefits, operators can use RAN and content awareness to
steer traffic to different layers (e.g., small cells or macro cells) or different RATs (e.g.,
3G, LTE, or Wi-Fi) – taking policy into account – to relieve congestion, manage
interference, and enable power saving.
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6. PureWave Networks
PureWave Networks has been one of the first equipment vendors to focus on small
cells, pioneering their deployment in multiple scenarios – urban and rural, public
networks, and vertical applications – well before HetNets had gained popularity and
before tier-one vendors jumped on the small-cell bandwagon. As the company
expanded its product line, it retained its commitment to a reduction of the small-cell
footprint and power requirements, but without compromising performance. Small
cells have to be nimble enough to fit on lampposts or inside buildings, just like a
Wi-Fi access point, but they should have the same capacity as a macro cell; this is
what PureWave calls macro parity.
The PureWave Constellation product line includes outdoor and indoor LTE small
cells, all based on a Texas Instrument SoC.
Constellation Leo outdoor cells are available in two RF output-power versions (2x2 W
and 2x5 W) in multiple frequency bands, and support up to 256 active users
concurrently.

Figure 7. PureWave’s Constellation Lyra indoor
small-cell base station. Source: PureWave Networks

The Constellation Lyra indoor small cell, a more recent addition to the product line,
addresses operators’ increasing desire to expand indoor coverage. Lyra small cells
support up to 128 active users; feature 250 mW RF output-power transceivers and
up to four antennas; and optionally include 3G in addition to LTE and Wi-Fi. The
addition of 3G to only indoor cells is because 3G lacks extensive functionality to
mitigate interference, and interference with the 3G macro network is more limited
indoors.
Both Leo and Lyra small cells can operate in up to three channels or three bands, can
include built-in Wi-Fi, and support SON functionality. The multi-channel and multifrequency approach and the support for Wi-Fi enable operators to reduce the smallcell per-bit TCO, because the new small cell delivers more capacity but costs about
the same as a single-frequency, single-sector small cell to install and operate. It also
enables operators to deploy small-cell networks that more closely replicate the mix
REPORT Making HetNets a reality

Figure 8. PureWave’s Constellation Leo outdoor small cell.
Source: PureWave Networks
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of spectrum bands available in the wide area network and to serve subscribers with
devices that support only selected bands.
The multi-channel, multi-frequency feature also encourages infrastructure sharing
among operators that want to control their own radios but are comfortable sharing
the small-cell enclosure and the backhaul link. In this scenario, up to three operators
can add their small-cell eNodeBs within the same enclosure, to reduce both capex
and opex and to streamline the site acquisition, installation and operation of the
small-cell layer. Infrastructure arrangements can be mediated by multi-tenancy,
neutral hosting or wholesale approaches, which PureWave expects to become more
widely adopted as large-scale HetNets are deployed.
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7. Qualcomm
Qualcomm has encouraged the development and deployment of HetNets not only
through product solutions, but also through R&D work to explore new architectures
and technologies, and through efforts to strengthen the growing ecosystem.
The vision for HetNets that informs Qualcomm’s R&D activities is anchored in an
aggressive push for RAN densification and greater spectrum efficiency, to ensure
that mobile networks can provide the capacity that subscribers demand.
The HetNet architecture proposed by Qualcomm revolves around these tenets:


Wi-Fi is an integral part of HetNet rollouts, and it is increasingly integrated with
cellular networks at multiple levels – subscriber experience and devices, RAN
equipment location, chipset, traffic management.



HetNets will see a combination of operator-deployed and -operated
infrastructure and user-deployed infrastructure (e.g., femto cells, residential

Figure 9. Qualcomm approach to HetNets. Source: Qualcomm
REPORT Making HetNets a reality
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Wi-Fi); the two sources will complement each other to provide indoor and
outdoor coverage.


Backhaul – and backhaul sharing – play an important role in ensuring that the
RAN capacity that becomes available with densification and multi-RAT
equipment can be used effectively.



In addition to outdoor densification, indoor densification with neighborhood
small cells (NSCs), using the inside-out deployment model, is seen as a major
resource for capacity growth, able to serve both indoor and outdoor subscribers.
NSCs support a combination of Wi-Fi, 3G and 4G equipment.



SON provides essential functionality to manage and optimize HetNets, and to
manage interference with tools such as eICIC and FeICIC. Qualcomm’s UltraSON
provides additional SON functionality to NSC and other small-cell deployments.



Qualcomm supports use of a wider set of spectrum bands, notably including the
3.5 GHz TDD band, which is available but underutilized in many countries. This
band’s limited coverage range has limited its use, but it is an advantage in dense
HetNets because it reduces the impact of interference. Qualcomm also is a
strong supporter of carrier aggregation and authorized shared access (ASA) to
increase spectrum utilization.

Recently announced, the FSM 99xx family of 28 nm SoC solutions for pico, metro and
enterprise small cells supports LTE (TDD and FDD, MIMO, and carrier aggregation),
3G, Wi-Fi (802.11ac, dual band, and MU-MIMO) and wireless backhaul (LOS and
NLOS) and is ready to support SON functionalities.
Interference mitigation techniques discussed in this report operate within the
HetNet infrastructure, but UEs can also contribute to interference mitigation by
using technologies such as interference cancellation (IC), which are supported by
Qualcomm chipsets.
On the ecosystem front, Qualcomm has recently announced a partnership with
Alcatel-Lucent to develop a new line of small cells that target the residential and
enterprise markets based on the FSM 9900 chipset.

REPORT Making HetNets a reality
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8. Radisys
Radisys provides embedded protocol and application software for the RAN, the EPC,
policy control and IMS (voice, video and RCS), with an increasing focus on cloud
services driven by NFV and software-defined networking (SDN). In addition to its
ATCA-based solutions and IP Media Server, Radysis has developed Trillium, a
protocol software package that processes signaling in wireless and wireline
networks. Trillium has evolved to support a wide range of HetNet functionality. It
includes the protocol stack for the LTE and 3G base stations, beginning with the MAC
layer and expanding upwards in the protocol stack to include SON functionality.
The company sells its products to leading baseband-processor vendors to
complement the physical layer, giving them the advantage of a short time-to-market.
Radisys brings to market LTE-Advanced features such as CoMP and carrier
aggregation, as well as SON modules, necessary for the continued evolution and
growth of HetNet deployments. Among these, Radisys has developed an eICIC
solution to manage the interference between the small-cell and macro-cell layers,
with support for the ABS mode, which turns off data transmission on one layer for a
part of the subframe to minimize interference to another layer.
Radisys provides a wide range of functionality that targets specific challenges that
operators face in deploying HetNets, challenges that include:


The increase in signaling load to be expected with the increase in RAN elements
and interactions among them.



The need to coordinate network operations in infrastructure-sharing scenarios.



The opportunity to integrate Wi-Fi within the mobile network to provide
additional capacity, by supporting standards such as access network discovery
and selection function (ANDSF), Local IP access (LIPA) and Selected IP Traffic
Offload (SIPTO), which facilitate Wi-Fi access and offer advanced capabilities to
route Wi-Fi traffic without traversing the core network.

REPORT Making HetNets a reality

Figure 10. Radisys Trillium provides a full LTE protocol stack above the physical
layer. Source: Radisys
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The Radisys LTE software stack has been used in field trials and commercial
deployments in markets with pioneering LTE-Advanced deployments, such as Korea,
where carrier aggregation is used to increase throughput. The experience gained
from such deployments enables Radisys to develop and commercialize a robust
solution that provides the fundamental LTE components on the basis of which
chipset and equipment vendors can differentiate their solutions and bring them to
market quickly.

REPORT Making HetNets a reality
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9. Vasona Networks
Vasona Networks is a new entrant in the RAN traffic management space. It has
developed a solution that harnesses RAN resources to optimize QoE and application
performance, taking a new approach in a field where two other approaches
dominate: one geared toward the maximization of RAN resource utilization – trying
to pack as many bits as possible over the existing infrastructure – and the other one
aimed at content optimization, i.e., reducing the traffic load that content generates
(e.g., by compressing or transrating video).
Vasona takes a different approach to traffic management. It optimizes the way the
RAN allocates resources so that it maximizes user experience according to the
operator’s policy and priorities – instead of optimizing RAN utilization per se.
Vasona’s solution, though complementary to content optimization, does not require
it.

Figure 11. Vasona SmartAIR1000 edge-application controller. Source: Vasona Networks
REPORT Making HetNets a reality
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The rationale for this choice is that what matters to operators and subscribers alike is
not how many bits go through the RAN, but the user experience. This does not mean
that Vasona’s solution makes the RAN less efficient in terms of bits/sec transmitted,
but rather that it chooses the priority with which bits coming from different traffic
types get transmitted, depending on the intrinsic application requirements of the
session (e.g., latency and jitter affect video and voice more severely than they affect
browsing or messaging). At the same time, Vasona’s solution goes beyond traffic
prioritization that’s based on QoS categories, because it works in concert with
intelligence about the availability of RAN resources.
While this approach works in any network architecture, it addresses the need for
real-time traffic management that HetNets bring to the fore, and for the consequent
efforts to optimize network utilization in a way that is tied to QoE and dependent on
time- and location-specific traffic load.
Vasona’s SmartAIR1000 edge-application controller resides between the core and
the RAN. It monitors traffic conditions and types (e.g., video, voice, browsing, and
background traffic) and arranges traffic transmission to the RAN accordingly. By
knowing the type of traffic directed to a cell and the traffic load on that cell, the
controller acts to ease congestion when the cell is at capacity.
Vasona’s solution does not increase the network capacity per se, as it does not touch
the RAN equipment. Instead, it is designed to increase the number of video sessions
that are transmitted without interruption (according to Vasona, by an average of
20%), to lower the network latency, and to improve the browsing and video bitrates. According to estimates from the company, the adaptive bit-rate video
payloads can improve by 15%. These changes can lead to improved subscriber
experience and allow the operator to serve more subscribers with the existing
infrastructure.
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III. Vendor interviews
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Frank Rayal. Hello, and welcome to this
conversation with Erik Org and Vivek
Vadakkuppattu from Azimuth Systems. I am
Frank Rayal.

Azimuth.
Scaling performance
testing for nextgeneration
networks
A conversation with
Erik Org,
Director of Product
Management, Lab Systems,
and
Vivek Vadakkuppattu,
Director of Test Plan Solutions
Azimuth Systems

By Frank Rayal
REPORT Making HetNets a reality

This conversation is part of a Senza Fili report
on heterogeneous networks and the latest
solutions from the wireless ecosystem that will
make HetNets a reality.
Today we are speaking with Erik Org, Director
of Product Management, Lab Systems, and
Vivek Vadakkuppattu, Director of Test Plan
Solutions, both with Azimuth Systems.
Azimuth is a leader in mobile-performance test
solutions for network operators, device OEMs,
chipset vendors and infrastructure providers.
I’d like to start with you, Erik, by asking you to
give us a brief overview of Azimuth Systems.
Erik Org. Azimuth Systems focuses on realworld test solutions. One of the biggest
challenges operators and device and
infrastructure vendors have is testing their
products in a way that reflects how the end
users actually experience them. What Azimuth
offers is a suite of products, platforms and
solutions that help our customers replicate
real-world performance in the lab.

particular piece of infrastructure and a
handset. To that, we add automation and test
plans, developed by my colleague Vivek’s
team, in order to provide end-to-end solutions
that can provide our customers the data and
the measurements that matter to them – that
is, end user experience. Maybe, Vivek, I could
ask you to add about test plans and how that
fits into Azimuth’s mission.
Vivek Vadakkuppattu. My team takes the
products and platforms built by Engineering
and creates a test plan. The way to look at it is
almost like Lego blocks. You have all these
products, which are like individual blocks. And
you can combine them to build a building.
What we do is we sit down with an operator,
or anyone in the ecosystem, for that matter.
We try to figure out what problem they are
trying to solve. Someone might say, “I want to
roll out VoLTE.” Once we know what problem
they are trying to solve, we develop test
scenarios and automate a solution that helps
them roll out this technology in an efficient,
timely manner.

Sponsored by

It all starts with our core platforms, like the
ACE channel emulator, which can recreate the
propagation conditions that exist between any
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Frank Rayal. When we are talking about new
technologies and new architectures, HetNets
are now a major focus for the industry, and
there are a lot of benefits that come along
with HetNets, mainly capacity. But there are
also challenges. What do you see as the main
challenges to HetNet deployments from your
perspective, being on the testing side of
wireless networks?
Erik Org. I would immediately point at the fact
that features and technologies like HetNet are
multilink technologies. They are technologies
that require multiple simultaneous links
between infrastructure and terminals in order
to deliver the best overall average
performance to all the users of the network.
To technologies like HetNet, I would also add
carrier aggregation or multi-user MIMO.
The fundamental challenge is simply that you
need a hardware platform that can support
multiple links at one time. From my
perspective in terms of lab products, what I’m
focused on delivering for Azimuth are test
beds that can support these multiple links.
In the example of HetNet, the smallest test
bed you might want to consider might have
two to three femto cells, and two to three
macro cells, because if you thought about a
typical deployment, there might a home
NodeB adjacent to a second home NodeB, so
when you are trying to look at the
performance of a UE that is within the
coverage area of a femto cell, that UE is always
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in conflict to figure out where it should attach
to. Do I attach to the femto cell in my home?
Do I attach to the macro cell under which the
femto cell is deployed? Or, if I go near a
window in my house and I start to pick up an
adjacent femto cell or a farther macro cell,
what is the best piece of infrastructure for my
terminal to connect to? This is all part of the
decision making that the service provider has
to offer in order to ensure the best average
performance for all the users, not just that one
particular user in the house, but all the users
that are attached to the macro cell, and other
users that are attached to adjacent femto cells.

experience is not very good. So, you have
inherent technical challenges.

I think that certainly presents challenges for
test plans, so as I mentioned, my team would
provide this fundamental platform, and then I
look to Vivek’s team to offer a test plan that
could enable that. And in fact, one of the
things I know Vivek is working on is test plans
for small cells.

This, combined with the fact that technology
by itself is becoming more complex, makes it
very difficult for anyone in the ecosystem –
whether they are deploying a HetNet, or
developing a device or infrastructure
equipment that is going to sit in the
heterogeneous network – to cover all the
corner cases in testing.

Vivek Vadakkuppattu. More and more
operators are embracing the concept of small
cells. The industry term for this is network
densification. With this come two challenges.
The first are technological challenges. Take a
common scenario, for example: when you are
outdoors and you go inside your apartment.
What happens is your device goes from the
macro network to the femto network. In some
instances, the device could ping-pong between
the macro cell and the femto cell. That leads to
very destructive behavior, and the user

Apart from the technical challenges, the
second challenge is complexity. Earlier, if I just
looked at homogeneous networks, all your
handovers were just between 3G to 2G, and it
was all macro cell to macro cell. With HetNets,
you take what was a one-dimensional
problem, and you make it two- or threedimensional. There is cellular to Wi-Fi
handover. There are macro-cell to femto-cell
handovers. The number of permutations and
combinations increases exponentially.

That is why the focus of the test plans that my
team develops is to make sure that we cover
all the typical corner cases.
There are two reasons why we are able to do
this. First, because of automation. If we have
40 different scenarios to cover, it is no longer
scalable to do it manually, as the industry used
to do it ten years back, when you just had two
combinations. Automation is a big piece of
what we do.
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Second, as testing increases, as the number of
permutations and combinations increases, it
becomes imperative that we choose tests that
help to pick out issues, so whatever tests we
run help to catch an issue we won’t be
catching otherwise. We do this through our
real-world testing expertise.
Frank Rayal. How do you actually take the
complexity of the network and bring it into the
lab? How do you achieve that with your
solutions and with your approach?
Erik Org. We have a couple of tools that are
designed to help do that, because as the test
beds get more complex, it is easy for our
customers to get caught up in just the
mechanics of building the test bed. Building a
test bed doesn’t solve problems for them.
They need to actually use the test bed and
collect data and have it presented in a way
that is easy for them to analyze and assess.

we’ll overlay mobility paths. Customers will be
able to create mobility scenarios for testing
everything from handovers to, in the case of
carrier aggregation, secondary-cell attach and
release events.
By presenting this in a very easy-to-use
fashion, we let customers create scenarios that
can be immediately replayed on the ACE
channel emulator. We do that through
another tool, called Field-to-Lab. Field-to-Lab
enables playback of both scenarios created
with the Multilink Scenario Application as well
as files created from drive tests, which were

recorded using a diagnostic monitor such as
QxDM or through a hardware scanner like the
JDSU scanner in the field.
We take either of these inputs, and we can
then directly replay these field conditions on
the channel emulator such that our customers
can recreate real-world scenarios in their lab.
They can do it in a way that reflects multiple
links for HetNet or carrier aggregation, or an
individual link, if that’s their test goal.
Frank Rayal. When it comes to your solution
set, you had to make some decisions and

To help them do that, most recently we are
working on a tool called the Multilink Scenario
Application. The name is self-explanatory. It is
a tool designed to help our customers build
scenarios that reflect multiple links, where
multiple eNodeBs are connected to one or
more UEs.
In particular, we are looking at scenarios for
both carrier aggregation and HetNet.
Essentially, we’ll give customers visual cues to
let them choose between coverage situations
with one or more eNodeBs. On top of that,
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Figure 12. Azimuth Field-to-Lab solution emulates real-world characteristics in the lab. Source: Azimuth Systems
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choices on what to build and the approach you
take. What differentiates your approach from
other solutions for testing that are available on
the market?
Vivek Vadakkuppattu. There are two things
that differentiate us, and I touched on this
earlier. The first thing is that our goal is in
performance testing. If you look at the
industry as such, testing is broadly broken into
performance testing and conformance testing.
The products that we have are conformanceready right from day one, but we spend a lot of
time in developing solutions for performance
testing, because at the end of the day, what
the customer remembers is the exception and
outliers – for example, “With a particular
device, I’ve got really good performance.” It is
not the bare minimum performance that
people look at. So it is that focus on
performance testing that differentiates us. It
manifests itself in the form of real-world
testing. Our focus is on real-world testing using
real-world conditions with real-world
applications.
The second thing is automation, because as I
mentioned, the number of test cases that
people need to run has been increasing over
the years. What differentiates our solution is
the focus on end-to-end automation. When I
say end-to-end automation,
I mean automating from the base station all
the way down to the handset, so you have a
way to automate the entire system.
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Frank Rayal. If we look at the LTE roadmap,
most of the networks deployed today are
based on Release 8 or 9, and a few networks
now have started to implement some Release
10 features. Where do you see the testing
environment right now in relationship to the
LTE roadmap?
Erik Org. The deployment of new technologies
follows a pretty common cycle. The focus is
initially on compliance and functionality,
because how can you worry about
performance unless you demonstrate basic
functionality?
So today, when we think about HetNets, small
cells and carrier aggregation, most of the
testing done by the early adopters and by the
first operators deploying these technologies is
focused on compliance and functionality.
I would say performance in the early going is
certainly important and relevant, but because
only a small number of customers are using
those features, performance is not yet a
bottleneck.
But as people start to take advantage of the
benefits of a heterogeneous network, of a
network with many small cells, or a network
with carrier aggregation – well, those network
elements are going to start becoming more
congested. As that happens, operators and
equipment vendors are going to become more
and more concerned about whether they are

going to be able to deliver the performance
that subscribers expect.
We’ve seen this with the advent of LTE, where
the focus was initially on compliance testing
and the use of standard channel models to
verify that the links were set up and
functioned properly. But as more and more
people began to use those technologies and
the number of subscribers on each of the
networks went up, operators have become
more focused on performance testing. We
expect it to develop in the same way with
HetNet and with carrier aggregation.
In fact, that is what we’ve seen so far. The first
people deploying HetNets and carrier
aggregation are focused on compliance and
functionality. They are only now, six months
after launching those features, starting to think
more and more about performance testing.
Frank Rayal. Some of these features that you
mentioned in terms of test plans are equally
applicable to the macro-cell and the small-cell
layers. Do you see the focus now being more
on getting these features right for the macrocell layer and maybe doing the small-cell layer
later? Or are both the macro cell and the small
cell being moved in unison?
Vivek Vadakkuppattu. One of the interesting
things we are seeing in the industry is that
small cells are gaining a lot more significance
as opposed to what we saw with 3G. So while
the focus is still on macro cells to a great
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extent, people have started looking at small
cells at a very early stage. Now, when we work
with operators, we work with an operator to
define our test plan, to do interoperability
testing. Typically, if this had happened three
years back, the focus would have been entirely
on macro-cell networks.
Right now, right on day one, the operators
said, “I want to start with the macro-cell
network, but I want to keep in mind that in the
future I want to start testing with small cells.”
So what we see is a new trend in the industry,
where small cells are beginning to gain
significance not only during deployment, but
right from an early planning stage.
Frank Rayal. I would like to ask you about
what you touched upon earlier – the
automation of the test plans because of the
growing number of devices and small cells.
Can you go into more detail to give us a flavor
of the type of work that you do to address this
issue? It is a fairly complex issue now, with
multiple frequencies being available, multiple
systems: 3G, Wi-Fi, LTE and different types of
devices. How can operators deal with all this
mix of systems in their networks?
Vivek Vadakkuppattu. I think that is a great
question. If you look at the challenges you
mentioned, technology has gotten more
complex, whether it is additional frequency
bands, new technologies and a number of
devices – the need for automation becomes
very imminent.
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Then – when asked the question “What do I
need?” or “What does the industry offer?” –
that is where you find that there are very few
solutions in the industry that can work across
technologies or that can work across
applications. It seems very fundamental, but
many times you would find one automation
tool that works for voice, one that works for
data, and one that works for subscriber
experience.
When we come up with test plans and
automation, our goal is to make sure that we
have a solution that not only works across
technologies, but also works across different
operating systems. Our customers shouldn’t
have to worry about the OS of the device,
since their focus is on getting devices out into
the market and not on the intricacies of the
automation support for different mobile OS
platforms.
So the automation we create is a consistent
platform that works across technologies,
operating systems, and different frequencies.
That allows us to abstract all this complexity
from the end users. If an operator wants to roll
out four new frequency bands and twenty
devices with five different operating systems,
the testing is going to be the same regardless
of the device type and technology, because all
the details of the operating system and the
chipset are abstracted through the automated
tools that we offer.

Frank Rayal. Are there some quantifiable
benefits to the automation? Are there some
metrics that you have in mind in terms of
improvements, or something tangible that
helps the operators?
Vivek Vadakkuppattu. I can actually give you a
very specific example. We worked with one of
our customers in rolling out a new test plan.
This customer used to do the same testing
earlier, manually; it used to take eight hours to
do ten tests. Using automation, they are able
to run the same ten tests in just one hour. So
right off the bat, you are able to cut down the
test time from an entire day to an hour.
Now, the beauty of automation is it allows you
to do testing 24/7. So what that means is that I
go from being able to run ten tests a day to
being able to run 240 tests a day. That is at
least a 20 times improvement over what you
were doing manually.
Another area where we see this level of
benefit is Field-to-Lab, so maybe Erik, you can
talk about the improvement customers have
seen using Field-to-Lab.
Erik Org. With Field-to-Lab, we are able to
capture field conditions and then replay them
on our channel emulator – which means that
you don’t have to go back to the field over and
over again if you want to test incremental
changes in software or hardware. We have
been able to capture some empirical results
from our customers, and from that we’ve
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determined that many customers experience a
30% or greater reduction in total drive testing
when they use Field-to-Lab.

vendors. Each one of these drive test tools
creates a log file. It is with that log file that we
begin.

Field-to-Lab doesn’t replace drive testing,
because you still have to get out there in order
to see what the real-world conditions are. But
once you’ve captured them, now you can
recreate them on a repeatable basis in the lab
using Field-to-Lab and our ACE channel
emulators. Another way to look at it is that, for
most devices, there are fairly extensive lists of
tests that need to get accomplished in the
field, and those tests have a cost: a cost in
terms of time for the drive test team and
equipment to get out there. The cost of doing
a full set of acceptance tests in the field could
range from $30,000 to $50,000 per device. By
moving tests to the lab, not only can I save
total test time, but I can save absolute dollars
that can be reallocated within my drive test
budget.

The log files contain everything from RSRP to
signal-to-noise to CQI – basically, all the
measurements of RF performance and of the
RF propagation environment that the terminal
or the drive test tool were able to capture over
the course of a drive test. We take that log file
as the input to our system. We do a couple of
things with it. First, we can apply algorithms to
filter and smooth the data, because not every
drive test is perfect. Sometimes there are gaps
in the data, sometimes there are outliers, and
so first we fix that.

Frank Rayal. Erik, how does Field-to-Lab
actually work? In the field, you have basically a
very complex environment. How do you bring
that into the lab? What exactly are you doing
to bring it to the lab?
Erik Org. We’ve designed our Field-to-Lab
product to work pretty seamlessly with a wide
range of drive test tools. Drive test tools range
from software-based diagnostic monitors,
such as QxDM, provided by Qualcomm, to a
bunch of hardware scanners that might be
provided by JDS Uniphase, PCTEL or other
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But then we provide a means to visualize and
assess the drive test; these visualization tools
vary, and by way of example, include
histograms reflecting distributions of RSRP or
of signal-to-noise, and also a map interface
where we can show you where the drive test
occurred. The nice thing about this is that, as
events happen during the drive test, you can
quickly pinpoint them using our tools and you
can see the RF conditions that existed both
before and after the event occurred. That is
the first part.

and map the data to the lab test bed in a
meaningful way. We have both algorithms as
well as custom controls for the users to go and
determine which of the sectors they would like
to map to the test bed and replay.
Once we have done that, we have the output
of AzMapper, which we call a player file. The
player file can be streamed in real time to the
ACE channel emulator in order to recreate
those specific field conditions.
So in short, with Field-to-Lab: start in the field,
create a log file, then map the log file to the
lab test bed using AzMapper. And while you
are doing that, you can both visualize and
assess the field conditions that existed during
the drive test. Then replay the drive test on the
test bed in your lab.
Frank Rayal. Thanks to Vivek and Erik for this
candid conversation. I would also like to thank
the viewers for watching this conversation
with Erik Org, Director of Product
Management, Lab Systems, and Vivek
Vadakkuppattu, Director of Test Plan
Solutions, both from Azimuth Systems.

The second part, and probably more significant
piece, is that during the drive test, you saw
one, two, or maybe ten sectors. But the lab
test bed that you have to recreate it on might
only have two. Field-to-Lab must select from
the 10 sectors observed during the drive test
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Acronyms
2G
3G
ACE
CQI
eNodeB
GPS
HetNet
L2
L3
LTE
MIMO
OEM
OS
QxDM
RF
RSRP
RSSI
UE
VoLTE

Second generation
Third generation
Azimuth channel emulator
Channel quality index
Evolved NodeB
Global positioning system
Heterogeneous network
Layer 2
Layer 3
Long term evolution
Multiple input, multiple output
Original equipment
manufacturer
Operating system
Qualcomm eXtensible Diagnostic
Monitor
Radio frequency
Reference signal receive power
Received signal strength
indicator
User equipment
Voice over LTE
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Frank Rayal. Hello, and welcome to this
conversation with Michael Lin and George Zhao
from Huawei. I’m Frank Rayal. This conversation is
part of a Senza Fili report on deployments of
heterogeneous networks and the latest solutions
from the wireless ecosystem that will make
HetNets a reality.

Huawei.
The complete HetNet
portfolio
A conversation with
George Zhao, Director of
Small Cell Marketing and
Michael Lin, Director of
Wireless OSS Marketing
Huawei

By Frank Rayal

REPORT Making HetNets a reality

Today we’re speaking with Michael Lin, Huawei’s
Director of Wireless OSS marketing, and George
Zhao, Huawei’s Director of Small Cell Marketing.
Huawei is one of the world’s leading telecom
vendors. I would like to thank the audience for
joining us, and Michael and George, welcome to
this conversation.
George, I would like to start off by asking you,
what is HetNet, in your opinion?
George Zhao. A HetNet is a combination of macro
cells and small cells. At Huawei, we have the
AtomCell concept, which includes all the small cells
with output power less than 10 W. We have the
AtomCell micro and pico, and also the indoor pico
RRU and carrier Wi-Fi.
Frank Rayal. What do you think are the main
challenges in deploying HetNets? What are your
customers telling you about the challenges of
HetNets?

to find the right position to deploy the small cell.
Second, it’s difficult to acquire the site and deploy
the backhaul for the small cell. Third, because
there are many small cells deployed, how to
manage the small cells, and how to control the
interference between the macro cells and the
small cells is a challenge. Then, there is the fourth
challenge: if you deploy Wi-Fi, you must consider
what the Wi-Fi position is in the HetNet; you must
control the Wi-Fi interference.
Frank Rayal. If I may pick one challenge and start
with the interference management: what specific
solutions have you developed in order to deal with
this challenge?
George Zhao. Huawei has both UMTS and LTE
HetNet solutions. For UMTS networks, we think
we must control same-frequency interference.
Same-frequency is the major method of deploying
HetNets. So Huawei has functions to control
handovers between the macro and the micro cells
to decrease the interference between the two
layers. For LTE, Huawei has TDM eICIC to control
the interference between the macro and the micro
layers. Also, Huawei has aICIC, which is used for
the micro and the macro boundaries because we
know that a small cell has more neighbor areas, so
it must have some technologies to control the
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George Zhao. In the last three years, Huawei has
deployed more than 30 commercial HetNets with
our customers, and we have got some feedback
about the challenges. We think there are four
main challenges for deployment. First, it is difficult
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interference between them. We have also CoMP,
to optimize the macro plus the micro. And fourth,
which I think is very important, is the use of
beamforming technologies to control interference.
Frank Rayal. You mentioned eICIC, CoMP and
beamforming technologies. These are
LTE-Advanced features. Have you already
implemented these features, and when do you see
them becoming mainstream in HetNet
deployments?
George Zhao. Some of these features have been
commercially launched, like CoMP and TDM eICIC.
For some advanced technologies like aICIC – which
is based on Huawei’s controller, or we call it
eCoordinator, to coordinate several cells – that will
be launched next year and is currently in trial
stage.

dynamically switched on and off based on the
users in the neighbor areas. We have tested the
benefit of interference coordination to be more
than 30% of throughput gain in the neighbor
areas.
Frank Rayal. Can you speak about the
beamforming and how that differentiates your
solution from other solutions?
George Zhao. The microcell is a combined system
with the antennas and other parts together in one
box. So you must have some technology to ease
the engineering, and to maintain the microcell. If
you have beamforming you don’t need the
engineer to climb on a pole to change the direction
of antennas according to the target areas. Another
usage of beamforming is changing the beams to

avoid interference from the macro cells. We think
beamforming is like downtilt technology for macro
cells: it will be a standard technology used in small
cells.
Frank Rayal. How about coordinated multipoint?
Is that feature already available, or when do you
envision that it will be available?
George Zhao. Currently, this year’s version
included CoMP in our productions.
Frank Rayal. You have mentioned that backhaul is
one of the challenges to small-cell deployments.
With the increased capacity that these features
provide, what do you see as being the
requirements to backhaul in small cells?

Frank Rayal. Is aICIC a Huawei proprietary
implementation?
George Zhao. Yes. It’s based on the standard ICIC,
but Huawei added some advanced technologies.
Frank Rayal. What are these advanced
technologies? Can you share with us how your
solution differs from other solutions on the
market?
George Zhao. aICIC technology is advanced
dynamic ICIC. Dynamic ICIC uses one-third of the
resource blocks on neighbor cells. But Huawei’s
aICIC uses one-sixth of the resource blocks, to
reduce the interference area. Also, aICIC can be
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Figure 13. Overview of Huawei's HetNet solutions. Source: Huawei
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George Zhao. For the backhaul, we think that the
biggest challenge is how to get to flexible backhaul
for small cells. The small cell will be installed on a
pole. There is no existing backhaul at the location
of the small cell, so you must provide options. How
to provide flexible backhaul? That is the big
challenge. We think that the best way is to use
several types of backhaul. It could be fixed-line and
wireline backhaul or wireless backhaul. For
wireless backhaul, we think it’s very flexible and
easy to install. From our experience, several types
of wireless backhaul can be used, like microwave,
even Wi-Fi used in the 5 GHz band. Huawei also
provides very good backhaul solutions to using
TDD frequencies and point-to-multipoint
architecture for small-cell deployments.
Frank Rayal. You mentioned Wi-Fi being
integrated into the small cells. How do you see
operators using heterogeneous networks together
with unlicensed-band solutions and Wi-Fi, where
you cannot guarantee the quality of service as
much as you can on the licensed band?
George Zhao. We have seen that many of the
operators are very interested in unlicensed-band
Wi-Fi technologies. We know that Wi-Fi has very
good advantages, like providing cheap and very
flexible wireless data connection functions. But
because it uses the unlicensed frequency band, it’s
easy to be interfered with. You cannot control the
sources of interference. We think Wi-Fi should be
used as a seamless extension to the existing
HetNet. It must provide some advanced features,
like ANDSF. Huawei has advanced ANDSF to
determine the macro-cell network load and to let
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the users know which network is most suitable:
Wi-Fi or the 3G or 4G network. The network must
decide and tell the terminal. In some areas, Wi-Fi
doesn’t provide good quality. So you must
convince the users to switch back to the 3G
network. This is a technology that should be used.
Frank Rayal. You mentioned logistics, installation
and the deployment process as part of the
challenges of deploying HetNets and small cells.
What tools or features are you providing the
operators to facilitate this process?
George Zhao. We have traffic-map tools. We can
collect and analyze macro-cell network
performance data to determine which area is hot
and give advice to the operator to choose a site for
the small cell. Currently, our tools are accurate to
50 by 50 m, so you can find the hotspot area. Also,
if you find a good position, another challenge is
how to make it easy to install the small cell.
Traditionally, if you install a small cell, you must
install some power box or some lightning
protection box. Huawei has a solution to combine
all the external parts – transport, power, and
lightning protection together – to make the pole
very clear. It’s just one box on the pole and only
one cable to connect Ethernet.
Frank Rayal. One of the challenges that you had
mentioned was interference management. We
discussed that in terms of the features that were
included in the base station itself. But there is also
another aspect, which is the self-organizing
network that even goes into the process of
management and configuration of the small cells.

Describe to me your philosophy on self-organizing
networks.
Michael Lin. The SON concept in LTE networks
started in 2008. The 3GPP defines the standards
for LTE SON. The SON concept is to transport the
repetitive human work to the equipment. For
example, ANR (Automatic Neighbor Relation)
functions – let the machine do the repetitive work.
So this is the basic idea.
We also know that SON has a distributed part
which is in the network element itself – for
example, eNodeB – and also a centralized part:
some functions are in the EMS or NMS level.
Huawei has the SingleSON solution. We have some
functions in the eNodeBs – for example, ANR, MLB
(mobility load balancing) and PCI (physical cell
identity).
Also, we have centralized SON functions in the
centralized server named SONMaster, for
example, CCO (capacity and coverage
optimization). SONMaster also has the interface to
other vendors’ networks such as Ericsson and
Nokia Siemens Networks. When an operator
wants to deploy just one SON server for whole
network, then SingleSON can do this.
Besides LTE, after Release 9 3GPP introduced SON
functions to UMTS and GSM networks and also to
the small-cell network. So Huawei’s SingleSON
solution also has multi-RAT and multi-layer, which
means coordination of macro and small cells.
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Frank Rayal. You mentioned being able to
interoperate with other vendors. There are some
standards that 3GGP has put together to enable
that, but probably that is not sufficient. What
other things have you done to ensure that you can
actually manage network elements from other
vendors?
Michael Lin. This is a very good question. To make
SingleSON multi-vendor capable, the key is to be
able to get other vendor’s network data from
northbound interface. Although 3GPP defines the
northbound interface protocol, when the vendors
realize the protocols, they still have their own
interfaces. The northbound interface integration is
still an industry challenge until now. So this year, in
May 2013, Huawei, Ericsson and Nokia Siemens
jointly announced the OSSii (Operations Support
Systems interoperability initiative). This initiative
aims to enhance northbound interface integration,
promote the opening of the northbound interface
to make integration easy, and also provide preintegration service to the NMS vendors, which
means with OSSii the industry will benefit from
better and quicker northbound integration. Any
third-party vendors joining OSSii can have the
ability for multi-vendor integration. We already, as
part of the OSSii, can share the northbound
interface with the other vendors, and we can
integrate with other vendors in this process. That
means SingleSON has a multi-vendor capability
with OSSii.
Frank Rayal. Michael, what are some of the
benefits of your SON solutions? Do you have any
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metrics in terms of improvements of KPIs that you
can share with us?
Michael Lin. Yes. We talked about ANR. Without
this function, if the engineer wants to maintain
and optimize the mobile network, he has to check
the neighbor cells, adding or deleting neighbors on
a regular basis. With ANR, this kind of manual
work can be reduced by more than 90%, which
means the cost and the human labor time are
greatly reduced. Also, using the MLB function in an
LTE and UMTS overlaid network, the system load
can have more than 15% improvement.
Frank Rayal. There is a debate in the industry on
distributed versus centralized SON, and on
whether SON functions should be supported by
third-party vendors versus the equipment vendor.
What’s your opinion on these two aspects?
Michael Lin. My understanding is that the
equipment vendors know their networks best.
Although we have the OSSii for multi-vendor
integration, we still think that the equipment
vendors like Huawei know the networks best,
because a lot of algorithms are inside the network
itself. So for the distributed SON functions, like LTE
ANR and MLB functions, of course, it’s in the
eNodeBs. The third-party or the small vendors do
not have this kind of capability. They have
centralized SON functions – for example, the multivendor capacity and coverage optimization. But
there again, until now, there are no commercial
deployments for the third parties. But the network
equipment vendors have distributed SON
functions in commercial networks already, and

they also have the centralized SON function with
multi-vendor capability. They can compete with
any third-party SON vendors.
Frank Rayal. To deploy HetNet involves deploying
a lot of small cells. When will SON be a needed
element in this type of network?
Michael Lin. SON is vital to the small-cell
deployments. When you talk to the industry and
also our customers, they tell us again and again:
we think that, for the mass deployment of small
cells, one challenge is deployment costs. SON can
help reduce those costs. For example, we have
plug-and-play functionality in SON for small-cell
deployment. As George already said, you install
the small cell into the site and you power it on, the
rest can rely on SON functions. You don’t have to
do configuration, or planning, or optimization. All
this can be done by SON, which means you just
install the small cell and power on, and you’ve
finished your job.
Frank Rayal. Do you see operators deploying SON
on the macro cells in the first phase and then
moving toward deploying small cells together with
SON? How do you see the process of deployment
going?
Michael Lin. Naturally we start with the macro cell
and then gradually the small-cell deployments
pick-up. We think that the SON functions will all be
realized in the small-cell deployment as well.
Frank Rayal. One aspect of SON, or the ultimate
vision of SON, is to have a fully automated
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network. How close we are to having a fully
automated network, and what do you think about
the trust factor – basically, having operators trust
algorithms to run their networks for them?
Michael Lin. SON has two modes. One is fully
automated and the other is you can stop and
check: SON gives you suggestions and then you
decide whether to go or not go. So the operator
can choose between these two modes. Also, for
the fully automated networks, I don’t think this is
practical in the near future, because network
optimization is very complicated. You can put
repetitive optimization of configuration work into
the equipment, but you still rely on the engineers
for very complicated optimization work.

Frank Rayal. Do you see HetNet being more in
demand in a certain region of the world, or among
a certain type of mobile network operators? Or is
it a general requirement of all operators in all
regions?
George Zhao. Many operators are very interested
in HetNets and small-cell solutions. But we think it
is more important for operators who have limited
frequency resources, so that they need some
technologies like HetNets to boost their network
capacity. Also, some areas, like Korea and Japan –
where they use a lot of data services – want

HetNets to help them with mobile network
capacity. They are in the first wave of using
HetNets and small cells. But also in other regions
and countries, we see the environment building
for HetNets, with more and more people using
smartphones and mobile data. So I think that
HetNets and small cells will become general
technology and solutions used in networks.
Frank Rayal. George, we have focused most of the
discussion today on outdoor small cells. Can you
tell me about what you’re doing about indoor
small cells?

Frank Rayal. Michael, where do you see
yourselves taking the SingleSON solution? What is
the vision or future evolution of the product?
Michael Lin. We have already deployed the
SingleSON with our LTE network deployments
globally. And now we have a lot of SON functions
operating in live networks, like ANR, MLB and PCI
functions. This year we provide a multi-layer,
multi-RAT feature, which means we provide GSM,
UMTS and LTE network coordination, and also
macro-small–cell coordination. At the end of this
year, which means Q4, we can provide multivendor integration capability, including Ericsson
and Nokia Siemens. Next year, we are going to
provide more SON functions, like energy saving. In
the future we will continue to enhance our SON
functions and performance.
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Figure 14. Huawei's SingleSON solution. Source: Huawei
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George Zhao. As you know, more than 70% of
mobile traffic is generated indoors, so we think the
indoor area is very important for HetNets.
Traditionally we have DAS systems and pico NodeB
for indoor areas. But currently, we think that more
and more operators need not just indoor coverage
solutions, but indoor capacity solutions, because
many of the tablet- and iPhone-generated data
traffic is indoors, so we must have some capacity
solutions in indoor environments. Huawei thinks
the future of the indoor solutions should be multimode support: supporting LTE, UMTS and Wi-Fi all
together. You must support multiple frequency
bands. Huawei has a solution called LampSite for
indoor deployments. LampSite is a pico RRU that
supports three radio cards, which can be flexibly
combined to support LTE, UMTS or Wi-Fi. Each
radio card can support 2 x 100 mW. LampSite is
only 3 kg, and it’s easy to install on the wall and
requires one Ethernet cable to connect it for
transport and to provide the power through PoE.
So it’s a very innovative solution for the future
indoor environment.
Frank Rayal. Well, thanks, George, and thanks,
Michael, for this very candid conversation. I would
like to also thank the viewers for watching this
conversation with Michael Lin and George Zhao of
Huawei.

Acronyms
3G
3GPP
4G
aICIC
ANDSF
ANR
BBU
CCO
CoMP
C-SON
DAS
D-SON
eCo
eICIC
EMS
eNodeB
GSM
GW
HetNet
ICIC
KPI
LTE
MLB
NMS
NodeB
OSS
OSSii
PCI
PoE
pRRU
RAT
RRU
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Third generation
3rd Generation Partnership Project
Fourth generation
Adaptive ICIC
Access network discovery and
selection function
Automatic neighbor relation
Baseband unit
Coverage and capacity optimization
Coordinated multipoint
Centralized self-organizing network
Distributed antenna system
Distributed self-organizing network
Enhanced coordinator
Enhanced ICIC
Element management system
Enhanced NodeB (LTE base station)
Global System for Mobile
Communications
Gateway
Heterogeneous network
Inter-cell interference coordination
Key performance indicator
Long term evolution
Mobility load balancing
Network management system
3G base station
Operations support systems
Operations Support Systems
interoperability initiative
Physical cell identity
Power over Ethernet
Pico remote radio module
Radio access technology
Remote radio unit

SON
TDD
TDM

Self-organizing network
Time-division duplex
Time-division multiplex

UMTS

Universal Mobile
Telecommunications System
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InfoVista.
HetNet planning to
combine strong
performance and ROI

A conversation with
Bernard Breton,
Senior VP, Americas and APAC
Sales, and Chief Marketing
Officer,
InfoVista

By Frank Rayal
REPORT Making HetNets a reality

Frank Rayal. Hello, and welcome to this
conversation with Bernard Breton from InfoVista.
I am Frank Rayal. This conversation is part of a
Senza Fili report on heterogeneous networks and
the latest solutions from the wireless ecosystem
that will make HetNets a reality.

involved with the rollout of new technologies. Of
the topics that we’ll address today here,
heterogeneous networks are very much relevant
in the space of planning and optimization, where
we believe at this point in time are the primary
challenges for wireless operators.

Today, we have with us Bernard Breton, Senior VP,
Americas and APAC Sales, and Chief Marketing
Officer at InfoVista. InfoVista is the leading
provider of IT and RF planning assurance and
optimization software solutions and services,
which enable efficient network and IT
transformations.

Frank Rayal. What challenges do operators tell you
are raised by small-cell and heterogeneous
network deployments?

Bernard, I would like to start by asking you to give
us a brief overview of InfoVista.
Bernard Breton. We are essentially providing
software solutions for the planning, optimization,
management and monetization of networks.
When I say networks, I mean the entire network
for all the domains, from the core, even from the
data center, up to the edge or the access network,
both in the wireless domain and the fixed domain.
We are working globally with wireless operators,
CSPs and MSPs in more than 135 countries. We
work with 80% of the tier-one operators in the
world in various capacities. We help them in
deploying better networks and in managing their
networks in better ways, so they can anticipate
and roll out transformation projects to improve
the overall performance and ROI of their network.

Bernard Breton. There are a lot. It really depends
on which geography you are talking about. If you
focus on the geographies that are first to market
with a heterogeneous network, I’m hearing the
real challenge is how do we fix the equation
between the benefit of rolling out a
heterogeneous strategy – the technical benefit,
like the amount of traffic you are going to capture
– and the financial aspect, so that the ROI is
strong?
It is all good to say that small cells are the right
technical solution, but they also must be the right
financial solution. So we are stuck in that dilemma
of needing very much of a cookie-cutter approach
for small cells in order to reduce the overall cost
associated with deployment, rollout and ongoing
management, but not at the expense of
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Obviously, we tend to be quite leading edge,
especially on the planning side, where we are
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undermining the technical performance of the
network.
While we call them small cells, they are just cells in
the network. They participate in the overall
delivery of the payload to the subscriber. They also
participate in the overall radio environment that
will lead to having a good or a bad radio
experience.
Frank Rayal. You mentioned that as part of the
cost equation, the planning and the deployment
processes are a big component. What specifically
are you doing to help the operator solve this
problem?
Bernard Breton. Multiple things. First of all, with
our planning solution, Mentum Planet, we can
help the operators understand where they are
going to get the maximum technical benefit in
terms of the amount of traffic that will be
captured, and also the amount of traffic that will
be offloaded from the macro network by the small
cells, so the operators can maximize the outcome
of deploying small cells.
We can also help them on the financial side by
ensuring that deployment constraints, which can
lead to increased cost, are taken into account at
the very beginning of the planning process – for
example, accounting for backhaul constraints, for
access to fiber point of presence, or for access to
electricity.
The points for small cells can be taken into account
at the very beginning of the planning process, so
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that you never get that dichotomy between the
planning process and deployment constraints that
results from focusing solely on the technical
challenges, forgetting that at the end of the day,
you are going to have to deploy the small cell. So
we really provide a solution that is optimal from a
radio payload standpoint while being one that can
be deployed efficiently and quickly.
Frank Rayal. How is the planning for small cells
different from that of macro cells?
Bernard Breton. In some ways it is the same, and
in some ways it is completely different. The
similarities are that, whether it is a small cell or a
large cell, they are sharing the same spectrum and
the same radio channel. Interference matters
equally in small cells as it does in large cells. The
same principles we learned while deploying macro
networks and optimizing them to be increasingly
more spectrally efficient as the traffic load
increases. All those good lessons that we learned
still apply.
Now, at the same time, they are entirely different,
because the environment where you deploy the
small cells is extremely urban and always below
the building roofline. Also, the very objective of
small cells is, in the majority of cases, not a
coverage objective but a traffic offload objective
from the macro network. The drivers as to why
deploy small cells are different. While technically
some of the good lessons that we learned still
apply, the actual way of deploying small cells is
quite different.

Frank Rayal. What are some of the features that
you have built into the tool to help operators build
small cells?
Bernard Breton. There are a lot. If we talk first of
all about the engineering aspect of the small cell,
we have a full 3D environment, full 3D realizations,
and full 3D propagation environment, including
the outdoor-to-indoor aspect. So we are looking at
the network in a metro environment with
manmade structures, because that is where the
vast majority of the small cells will be deployed. In
dense urban areas, more than 80% of traffic is
indoors. So you have to understand what is going
to be your indoor performance from your outdoor
network. We call that the Metro Network Design
Package. It is a package that runs within Planet. It
provides essentially a full 3D environment of your
network, including propagation and interference.
Now, on the financial aspect, or the rollout aspect
of small cells, it is all about optimizing the process
by which you select the right cells: automating the
site selection while considering things like
backhaul connectivity.
There are different strategies for backhaul. You
can use fiber in areas where there is enough fiber,
or non–line-of-sight backhaul, or daisy chain
backhaul. Whatever your backhaul strategy, you
need to consider that in your planning process. We
have automated this process to be able to look at
tens of thousands of small cells in the selection
process.
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Take, for example, the greater New York area: you
can do a small-cell project that will be done in a
matter of minutes or hours, as opposed to using
traditional processes for large cells where, because
of the level of engineering details, it would be
quite manual, and would lead to a much higher
operational expenditure from a design standpoint.
Frank Rayal. What really differentiates you from
the other products and solutions that are available
on the market? What have you built differently, or
how did you implement it differently, than the
others?

We have always believed that accuracy matters. It
matters as well in small cells. We have developed
in the latest release of Mentum Planet a brand
new propagation model, which focuses solely on
small cells. So those are the kinds of things that do
certainly differentiate us.
Now, on the automation side, we provide the
ability to automate a lot of the design practices
into what we call a small-cell design tool, which
allows you to do small-cell selection, interference
mitigation, offload estimation, and traffic

spreading, and to look at the backhaul, all together
in one go.
Frank Rayal. There is an old idea in the wireless
industry: bringing in performance measurements
and data into the planning tools and being able to
integrate and automate these processes. Is it
reality now? Where are we on this?
Bernard Breton. It is a very good question. What
you are talking about here is the rationale for the
acquisition of Mentum last year by InfoVista. We

Bernard Breton. There are multiple aspects of this.
If we take a couple of steps back, I think one of the
things that differentiate us is that we have been
working on small-cell design for more than four
years now. We have had multiple iterations on our
small-cell product – and we did not get everything
right from the get-go, make no mistake about that.
We have got that full 3D environment, which is
quite unique in the market. We support all the
technologies that are at play here – HSPA, HSPA+,
LTE, full support for LTE-Advanced already, and all
the flavors of Wi-Fi – all integrated on a single
platform, so you can have a heterogeneous
network strategy that goes beyond just small cells
for a given technology.
Furthermore, we have full multi-band support. We
fully support antenna sharing. We fully support colocation, and so on. So we have the ability to
model the network in the way it really is today.
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Figure 15. Automated network planning in Mentum Planet. Source: InfoVista
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are talking a little bit more here about the planning
products suite, but let’s not forget that InfoVista’s
roots are in performance management. So yes, we
are in the process of delivering new products. They
will be launched in the coming months.
Essentially, we are coming with an engineering
edition of our performance management suite, to
help operators better use performance data in the
context of network planning and optimization.
That will be true both for the next release of
Mentum Planet as well as the next suite of
VistaInsight.

We also have something that is entirely
autonomous in the context of VistaSON, which
reuses several of the technologies that we have in
Mentum Planet and in the VistaInsight
performance management product, but brings
them together in a way that you can correlate data
collection and understand where the issues are.
VistaSON uses the very advanced analytics
capabilities that we have in Mentum Planet, which
allow us to look into the what-if scenarios that
ultimately enable decision making, but in a way
that is not frightening to the operator. This is

because it is not like a black box that you just turn
on and say: “We have enabled VistaSON.”
VistaSON offers what we call a SON open scripting
framework, which enables operators to decide
specifically which workflows they are going to
deploy and how they are going to deploy them.
They can test the workflows offline with Mentum
Planet, in many cases, to validate that the process
and the approach that they are taking makes
sense. Operators can do this in open-loop mode at
the beginning and then move to full closed-loop
with VistaSON. So we are allowing the benefits of

Frank Rayal. You mentioned automation, and you
mentioned also the scale of these networks being
very large. That is where self-organizing network
techniques come into play. InfoVista has a solution
that is called the VistaSON. Can you tell us about
this product?
Bernard Breton. We see SON as a journey. We do
not see SON as a specific product, initially, with a
certain number of features. So, indeed, we have a
product called VistaSON with a certain number of
capabilities that competes in the market, and it is a
very solid solution out there. But we believe that
network operators will take baby steps towards
SON. The ecosystem globally is learning what SON
can deliver to wireless operators.
We have a set of manual planning and
optimization solutions in Mentum Planet.
Additionally, we have quite a fair amount of
automation built into Mentum Planet to shorten
the cycle related to planning and optimization.
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Figure 16. Network optimization automation, one step at a time toward SON. Source: InfoVista
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full automation in SON, but without bringing all
the risk with it.
Furthermore, we believe that this approach is
extremely flexible when it comes to an operator
managing a SON strategy that might not be the
same for its entire network. If you think of an
operator running a network in the US, the SON
strategies that will be employed in Manhattan will
be vastly different from the SON strategies that
will be employed in rural Arkansas. So you don’t
want a black box approach. You want something
that you can fine tune to your very own
requirements. Your requirements for automation
and self-organizing networks do vary according to
where your network is and what the nature of
your demand is.
Frank Rayal. When it comes to automation and
the way these tools work, can you give us an
example of what that means? An actual, real-life
example of how the operator can use these tools
to, let’s say, optimize a certain part of the
network?
Bernard Breton. I’ll give you an example in
designing a HetNet where you are starting to
identify if there is a need for small-cell
deployment. The way our solution works is that it
would use the performance management data in
order to understand the nature of your traffic. You
can use call-trace data, social media data, and
other things to build a good understanding of
where your demand is. Then we take the demand
as well as the macro network performance, and
build a multi-dimensional matrix, called the
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resource utilization matrix, to understand where
the radio resources are being utilized in the
network. That is where you are going to get the
main benefits from small cells. Then we correlate
that with the available sites, and we look at the
potential amount of traffic offload that would be
taken by the potential small-cell candidate sites.
All that process is fully automated. The outcome is
a certain number of candidate sites that are
selected, and where they should be placed in
order to fulfill your objective. That is an example of
where automation can bring you from A to Z in
terms of doing a design for small cells in a target
area.
Frank Rayal. There are different architectures of
SON, including distributed and centralized, while
most vendors are implementing hybrid
architectures that will basically leverage the
advantages of both. How does or where does your
solution fit within this architecture?
Bernard Breton. To me, the debate about hybrid
SON, centralized SON, or distributed SON might be
a false debate. There are use cases that are very
well suited to on-equipment implementation, so in
the eNodeB itself. I also think this area will change
drastically as we move into cloud RAN, and there’ll
be a lot of variation of that. It will be, by nature,
extremely vendor dependent. We don’t believe
we play a role there.
We are a centralized SON player, and we believe
that that is what SON is about. We consider
distributed SON as a natural evolution of radio

resource management: real-time radio resource
management. There has always been radio
resource management; we are just getting more
intelligent about it.
But centralized SON is different. It is about the
network having a behavior – a global behavior –
where you deal with patterns. So you will
recognize patterns and you will make changes
before the issues arise. It is totally different from a
pure response-based system, which is what I
believe we will see mostly in the distributed SON
area.
Is there a need to bring the two together?
Absolutely. The centralized SON solution must be
aware of what is going on in the distributed SON
environment. So you need a very good real-time
connection to the equipment in order to measure
all the KPIs that describe how the network is
behaving. As long as you are doing that, I believe
that those two streams will remain reasonably
disconnected. I think – this is my view here – that
we are going to see different suppliers because of
the very inherent requirements. One is inherently
vendor dependent. The other is inherently vendor
independent. When you are talking about
centralized SON, it is SON for the entire network.
And a vast majority of the wireless operators have
a multi-vendor strategy.
Frank Rayal. When it comes to SON, you
mentioned it is a black box and there could be
consequently some hesitation by the operators to
trust this fully. What do you see on the trust
factor?
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Bernard Breton. First of all, I think it cannot be a
black box. I think people would be afraid of it being
a complete black box, because of the perception
that there is a potential for things going sideways.
Let’s make sure that in SON, the O doesn’t stand
for “oscillating.” Because a self-oscillating network
is probably not the greatest network out there.
There is a reason why wireless operators have
been very careful about making overly real-time
changes in the network as a result of changes in
traffic pattern: because unless the change can be
reoccurring, all you’ll do is almost always trail
behind if you are always making changes as things
come up.
So it is very important, as you are deploying your
SON strategy, that you have the ability to truly
have something that is flexible and will allow you
to turn the knob and say: “You know what – in this
kind of environment, the traffic is so dynamic that
it makes no sense to even try to track it. We need
to work, for example, on the basis of the big
moving elements. So where are the real trends in
traffic? What are the real trends in utilization?”
Also, be proactive. If you know you are going to
have a baseball game at that time, there is no
point trying to have a system that will discover
that. Those are the kinds of things that can be
done in order to make SON very capable,
sometimes with very little complexity. It is much
more complex to have a system that discovers
hotspots when 50% of your hotspots might be
easily predictable just by looking at a schedule, like
a train schedule or a baseball game schedule.
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Frank Rayal. Where do you see the operators
today in terms of deploying SON features?

Frank Rayal. What do you see as the major drivers
for cloud RAN?

Bernard Breton. The vast majority are, at this
stage, identifying what their strategy is going to be
with regards to SON, and SON can be hundreds of
use cases. There are plenty of things that can be
automated. But the reality now is that the number
of things that have been automated is still very
limited and largely revolves around automatic
neighbor selection. I see the large tier ones right
now making their minds up in terms of where they
are going. They are issuing RFPs – there have been
at least 40 RFPs issued globally for SON solutions.

Bernard Breton. There are many drivers for cloud
RAN. In my view, the main one is moving towards
very agile systems.

There were some deployments – some successful,
some complete failures as well. So we are going to
see the market evolve. I think that the jury is still
out as to what is the real ROI of SON. But I think, at
the same time, everybody understands that with
the increased complexity of the network, this is a
path that everybody will have to take, in the same
way that SDN is going to happen. I think within the
next two to three years, the market for SON will
start to settle. We are going to see the leaders rise
to the top, and we are going to see the standard
way of actually deploying SON becoming more of a
textbook approach as opposed to trial and error,
which is what we are seeing today.
Now, there are some new wrinkles into the
equation. I think cloud RAN brings a lot of benefits
as well. We are going to see, just like in the fixed
domain, that virtualization brings a lot of potential.

Take, for example, carrier aggregation or extrawideband transmission: the more information you
have about the radio environment, the more
potential for coordination. Think about distributed
SON in the context of a cloud RAN system, where
you have a massive amount of information right at
the eNodeB level that is running in the cloud. You
have got potential for just-in-time capacity
increases and for increased coordination.
Increased coordination and agility are something
that brings, potentially, a lot in extra capacity.
The technologies are there. The radio networks
are becoming software networks. That is a fact. So
the more we create a line between the actual
transmission equipment and the intelligence of
how the resources are utilized, the more potential
there is for capacity to increase. I think that is
where cloud RAN brings the most value.
Frank Rayal. I’d like to ask you about the
interference between the macro-cell and small-cell
layers. This has been a very critical issue that
actually limits the benefit of small cells. What is
your opinion on what is happening now in the
field, and how do you address this issue in your
solutions?
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Bernard Breton. It really depends on what the
strategy of an operator is – whether they are going
to have enough to use dedicated spectrum for
their small cells. In general, from a pure spectralefficiency standpoint, that is not a really good idea.
Coordination is far better, and that is where we
see the 3GPP standard heading with eICIC and
ABS.
With those kinds of technologies, we are seeing
the potential for more coordination of
interference between the multiple layers of the
network, and that will improve the ability to
deploy small cells in a way where you are going to
get benefits without too much of the negative
impact of having even more devices that are
actively transmitting in the same spectrum.
Frank Rayal. Bernard, I would like to thank you for
this informative and candid discussion.
And I would like to thank the viewers for joining us
today in this conversation with Bernard Breton,
Senior VP, Americas and APAC Sales, and CMO of
InfoVista.
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Acronyms
3D
3GPP
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ACP
APAC
ASPT
CMO
CSP
eICIC
eNodeB
HetNet
HSPA
HSPA+
IT
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LTE
MSP
RAN
RF
RFP
ROI
SDN
SON
SSO

Three-dimensional
Third Generation Partnership
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Automatic cell planning
Asia and Pacific
Automatic site placement
Chief marketing officer
Communications service provider
Enhanced inter-cell interference
coordination
Evolved NodeB
Heterogeneous network
High speed packet access
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Key performance indicator
Long term evolution
Managed service provider
Radio access network
Radio frequency
Request for proposals
Return on investment
Software-defined network
Self-organizing network
Single-site optimization
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Frank Rayal. Hello, and welcome to this
conversation with Jason Byrne from JDSU. I’m
Frank Rayal. This conversation is part of a Senza Fili
report on deployments of heterogeneous
networks and the latest solutions from the
wireless ecosystem that will make HetNets a
reality.

JDSU.
Enabling visibility into
HetNets
A conversation with
Jason Byrne,
Senior Product
Marketing Manager,
JDSU

By Frank Rayal

Today we’re speaking with Jason Byrne, Senior
Product Marketing Manager with JDSU. JDSU is a
leading network and service enablement company
that provides visibility and intelligence to manage
and monetize the soaring growth of traffic, devices
and applications.
Jason, I would like to start off by asking you to give
us an introduction to JDSU’s activities in the
HetNet space.
Jason Byrne. JDSU has a long tradition in the
mobile space. We have invested heavily both
organically and inorganically and have, through
many acquisitions, acquired and built up hundreds
of man-years of investment in our product lines.
We’ve built up a deep portfolio across the wireless
space, and are actively selling it to almost every
major carrier and equipment manufacturer across
the planet. We’ve leveraged that investment into
the small-cell space, and we are now actively
optimizing networks across the world and trying to
promote the use of HetNets as we go forward.

Jason Byrne. There is a lot of talk about the
challenges to HetNet or small-cell deployments.
I think the biggest challenge right now is backhaul.
Careful planning is required to achieve high
performance. That’s where I think the biggest
bottleneck is. Then there is interference
management, not just across the small cells but
also with the macro-cell network. By introducing
small cells, we may adversely affect the macro-cell
network. So coexistence with macro cells becomes
critical.
Another challenge is vendor interoperability.
When we shifted from 3G to LTE, multiple vendors
started popping up into different operator
networks. The same thing is ringing true in small
cells. For example, we might have an access point
from one vendor, and backhaul from another
vendor. So vendor interoperability is critical. There
are plenty of challenges ahead, but there are
plenty of solutions, and vendors are trying to
address those challenges.
Frank Rayal. In terms of backhaul, what is JDSU
doing to help operators deploy HetNets?
Jason Byrne. As background, JDSU covers the full
life cycle of small-cell deployments. But before I
get into the backhaul, let me emphasize where we
fit in the life cycle. We have solutions for the pre-
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Frank Rayal. From your involvement now with
your customers, what do you see as the main
challenges to the deployment of HetNets?
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deployment phase, like planning and installation,
all the way through to optimization and assurance.
We have introduced products like Packet Portal,
which is one of our biggest tools used to solve
some of the backhaul issues. It provides visibility in
blind spots, especially when there’s a hub-andspoke topology for backhaul. When you have an
aggregator and an IPsec tunnel, you don’t get the
visibility all the way out to the small cell, so you
basically can’t troubleshoot. We have solutions
that give you visibility all the way out to the small
cell.

impaired. That is a blind spot. Given the criticality
of backhaul performance to overall performance,
being able to assess performance and isolate
issues at each segment is critical. JDSU
microprobes sit in the backhaul network and look
deep into the tunneled traffic in order to provide
high resolution into network and service
performance at each point in the backhaul
network, and supply network and application
performance management, policy management,
and customer experience management systems
with insight.

Jason Byrne. Interference management is a big
concern to operators, and we have actively
invested in this space. CellAdvisor accelerates time
to revenue by simplifying cell turn-up and cell
management. Cell interference is a key challenge
that we address, which is compounded by small
cells and DAS. Having solutions that simplify the
process of analyzing interference and PIM
detection is crucial for cell-site deployments. Then,
being able to do application testing with
RANAdvisor, as well as walk-around testing for site
location, is crucial.

Frank Rayal. Why is there a lack of visibility all the
way down to the small cells?

Frank Rayal. Interference management is a major
area. What are you doing in that space to address
this issue?

Frank Rayal. What have you been working on in
terms of vendor interoperability?

Jason Byrne. With regards to backhaul, not every
operator owns their own backhaul network,
instead relying on third-party providers.
Sometimes it’s a shared backhaul network,
combining traffic from different operators and in
some cases different services. With the transition
to LTE, the backhaul network itself will now
typically be an IP/MPLS network with an
end-to-end tunnel (or label-switched path)
connecting each small cell back to the core. In the
case of outdoor small cells, we’re seeing more
complex backhaul network topologies – for
instance, small cells can be daisy-chained together
or may be pre-aggregated in a hub-and-spoke
architecture at an upstream point in the network.
While it may be possible to assess the end-to-end
performance of the tunnel, performance visibility
at the intermediate points along the backhaul
network (such as at a hub pre-aggregation point,
or at one of the points along the daisy chain) is
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Figure 17. JDSU product portfolio designed to provide visibility into HetNets. Source: JDSU
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Jason Byrne. In a lab environment, we have the
CapacityAdvisor tool, which loads up the macrocell network all the way across, through to the
PGW. When different vendors are introducing
small cells under the macro-cell network, we can
see the effect of adding small cells and whether it
is adversely affecting the network or contributing
to interference.
The tools are agnostic to which nodes come from
which vendor. When we test every node in the
network, that helps identify problems. We also
have other tools such as Packet Insight, which is a
packet-capture tool. It identifies and captures
traffic from all the interfaces. From there, we can
replay the captured traffic to identify an issue on a
particular interface. We have a signaling tool, as
well, that can identify exactly what is the issue and
on what node. JDSU is taking an end-to-end
approach in optimizing the network, with a tool
that loads the network, a tool that captures the
traffic, and a tool that identifies exactly where the
issue is and why.
Frank Rayal. One of the challenges in small cells is
scalability. How do your tools scale to meet this
challenge?
Jason Byrne. Let’s start off with CapacityAdvisor
products. It is a bladed architecture that’s simple
to scale by adding extra blades for capacity.
Typically you start off with a half-loaded platformbladed chassis, and then simply start popping in
blades as they need more traffic and more
testability. Also we have software solutions which
will scale based on licensing. So there are a lot of
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different ways that we address scalability from
software and hardware perspectives.

hotspots. Is that a space that JDSU plays in? And if
you do, how do you do that?

Frank Rayal. SON is another major area for HetNet
deployments. What developments do you see on
that side?

Jason Byrne. Earlier this year JDSU acquired a
business called Arieso. The ariesoGEO solution is
an enterprise geolocation platform that captures
every call and connection in the network, locating
them to building-level resolution and analyzing the
actual customer experience at that location. This
allows us to build up a detailed map of the traffic
over the entire network over all time periods, and
to clearly identify traffic hotspots.

Jason Byrne. There’s a huge interest in SON to
make sure that the networks are optimized and
not adversely affecting that macro-cell network. In
SON, you have centralized or distributed
architectures. I touched earlier on multi-vendor
interoperability. The same applies to SON. In the
distributed architecture, one SON solution needs
to work cohesively with another vendor’s SON
solution. In practice, however, the combination
might adversely affect the network. So multivendor SON is getting a lot of interest, and
operators view it as critical. Small cells will not go
very far unless the SON issue is fully figured out
and realized to its full potential. So it is an
extremely critical part of the HetNet.
From a JDSU perspective, we talk about optimizing
the network from the RF side. We have
interference analysis tools, and a critical part of
SON is related to interference management. So
our CellAdvisor and RANAdvisor tools are there to
make sure that changes made by SON in a live
network don’t adversely impact it, and that the
SON technology is actually working like it says it is
from a user’s perspective – not from the network’s
perspective but from the user’s perspective. That’s
where we’re bringing insight into the field.
Frank Rayal. One of the things that operators say
is problematic is actually finding the traffic

The solution goes beyond geographic location and
allows the operators to understand the type and
number of users and devices contributing to the
hot spot, and this in turn allows them to select the
solution that will have the best business outcome,

Figure 18. The CellAdvisor base station analyzer is a test
tool for installation and maintenance of small cells.
Source: JDSU
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be that Wi Fi, small cell, DAS or any other
technology choice.

or a small cell – issues such as interference
analysis.

where the carrier is in control is a big change and
shift from the subscriber turning on Wi Fi.

Frank Rayal. Can you tell me how the ariesoGEO
compares with other traffic localization tools, such
as those based on social media?

Furthermore, SON is now introduced, so the
question is, what effect does SON have on the
network? Again, this is a live network, and just
because it works today does not mean it’s going to
work in an hour, a day or a week from now. So
from the RF perspective, it’s typical interference
analysis, signal analysis, multi-path analysis, and
spectrum analysis.

So it is about making that Wi Fi connection
seamless. That’s where carrier-grade Wi Fi comes
in: having that seamless mobility as well as some
sort of traffic aggregation. Certain key applications
will offload through Wi Fi, while others requiring
guaranteed quality of service are kept.

Jason Byrne. The fundamental difference is that
ariesoGEO captures all the traffic. Social media
applications will, for example, only provide
information about users of that application, and
only the locations where they use them. Such a
technique might, for instance, miss a major
hotspot for email use by corporate customers.
ariesoGEO captures all traffic from all devices
across both voice and all data usage, and covers a
wider range of technologies than many similar
solutions.
Another factor is scalability. We have deployments
analyzing over a billion calls and connections a day,
allowing the whole network to be studied in detail.
Finally, it has to be remembered that any solution
depending on the GPS receiver in the handset will
be less effective indoors. ariesoGEO does not need
GPS to function.
Frank Rayal. What do you see as the major
challenge that small cells bring in the testing
space? How is testing for small cells different from
that of macro cells?
Jason Byrne. That was one of the first things we
had to address when we started engaging with
some of the operators. What we found is that the
same issues occur whether it’s a large macro cell
REPORT Making HetNets a reality

That’s from the RF side, where we lead from the
macro-cell network, and those same tools apply to
the small cell. Those same analytics, the probing
architectures we talked about from the backhaul,
do give you that insight. It’s all about visibility, and
that’s where JDSU is really starting to push away
from some of its competitors. It’s that networkwide visibility and selective visibility that we’re
starting to introduce into JDSU products. Those
same tools that we’ve been using on the macrocell network are now being used in the HetNet
environment for the same reasons, and for the
same values and benefits that they brought to the
macro-cell network.
Frank Rayal. Can you discuss some of the main
trends you see in the HetNet space?
Jason Byrne. I think carrier-grade Wi Fi is certainly
a hot topic right now. AT&T made another
announcement that their small cells will be multimode – meaning 3G, 4G and Wi Fi. The addition of
Wi Fi into the HetNet environment is also a key
trend that’s happening on a global basis. The
ability to support intelligent offload solutions

Content caching is another important topic. In
speaking with a tier one operator in North
America, the biggest issue they’re having right now
is the iOS7 upgrade. It is clogging their network
and degrading service. The total increase in the
traffic on the network is 5% to 10% just by
upgrading to iOS7. So having the ability to do some
intelligent traffic management is important.
Small cells are starting to add some intelligence
with regard to content caching. iOS7 would be a
great example. If you have content caching on a
small cell and there are 50 UEs all looking to
download, you only have to download it to the
small cell once, so you have huge savings on
backhaul. From then on after that, everyone else
just communicates with the small cell, so the
backhaul and the core are never affected. Those
are big savings and big values to some of the
operators.
Another trend is video transrating. Video traffic is
clogging the network, and it’s only growing; I think
we’re at 53% of total network traffic this year.
Depending on where you’re traveling or how fast,
the RF conditions will change. Having the ability to
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adapt a video rate to match the conditions
provides cost savings on the RF side.
Finally you have intelligent traffic shaping, not just
on the RAN, which we touched upon with carriergrade Wi Fi, but also in the core network, with
traffic-shaping tools like LIPA and SIPTO that 3GPP
specifications have introduced.
Frank Rayal. How did LTE change the landscape of
network testing?
Jason Byrne. I think the biggest factor we’ve come
across has been the multi-vendor. 2G was
primarily a single-vendor network, and moving to
3G we started introducing some new nodes from
different vendors. But LTE is definitely multivendor, and we come across two, maybe three,
and at times even more vendors in an LTE
network. Then, when you add in these different
technologies like small cells, multi-vendor
becomes even more prevalent. So I think the
biggest factor is multi-vendor interoperability.

Acronyms
2G
3G
3GPP
4G
DAS
GPS
HetNet
iOS7
IP
IPsec
LIPA
LTE
MPLS
PGW
PIM
PS
RAN
RF
SIPTO
SON
UE

Second generation
Third generation
Third Generation Partnership Project
Fourth generation
Distributed antenna system
Global position system
Heterogeneous network
iPhone operating system version 7
Internet Protocol
IP security
Local IP access
Long term evolution
Multi-protocol label switching
Packet gateway
Passive intermodulation
Packet switched
Radio access network
Radio frequency
Selected IP traffic offload
Self-organizing network
User equipment

Then you have to add SON to this. That becomes
even more complicated. One vendor is not going
to talk exactly the way the other SON vendor does.
So you’ll need another SON layer. One question I
still don’t think the industry has addressed is that
SON promotes vendor lock-in, because SON works
within a single-vendor network – at least that’s the
practical implication of it. I think the industry is still
trying to figure out a multi-vendor SON solution.
Frank Rayal. Well, Jason, thank you very much for
a very informative conversation.
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Frank Rayal. Hello, and welcome to this
conversation with John St. Amand from Movik
Networks. I’m Frank Rayal. This conversation is
part of a Senza Fili report on deployments of
HetNets and the latest solutions from the wireless
ecosystem that will make HetNets a reality.
Today we’re speaking with John St. Amand, CEO of
Movik Networks. Movik is a leader in intelligent
RAN-awareness solutions.

Movik Networks.
Real-time,
cloud-based RAN
awareness

A conversation with
John St. Amand, CEO
Movik Networks

By Frank Rayal
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John, I would like to start off by asking you to give
us some background on Movik.
John St. Amand. Movik is the first company to look
across all the domains of the mobile network –
voice, data, SMS and MMS – and correlate, in real
time, content-level awareness with radio access
network awareness to drive a much higher level of
quality of experience for every mobile user in the
network at any single instance.
Frank Rayal. How do you do that? Can you go into
more detail about the product and describe the
features and the functionality of this solution?
John St. Amand. Movik’s capabilities are derived
from the way we dig deep into the radio access
network user and control planes. Movik’s software
ingests the entire user and control planes of the
mobile network, which can be 3G, 4G or Wi-Fi. This
enables us to look at exactly what the users are
doing and are experiencing. We can determine
whether they have a high or a low quality of
experience, and determine the interdependencies
between a certain user and other users in a
particular macro-cell, small-cell or Wi-Fi network.

Based on that, we make real-time decisions to
drive a higher level of quality of experience for a
particular application. It’s no longer good enough
just to say a user may get a 1 mbps download
speed; instead it’s really how their video performs.
Does his video player or the network stall? Does he
drop calls because of heavy data usage on his
device or in that sector?
What we do is in real-time. We have a lot of
sophisticated algorithms that determine the
quality of experience per user and what is driving
that quality of experience. Is it network-level
errors? Is it competition with other users? Is it a
particular content type? We use that information
to drive policy and traffic management functions
into the network, whether it is into the radio
access network elements for network selection
across a heterogeneous network, whether it’s
policy information to drive rate limiting, or
whether it’s optimization decisions around content
delivery networks or through core network
elements to do video optimization, for example.
Frank Rayal. What do you mean by real-time?
John St. Amand. Real-time in the sense that we
look at information in one-second bins. A lot of
competitive solutions which are RAN-based
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generally operate in near-real-time or 15-minute
bins. That’s not good enough, because users are
experiencing, in real-time, degradation in the
quality of experience. For example, when
downloading a three-minute, high-definition video
– which could be a very large file that would
instantaneously exhaust a sector’s capacity – a
15-minute bin is going to miss those perturbations
in the network where the quality of experience
drops very quickly. So it has to be in real-time, and
the only way to do that is to ingest the entire user
plane, which is all the bits and bytes going across
the network from every single device, aggregated
across the entire macro-cell, small-cell and Wi-Fi
network, and the entire control plane, because
we’re looking at session establishments. So that’s
real-time.

our software. This is very important, as you want
to track users’ quality of experience as they move
across the network. We’ve got to keep track of
things like mobility, because if a user is highly
mobile, you do not want to put that user on a
small cell, for example, because his data session
may drop as he goes between cells. You want to
keep him on a particular network so he has that
high level of quality of experience and you don’t
make incorrect network selection decisions. So it’s
very scalable in that sense. If you deploy into a
single-chassis or blade server architecture, we
scale up to 40 Gbps per instance, but that instance
then scales across an operator’s cloud

infrastructure or virtualized network of computing
resources.
Frank Rayal. Does it present a single point of
failure?
John St. Amand. No, it does not represent a single
point of failure, because if we lose a particular
second, three seconds or five seconds of data, the
algorithms are tuned in real-time, where losing
potentially a few seconds worth of data on a
particular device is not going to affect how we
score a sector or an eNodeB. The system is cloudbased, so if you lose a blade in a server
architecture or a server in a cloud-based

Frank Rayal. You mentioned that the solution
operates on both the control and user planes.
That’s a lot of data that will be flowing through the
system. How do you scale to handle all that
amount of data?
John St. Amand. Movik’s solution, which is named
cREACH, which stands for Cloud REACH, is a very
scalable, cloud-architecture solution. It’ll sit on any
hardware platform or cloud infrastructure that an
operator has deployed. Most operators are very
hesitant to deploy a new hardware platform,
which is why Movik, from the beginning, has been
software-solution focused.
We can scale from single radio-network controller
locations to ingest an entire highly distributed LTE
network through our cloud deployment model,
which is basically a multi-node implementation of
REPORT Making HetNets a reality

Figure 19. Movik's Content Awareness Engine imparts intelligence to the RAN. Source: Movik Networks
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architecture, that traffic automatically gets loadbalanced off to another set of servers.
Frank Rayal. How does your solution compare
with other solutions in this space? For example,
how does it differentiate from DPI engines, which
can also look into the traffic, make decisions, and
interface with other network elements?
John St. Amand. DPI engines do have some of this
information, but because of where they sit in the
core network, they do not have the radio access
network awareness, so they do not see sectorlevel or mobility-level information. They will see
the full data plane, but they will not necessarily see
it tied to a device and to a particular sector, and
then be able to take that information and
aggregate and correlate it across all the other
users in a particular sector or eNodeB. That
information is lost. They do not sit on the control
plane, as well, because control plane interfaces are
distributed much closer to the access network.
Without the control plane and without sector- and
mobility-level information, they only see people’s
behavior – for example, what they are browsing
and how quickly they are getting their data, which
is interesting and important, but it’s not the full
picture.

architected for autonomous radio access network
configuration, interference mitigation, neighbor
relationships, and things like that, which are
important, and Movik does not necessarily do.
SON allows for the configuration of the network,
but as the network adapts to the demand being
placed upon it by devices, the demand may
outpace how the network is configured.
Movik complements SON to add content-level
awareness and real-time quality of experience to
dynamically decide how the demand is placed
across the various networks: small cell, macro cell,
and Wi-Fi. We do that based on which content
should be where. We dynamically account in realtime for the load that’s being placed upon the
radio access network elements, such that the
user’s quality of experience is preserved. The
traffic load is going to contract and expand as
people come into and out of sectors; we tie that to
content-level awareness.
Frank Rayal. Is this a complementary function to
the radio resource management that’s available at
the base station?

Frank Rayal. Can we zoom in on some of the
benefits that your solution would provide in a
HetNet context? How does it complement or
enhance the HetNet?

John St. Amand. Extremely complementary, and
it’s something that resource management
solutions do not do right now. They are historically
focused on signal-to-noise ratio, interference
management, neighbor configuration, and things
like that. They have not focused on the contentlevel awareness to see the type of carried traffic.

John St. Amand. It’s very complementary to
heterogeneous network solutions that are out
there today. So SON, in the traditional sense, was

Content-level awareness allows you to look into
data sessions to see how the network should
behave to continue to deliver the quality of
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experience the user would like. It’s no longer “Can
you hear me now?” which was very popular for a
long period of time. Everybody’s got good
coverage, everybody has the same devices, so now
it’s really differentiating on “How well do my
applications perform on that 4G network, or that
iPhone or Android phone?” and that’s how the
operators are going to differentiate themselves.
It’s going to be the carriers who have the most
intelligent radio access network to deliver what
people are demanding, most efficiently, that are
going to be the ones rated the highest.
Frank Rayal. John, what are some of the gains
achieved with your solution? Can you provide
some quantitative numbers on KPIs?
John St. Amand. Our applications and use cases
are all centered on quality of experience
improvements and network utilization increase.
Among the user experience improvements we
have made are 35% to 40% faster page download
time, and 35% to 40% faster video start time.
That’s very important, because the user’s
abandonment threshold, which is how long do you
wait before your Amazon, eBay, or CNN page
displays, is three to four seconds before people get
bored and move to a different site. This is very
important to ecommerce sites and to content
delivery networks. A 35% improvement in
download time is a big number.
Another big number is a 40% reduction in overall
bandwidth consumption. Operators design their
network for peak usage, and to design for peak
continues to be very expensive. As you exhaust
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spectrum, you tend to increase the number of
base stations to increase the capacity of the access
network. It’s very difficult to balance cost and
revenue.
Movik smooths over the peaks in demand placed
on the network, such that you don’t have to design
a network for high peaks. Once you’ve smoothed
out those spikes and you’ve delivered very low
page-download times and video start times,
you’ve now freed up resources on base stations so
they can serve more subscribers.
For example, if you get a heavy user on the edge of
a particular macro cell, it’s going to use a lot of that
base station’s resources. If we reduce the amount
of resources that he’s using, because we’ve
modified his consumption to some extent, we can
have more subscribers in that particular
geography, on the order of 10% more.
That basically frees up capacity in terms of
subscriber count, which translates to lower capex
and spectrum cost, which is very important for
operators. Those are the big numbers that we hit
on: 10% increase in subscribers, 35% improvement
in page download times, video start times, time to
first byte, and 40% reduction in overall bandwidth
consumption.
Frank Rayal. Everybody talks about the user traffic,
but there’s also a huge amount of signaling traffic
that goes along with that. Does your solution do
anything on that side?
John St. Amand. Absolutely. There are different
levels of signaling – for example, network-level
REPORT Making HetNets a reality

signaling such as TCP, and call-control or datasession signaling. There’s also application-level
signaling. Take, for example, fast dormancy: when
you put your smartphone down, it goes to sleep
and releases its assigned radio access bearers, and
then as you pick it up, it reestablishes everything.
But when background applications wake up and
want to pick up their locations – so they can find
out whether they should tell you what the
weather is or whatever happens to be going on –
that’s imposing a much higher signaling load on a
network than people would have ever predicted.
LTE in general has a high level of signaling itself.
We’ve known some operators who have had some
challenges with signaling storms due to LTE.
What Movik does is, we see what type of
application usage is going on and we flag highsignaling resource utilization. We also consolidate
that in real-time (ignoring some of the signaling
that really doesn’t matter to the functionality of
applications) so there is less signal flowing through
the core of the network. In effect, we do a lot of
proxying – for example, we’ll proxy TCP, radio
access–bearer requests, and HTTP requests.
Overall, that quiets the network down
considerably.
Frank Rayal. You mentioned your solution is multimode: it operates with LTE, 3G or Wi-Fi. Does it
provide more benefit in one of those technologies
over another, or is it basically the same benefit
across all technologies? How does it compare
where it works with these different technologies?

John St. Amand. Really, all that changes is the
signaling interfaces across HSPA, CDMA, LTE or
Wi-Fi. The bearer is very similar, but how we get
the bearer is different per network. You have a
different interface depending whether the
network is LTE or HSPA, but the bearer itself is TCP,
HTTP or HTTPS.
The signaling piece is very different in LTE versus
HSPA versus CDMA. That’s where a lot of the
heavy workload is.
In LTE, for example, you have to sit on many
interfaces to get the full picture of what is actually
going on in the operator’s network. For example,
you could be in the same city as I and we both
have LTE service, but we could be connected to
different MMEs. So you have to sit on multiple
interfaces in the operator’s LTE network to put
together that full picture of where the data and
voice paths are going and the associated control
and user planes.
So it’s a very highly distributed network that
dictates cloud architecture. If you do not have a
cloud solution in LTE, you’re going to have a very
difficult time stitching together the exact story
that’s going on in real-time for an operator’s
network. It’s a little bit easier in 3G, but like I said,
the user plane is very similar across the different
networks.
Frank Rayal. Are the interfaces you mentioned
standardized or proprietary?
John St. Amand. Not proprietary. That also
differentiates us substantially from the traditional
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vendors or the purest SON vendors. Their solutions
will generally pick up per-call measurement data
and different management data that exists in the
network that are specific to a particular vendor’s
radio network. We sit on 3GPP standard
interfaces, which in HSPA is the Iu interface, and in
LTE are standard interfaces like the S1U, and the
S11 MME interface.
Frank Rayal. What is your vision and roadmap for
your intelligent RAN awareness platform?
John St. Amand. The future, really, for us is to start
driving a lot of the network-selection activities.
That involves us being complementary to the SON
network elements and the access-network
selection-function elements. That’s where we’ve
started to migrate now. As you migrate into the
monetization strategies with content-delivery
networks and origin servers, you’re driving how an
operator monetizes user behavior by matching
user’s dynamic needs and interests with that of
content publishers like eBay, Amazon, CNN and
ESPN. Putting that together in real-time is a big
project and is often encompassed under the bigdata umbrella. Movik positioned itself as a big-data
vendor with uniqueness in the aspect of its realtime RAN awareness and content level–awareness
correlated data.

going on inside the network, which includes user
behavior and QoE provided by the network. We
then take them through a progression of steps of
how Movik is not just a reporting or an analytics
engine. We predict in real-time that a user will
have challenges, or that he’ll want a certain type of
information, whether it’s in the form of
promotion, advertising or content. We’ll drive the
actions that actually allow improvement in QoE.
So the R stands for “reporting and analytics.” We
generally start our engagements by offering
network operators a real-time, all-encompassing
view of what is going on in the network, down to
the sector level. We answer questions like: How

are my pico cells performing? Have they taken
load off of my macro network? How’s the user
experience? Is it improving or declining? Where
and why is it declining? What are people doing on
my network? So we’ll give operators that fully
correlated view in real-time.
From that we move to the next step: What can
you do to help me solve this problem? That’s
when Movik gets into the E of the cREACH
strategy, which is “export.”
We export our intelligence in real-time to the
policy and optimization domains, as well as,
perhaps, to their marketing domain, where they

Frank Rayal. You define your architecture as being
cREACH: Cloud, Report, Export, Act, Control,
HetNet. Explain what these elements mean.
John St. Amand. cREACH is the way that we
approach our operator customers to help them
first understand the dynamic challenges that are
REPORT Making HetNets a reality

Figure 20. Movik enables unified, real-time control over any RAN while providing subscribers optimal
connection anytime, anywhere. Source: Movik Networks
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may want to make marketing decisions as far as
partnering with their content-delivery networks.
All that happens in real-time. We have projects in
deployment now where we export intelligence to
the operator’s policy domain or optimization
engines, where they may want to do video
optimization, rate limiting or admission control –
they “act,” which is the A in cREACH.
The C in the equation is “control.” Movik actually
does the control, which, for example, can be
moving a stationary user from a macro cell to a
small cell or Wi-Fi because he’s downloading heavy
video traffic. We’ll drive that control to the
network-selection function and proxy this
information based on our knowledge of the user’s
activities and QoE.
Then the H in the strategy is how we bring this
across all the components in the “heterogeneous
network.” And that is really what makes up the
cREACH strategy for Movik.

do the optimization ourselves by sitting inline,
which is a bit challenging.
We will make their core network elements do their
job better, because they now have access to
information that allows them to understand what
is going on. We enable bridging the RAN domain
and the core domain, which never talked to each
other before.
The RAN domain is very focused on coverage,
interference and how you get access to the radio
network; the core domain is focused on IP and on
delivering packets. Neither really has any regard
for the other. Movik is now in the middle to drive a
certain behavior in the RAN. This allows us to
deploy an operator’s network quickly, to give them
a real-time correlated view within days.
Frank Rayal. John, I would like to thank you for
joining us today in this candid and informative
conversation.

Frank Rayal. Your solution is about intelligence.
This is something that is driven by the networks
becoming all-IP. What’s your take on the market
dynamics? How quickly are operators adopting
these kinds of solutions to reduce traffic
congestion on the network?
John St. Amand. They’re moving very quickly
because it’s software based. We’re not introducing
another network element in terms of a box on the
network. The deployment is quick, and we make
the elements that are already deployed work
better, which is important. We do not necessarily
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Acronyms
3G
3GPP
4G
ANDSF
CAE
CDMA
cREACH
DPI
eNodeB
HetNet
HSPA
HTTP
HTTPS
IP
Iu

KPI
LTE
MME
MMS
PCC
PCEF
QoE
RAN
RNC
S11
S1U

SMS
SON

Third generation
Third Generation Partnership Project
Fourth generation
Access network discovery and
selection function
Content Awareness Engine
Code Division Multiple Access
Cloud, Report, Export, Act, Control,
HetNet
Deep packet inspection
Evolved NodeB
Heterogeneous network
High Speed Packet Access
Hypertext Transfer Protocol
HTTP Secure
Internet Protocol
The interface between radio
network controllers and core
network nodes in 3G networks
Key performance indicator
Long term evolution
Mobility management entity
Multimedia messaging service
Policy and charging control
Policy charging enforcement
function
Quality of experience
Radio access network
Radio network controller
The interface between the MME
and serving gateway in LTE networks
The interface between the base
station and serving gateway in LTE
networks
Short message service
Self-organizing network
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TCP
TDF
UMTS

Transmission Control Protocol
Traffic detection function
Universal Mobile
Telecommunication System
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of Marketing and Business Development at
PureWave Networks. PureWave is a rapidly
growing, innovative developer of small-cell
solutions.
This conversation is part of a Senza Fili report on
the deployment of heterogeneous networks and
the latest solutions from the wireless ecosystem
that will make HetNets a reality.

PureWave Networks.
Small cells that hold
their own against
macro cells
A conversation with
Ronen Vengosh,
Vice President of Marketing and
Business Development,
PureWave Networks

By Frank Rayal
Frank Rayal. Hello, and welcome to this
conversation with Ronen Vengosh, Vice President
REPORT Making HetNets a reality

Ronen, I would like to start by asking you to give us
an overview of your solution set.
Ronen Vengosh. PureWave has been in small cells
since before the term “small cells” was coined. We
have a pretty robust portfolio of small-cell
solutions for a range of different applications,
starting with our Constellation Leo product, which
is intended for outdoor rural small cells and metro
urban small cells. It’s a pretty powerful solution. It
comes in a number of different variants, from
2 x 5 W to 2 x 2 W power output. It can support a
lot of simultaneous users – about 256 active users.
So it’s a pretty powerful small cell.
In addition, we have recently announced our
family of small cells intended for enterprise and
venue applications called Lyra. This product is not
yet on the market, but it is coming in early 2014. It
is based on the latest generation of silicon from TI
and will be capable of running both LTE and 3G
simultaneously. We think this is a very exciting
development that essentially allows us to take our
philosophy of macro base station parity, which we
are big believers in, and bring it into an indoor
environment – something which we don’t think
has been done before, as far as we know.

Frank Rayal. Ronen, what is your understanding of
what a HetNet consists of?
Ronen Vengosh. That’s a pretty wide question.
When we look at a heterogeneous network
environment, we really believe that it is something
that operators would like to see deployed because
it gives them access to a lot of new possibilities
and the ability to address network needs that
probably cannot be achieved by deploying
equipment from a single vendor. So the
heterogeneous network concept can be taken all
the way from deploying macro cells with small
cells in the same network, to what some of the
operators are talking about, which is deploying
equipment from different vendors in the same
network.
As a smaller company, and one that is very
innovative in this space, we think that we have a
lot to offer operators. That is because we move
faster and have a more innovative product
portfolio. Enabling the HetNet environment to
operate in a multi-vendor setting is very attractive.
We have made the strategic decision to be as open
and standards based as we can, and to encourage
standardization and facilitate multi-vendor
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deployments: play nice, so to speak, with all the
other components of the network.
Frank Rayal. Can you highlight some of the
benefits and some of the innovative solutions that
you have developed?
Ronen Vengosh. We have a lot of different things
that we’re bringing to market. One of the key ones
is the issue of macro parity–capable small cells. We
don’t believe that just because a customer is
connected to the network through a small cell, he
would be willing to accept degradation of the
service, features, and functionality that he would
like to see. We also don’t believe that, other than
in residential areas, it’s effective to deploy small
cells in a way that severely restricts the number of
users that can be served by the small cell.
So, in everything we do, we look for ways to
emulate the macro environment indoors, from
connecting directly to the core network, to
connecting to a central gateway, as necessary. It
also means that we can support a very large
number of active users, which is very beneficial if
you’re talking about enterprise and venue settings.
Another area that we bring a great deal of
innovation to is multi-tenancy and multi-frequency
small cells. We have spent a lot of time and
resources at PureWave developing our
infrastructure from the ground up to be able to
support multi-tenant small cells. We think this is a
very attractive proposition in an indoor enterprise
and venue environment, where you might need,
as a venue manager or owner, to serve more than
a single operator.
REPORT Making HetNets a reality

At the same time, we think this is very attractive
for operators who, when they look at the small-cell
environment and the need to deploy a small-cell
network, are faced with challenges that include
everything from site acquisition to ongoing site
maintenance. It would be very beneficial to share
that cost with other operators and reduce the time
to market, yet remain independent. Everything
that we’ve done in our small cells, from our
management to our over-the-air services, enables
this complete independence of operators. So the
small cell is a part of an operator’s own network,
while a lot of the cost is shared in a multi-tenant
environment.

they’re more amenable to this versus other
markets? What’s your take on the market traction
on infrastructure sharing?
Ronen Vengosh. I think definitely we see more
acceptance and excitement about this concept
abroad, and in Europe in particular. But I think
we’re also seeing American operators looking at
this very seriously, especially indoors and for some
specific applications that require sharing, or in
cases where, for a variety of reasons such as
municipal permitting, it is not possible for each
operator to deploy his own small-cell
infrastructure in the same geographical area.

Frank Rayal. With respect to multi-tenancy, there
are different ways in which operators can share
these small cells. Can you expand on these
different aspects of sharing a small cell?
Ronen Vengosh. When you talk about sharing,
there are many different types of sharing that
exist. It starts from co-locating – essentially,
placing multiple cells on the same tower or light
pole, and so forth. You can take that another step
and share the backhaul. You can even take that a
step further and do what we’re proposing here,
which is essentially sharing the same physical box
but retaining your own control of the spectrum,
your own core network, and your own
management capabilities. Or you can go all the
way across and essentially deploy one cell that can
be shared among multiple operators, in which case
you do give up some independence.
Frank Rayal. When it comes to infrastructure
sharing, have you seen certain markets where

Figure 21. Constellation Leo compact outdoor base
station. Source: PureWave Networks
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Frank Rayal. PureWave’s base stations can
connect to the gateway versus connecting straight
to the core. Tell us more about the different
architectures that can be supported.
Ronen Vengosh. We do envision – if we’re talking
about indoors – that a central gateway is required.
There are a lot of services provided by the gateway
that will remove significant load from the network
core. However, we do envision situations where
you may want to connect directly to the core. In
such cases, of course, we are capable of deploying
in that environment as well.
Frank Rayal. I would like to ask you about the
neutral-host model that has been proposed by
some in the industry. From practical aspects, what
do you think about a third-party gateway to which
operators would connect base stations? How do
you see that business model developing?
Ronen Vengosh. We are believers in the neutralhost model. We think there’s a lot of interesting
things that can be done with that. Obviously, it’s
not appropriate for all operators and in all
situations. The challenge in this model, and these
are some of the problems that we have solved in
developing our own infrastructure, is when you’re
going to have multiple operators sharing the same
infrastructure, you need to make sure that the
infrastructure is designed from the ground up to
handle that environment – so that security is dealt
with correctly, and management is dealt with
correctly. If there is a need, for example, to reset
part of the infrastructure, who does that? Is there
a superuser that has that capability and
responsibility, or is it the individual operator?
REPORT Making HetNets a reality

There are a lot of different and interesting ways to
go about this. As long as the infrastructure is
designed correctly to allow that flexibility, and to
allow certain types of services that the operators
are looking for, I think it’s a very powerful model. It
also enables new business models such as, for
example, allowing the venue owners to deploy a
multi-carrier or multi-vendor network without the
initial investment cost to the operators, which we
think is an interesting and exciting opportunity to
look at.

Ronen Vengosh. That is a very astute question,
and it is a great point to discuss. We believe that
the migration to LTE is happening pretty rapidly.
There’s a lot of incentive for operators to move to
LTE, and we feel that by the time our outdoor
small cells reach critical mass and get deployed on
a wide scale, we are not certain that the need and
the willingness will be there for operators to invest
in 3G small-cell deployments. Be that as it may, we
do have that capability built into our product
portfolio, and we are capable of delivering it.

Frank Rayal. I noticed in your base station lineup
that indoor base stations are multi-mode – LTE, 3G
and Wi-Fi – whereas the outdoor is only LTE and
Wi-Fi. Can you explain the rationale behind this
choice?

With the indoor solutions, we do see more of a
need because of the coverage element that the
indoor small cells fulfill, in addition to the capacity
element. So we have invested more time and
effort in incorporating 3G into the indoor solution.

Figure 22. Enabling small-cell deployments in a multi-operator environment.
Source: PureWave Networks
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In any case, you also bring up the point of Wi-Fi.
We think that Wi-Fi is an integral part of the smallcell ecosystem. To be quite direct about it, it’s free
spectrum. It can add to the capacity. Of course,
Wi-Fi has its own challenges that make it
insufficient for operators, but we think it makes a
fantastic addition to small cells, because it allows
you to add capacity. In some cases and
applications, it also allows you to provide access to
an installed base of devices which are not LTE
equipped. So we believe that multi-mode
operation is a key pillar of small cells.
Frank Rayal. One issue with respect to Wi-Fi is,
how do you deal with the traffic? How do you
select traffic that goes on Wi-Fi from that which
goes on the licensed band for better quality of
service?
Ronen Vengosh. That’s another very good point.
I think what you’re going to see in that area is an
evolution that happens over time. We have
designed our platform such that both Wi-Fi and
LTE traffic gets routed through our processor, so
we do have control over scheduling into the
technologies.
With time, we anticipate being able to allocate
traffic across each layer intelligently, by application
or by use case, to make sure that the right kind of
traffic is carried by the right type of technology to
provide the best end-user experience while also
maintaining cellular resources for those
applications that would really benefit from that
service.
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Frank Rayal. Earlier you mentioned that one of the
challenges in deploying small cells is the
deployment and installation process itself. What
tools and processes have you developed to help
operators with this process?
Ronen Vengosh. We think the only way to get the
small-cell model to be successful is to allow for a
very large-scale deployment, where you’re
essentially having thousands of these nodes being
deployed, potentially by folks who are not your
typical RF engineer. When we develop these base
stations, we make sure that no specialized tools
are necessary. A lot of the configuration happens
behind the scenes automatically by the base
station once it’s connected to the network. That is
something that we have been exploring for a long
time and have had a long time to hone our skills.
Again, if you’re looking at the indoor small cells,
the concept is you have one person coming in,
connecting a single cable, mounting the base
station on a wall or a ceiling, and then walking
away without further requirements. That is the
place where the industry as a whole needs to get
to, where one of the big cost parameters in the
business case for small cells is this installation
portion of the job, and so that is a critical factor.
Frank Rayal. There are a number of other issues
that have large strategic consequences to the
operator. One issue is whether small cells should
be deployed in the same spectrum or in a different
spectrum than the macro cells. What’s your
opinion on this, and what sort of technologies can
you bring to market to help with this kind of

deployment scenario, where interference can play
a major role?
Ronen Vengosh. Everybody’s talking about SON.
SON is going to be critical for small-cell
deployment, especially outdoors. There is a macro
layer and it needs to be protected from
interference. As a smaller organization, our
strategy has always been to play nice with
whatever ecosystem is already in place. We’re not
going to go in and pretend that we can push a SON
solution with the operator. Of course, we do have
solutions that we can offer, but our strategy is to
work with whatever you’ve got in place. If you
selected vendor X, our equipment will work with
vendor X.
Indoors, things are less sensitive to interference.
There is the benefit of walls that attenuate the
signals on the way out, so interference is less of an
issue. But there, too, we see that as being an
important item that needs to be addressed,
especially on the way to a multi-vendor
environment, which is where we think the industry
is going in the long term.
Frank Rayal. Aside from SON, there are
interference mitigation techniques that have been
implemented, mainly in LTE Release 10 and 11.
What’s the readiness of PureWave’s solutions to
be upgraded to LTE-Advanced and to implement
some of these inference mitigation technologies,
like eICIC?
Ronen Vengosh. These days, anybody that’s
building small cells has to recognize the fact that
there is a continued evolution for this. Right now,
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we support Release 9. As of early next year, we’ll
be supporting Release 10. This is an ongoing
process that will continue, and the hardware
needs to be able to deal with this ongoing
evolutionary path. This is one of the key
considerations we’ve looked at when designing
our platform. It is part of the best practices. We do
intend to keep on supporting these advanced
features, as they mature, via software upgrades.
Frank Rayal. One question that comes with indoor
small cells is that sometimes they are at a
disadvantage against DAS solutions because they
only support a single band. What’s your take on
this, and how do you make indoor small cells more
competitive versus the solutions that support
multiple bands?
Ronen Vengosh. This is a very important question
and one we have tried to address head-on. We do
believe that indoor small cells will need to support
multiple frequencies, and you’re right, where DAS
excels is in the ability to do that. But they do so at
a cost, which at this point is capacity limitation and
complexity of installation. However, when we talk
about our family of indoor small cells, we built
multi-frequency into the architecture. For
example, if you look at our Lyra 400 model, it is
capable of supporting up to two LTE carriers and
two 3G carriers at the same time. These could be
in different frequencies and potentially different
operators, if you so choose. A lot of flexibility is
built into that model. I do think you’re correct in
that small cells will ultimately need to be capable
of multi-frequency operation, and we’re moving in
that direction today.
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Frank Rayal. Do you think we need LTE-Advanced
to deploy small cells, or can small cells be deployed
with LTE and then migrate to LTE-Advanced?
Ronen Vengosh. I think this question has been put
to rest. We are shipping LTE small cells today. Of
course, they are upgradable to additional releases
in the future, but there is no need to wait, and our
partners and customers are moving forward with
that.
Frank Rayal. If I would ask you to go back and
highlight some of the key benefits and key
attractions of your solutions, how would you
summarize that?
Ronen Vengosh. We have macro parity–capable
small cells. We also have multi-tenancy and multifrequency built into the solution, and we have a
high user count. Those are primary, headline-type
differentiation factors. Our architecture can
essentially support up to three separate
frequencies or operators in a single box. I think
that is something that nobody else has looked at
doing, and it addresses some very critical issues
with the deployment and permitting of small cells.
Frank Rayal. If you have a wish list to ask your
suppliers from the wireless ecosystem whether
they’re on the baseband side or the radio
frequency side, what would you ask for?

something that the industry is working very hard
to try to resolve.
We are doing our share in that with a lot of
innovative technology that we’re looking at. Once
that problem is solved, there are very innovative
things that can be done, and I’m confident that
we’ll be moving in that direction in the coming
years.
Frank Rayal. Speaking of moving forward in the
coming years, what’s your vision and growth effort
for the future on these small-cell solutions?
Ronen Vengosh. Our big move in the next year is
going to be the indoor platform that we’re
bringing to market. You’ll start to see this in Q1
next year, which is well in advance of everybody
else in the industry, based on this type of silicon
which is a very advanced, fully integrated singleboard solution that’s capable of very high
performance. It’s a very innovative solution, and
it’s very exciting for us.
Frank Rayal. Ronen, I would like to thank you very
much for this candid conversation.
I would also like to thank the audience for watching
this conversation with Ronen Vengosh, Vice
President of Marketing and Business Development
at PureWave Networks.

Ronen Vengosh. I think that’s a better question to
ask our CTO. One of the big challenges that the
industry faces as a whole is the fact that we’re all
looking for better filters and the ability to support
wider bands and more frequencies. That’s
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Acronyms
3G
DAS
eICIC
HetNet
LTE
RF
SON
TI

Third generation
Distributed antenna system
Enhanced inter-cell interference
coordination
Heterogeneous network
Long term evolution
Radio frequency
Self-organizing network
Texas Instruments
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Qualcomm.
Leveraging Wi-Fi and
SON to fast-forward
HetNets
A conversation with
Stuart Strickland,
Director of Product Strategy at
Qualcomm Atheros,
and Kai Tang, Director of
Technical Marketing at
Qualcomm Research

By Monica Paolini

REPORT Making HetNets a reality

Monica Paolini. Good afternoon, and welcome to
this conversation with Qualcomm. This is part of
the HetNet report from Senza Fili Consulting on
the challenges and development of HetNets in
mobile networks. With me here today are Stuart
Strickland, Director of Product Strategy at
Qualcomm Atheros, and Kai Tang, Director of
Technical Marketing at Qualcomm Research.
Thanks, Stuart and Kai, for being here today.
To get started, can you tell us what is the
Qualcomm position and role in the industry?
You’ve been very active in terms of both thought
leadership and products in HetNets. Could you
comment on your take on HetNets and the
challenges in managing them?
Stuart Strickland. We have a number of different
initiatives going on in HetNets and in small-cell
deployments. Some of those are based on
research that has a long history within Qualcomm,
and some are based on more recent acquisitions.
What we’re seeing now is a real shift in the way
we’re thinking about HetNets, especially the
deployment of small cells. A couple of years ago,
we might have been thinking about which radio
technology is going to win out: Is it going to be
LTE? Is it going to be Wi-Fi? And what are the
benefits and disadvantages of each of those as an
independent system? And now we’re seeing really
that all of these radio technologies are going to
exist together. In fact, everywhere where we
currently see Wi-Fi hotspots, we expect to see
small-cell base stations as well.

So the challenge that we really have now – and
this is also the opportunity – is how do we make
these systems play nicely with each other? How do
we, secondly, take advantage of the benefits of
having them actively collaborate with each other?
And how do we manage the much more dynamic
deployment models that we are going to see as
very dense networks are deployed.
These are the three areas we’re looking at: how to
overcome the big issues that arise when multiple
radio technologies coexist, how to take advantage
and make them complementary to each other,
and how to deal with the new, much more dense
and dynamic deployment models.
Monica Paolini. Three very big topics that we’re
talking about today. Why don’t we speak a little bit
about Wi-Fi? Wi-Fi has a strong presence already.
And for a time, there was a sense of competition
between these technologies. But now we’re
coming more to the point where they are
complementary. How do you see them working
together?
Stuart Strickland. To start with, it’s not really an
agenda that we’re pushing, it’s something that the
market is demanding. Every one of our customers
deploying small cells is also looking to get Wi-Fi in
there at the same time. So it’s a fact we’re dealing
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with, as well as it’s something that we think is a
good idea.
The coexistence issues are quite interesting and
complex, because we have the prospect of radiolevel issues that we can deal with locally in the
network nodes or access points. And then higherlevel issues that can be coordinated more
centrally. And some of those bleed over into selforganizing network issues.
Mostly what we’re going to be concerned about at
the coexistence level is the interaction with the
co-located LTE transceivers and 5 GHz channels of
Wi-Fi, which of course are very attractive to
exploit, but we have to be extremely careful about
interference between them. We have a wide
range of interference mitigation techniques that
work well. Some of those are our own. Some of
those are part of anticipated standardization.
Monica Paolini. You are not talking about the
interference between small- and macro-cell layers,
but between LTE and Wi-Fi.
Stuart Strickland. Yes, the small- and macro-cell
interference is an entirely different issue that we
also address. We stand at the access-point level
where Wi-Fi and LTE interact locally, but we also
have deployments where small cells and macro
cells are in the same channels.
Monica Paolini. Until recently, Wi-Fi has been
mostly deployed indoors and cellular outdoors.
But this distinction is breaking down. It’s no longer
two different domains.
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Stuart Strickland. A lot of our customers have
been deploying outdoor Wi-Fi networks for some
time. And there’s a thriving business in outdoor
access points, as public access points but also as
enterprise access points. So that distinction is
breaking down. In the small-cell sphere, I think it
was quite traditional to think of indoor access
points, such as femto cells being deployed in the
home to serve the home.
Whether access points are in a publicly accessible
place, like a commercial setting, in an enterprise or
in a home, it’s also possible to make their signals
accessible outdoors. There’s no reason to think
that an outdoor deployment only reaches outdoor
mobile handsets, or that an indoor deployment is
only for the building that it’s within.
Monica Paolini. So we’re going to see a mix of
indoor and outdoor deployments?
Stuart Strickland. Indoor/outdoor distinctions
developed in the context of the initial thinking
about deployment models. But to hold onto that
as a rigid boundary isn’t so helpful in thinking
about how networks are going to be deployed in
the future. We’re going to see a lot more complex
deployment models, and this is why self-organizing
networks are becoming crucial.
Monica Paolini. Now with HetNets, it’s very
exciting to see more capacity, but also we expect
an increase in complexity – more partners, more
vendors, and more technologies. So we need to
create an ecosystem. Can you tell me a little bit
about how you see it developing, and how is
Qualcomm going to support it?

Stuart Strickland. Mobile communications systems
are inherently very complex already. So I wouldn’t
want to characterize this as something
unprecedented in terms of the complexity.
But it’s true that we do have a lot of companies
that have developed very strong businesses in one
or another aspect of these networks, such as
carrier or enterprise Wi-Fi networks, or macro
network deployments, and that are now looking at
the challenges they face as they move to these
other areas.
So a company that has traditionally provided Wi-Fi
access points, even to network carriers, faces new
challenges in deploying products that operate in
licensed spectrum.
Likewise, companies that have been very used to
deploying macro networks, or even relatively
large-radius small cells, have a whole different
challenge when they come to think of a
deployment that is much closer to Wi-Fi in terms
of the physical space that it’s put in. Or with the
prospect of adding Wi-Fi, which these companies
have not incorporated into their previous products
for various reasons. They’re facing challenges, too.
One of the things that we are doing is trying to
help on both sides – all of these are our customers
– help them develop the expertise in how these
systems interact with each other. The products can
come out of the factory together, but they end up
in the hands of people who traditionally have not
combined those products.
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Monica Paolini. This raises the issue of
interoperability across vendors. In terms of
managing it, what can be done?
Stuart Strickland. There are multiple levels on
which these sorts of issues have to be solved.
Qualcomm-based access points and other network
nodes are not always going to encounter
Qualcomm-based handsets, so there is
interoperability at that level. But many of these
networks will evolve over time, and vendor
selection will evolve over time, too.
What we’re almost certainly going to see is
networks that start out being based on chipsets
from one vendor being augmented with new
products from others, and, as innovation cycles go,
this goes back and forth all the time. So it has to
work in this way. And that’s a real challenge.
To get the market moving, each company needs to
be innovative and solve problems that they
perceive as being most important to their
customers. But to have something sustainable,
we’re also going to have to be heavily involved in
standardization efforts – for example, on
interference and self-organizing networks.
Kai Tang. In terms of interoperability, the LTE
standard actually has more stamina in the
interfaces between different base stations than
previous technologies. We have a lot of flexibility,
but still, beyond these standard interfaces, there’s
more work to be done from different vendors to
make sure their solutions will incrementally work
together.
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Monica Paolini. For some aspects of network
management, standards are required and allow
you to work across vendors. But there are also
many proprietary solutions from different vendors,
and SON is one of them. Can you tell us a little bit
more about what is Qualcomm’s approach in
implementing SON functionality?
Kai Tang. We have been looking at SON for a long
time. And we are considering these futuristic
small-cell deployments for several different
scenarios, including the more traditional operatordeployed outdoor pico cells and metro cells, and
also the indoor small-cell scenario for enterprises
or public venues.
But we also consider more innovative deployment
models, such as so-called Neighborhood Small
Cells, which is to use an indoor small cell to
provide capacity and coverage for both indoor and
outdoor neighboring users – so that we can
leverage the existing premises and backhaul to
provide more network capacity while reducing the
capex and the opex.
And for these different types of deployment
scenarios, SON will play a critical role, because it
allows operators to manage small cells and make
them an integral part of their carrier network. So
of course 3GGP, the standards body, has defined
the SON features. At Qualcomm, we have
developed a SON suite called UltraSON that’s built
on top of the standard SON framework. We added
additional enhancements and functions to make it
work better for the different scenarios. So we are
looking at SON functions covering the selfconfiguration, the mobility management, the

resource allocation and transmission power
management, as well as backhaul-aware
operation. That’s how UltraSON can address
future, dense small-cell deployments that can
deliver the best performance.
Monica Paolini. Can you define what it is that you
consider to be SON? There is a lot of discussion in
the industry, and everybody seems to have a
different take on what is SON. Why is it crucial, and
what are the features that are going to be more
important initially?
Kai Tang. This is an interesting topic, because
different people may see a different scope for the
SON. In our perspective, the SON is really helping
the operator to configure, deploy and, then in a
later phase, optimize their different nodes. So
initially, the most important SON feature is the
self-configuration – the automatic neighbor
relationship (ANR) and also the automatic PCI
selection. With these self-configuration features,
when operators deploy the small cells, they do not
need to manually make changes based on the RF
network topology. This is going to be the
automatic part.
But going forward, there are also other important
features, such as the mobility enhancement.
Because you have so many small cells, it’s more
likely that users that move around will cross the
cell boundary. So how can you make the mobility
more robust, or even mitigate the frequent
handover? That’s what we have been working on.
And of course, when you have dense cells, or small
cells neighboring with the macro cells, how do you
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manage the resource? How do you perform the
load balance? How do you adjust the small-cell
transmission power? That’s going to be critical,
because in a dense small-cell deployment, you
want to optimize the capacity and the user
experience.
The backhaul of the operation is something that
we view as an important part going forward, even
though it has not been yet defined in 3GPP.
Because it depends on the small-cell deployment
situation, the backhaul may not always have the
best QoS guarantee, as the backhaul may be
consumer-grade and shared with some other
traffic. So the bandwidth and quality of backhaul
may vary over time. It’s important that SON can
adjust the settings so we can do a better load
balancing based on this backhaul quality. And this
has to work jointly with load balancing in the RAN.
Monica Paolini. What are you doing in the
backhaul space? Because the backhaul is, as you
say, another critical dimension of the deployment
of HetNets.
Kai Tang. The backhaul is a critical HetNet
deployment element. So we look at it from
different angles. From the SON and UltraSON part,
we have been looking at a backhaul-aware
operation, which is integrated with the other
UltraSON features.
We also have a product offering for the backhaul
of the small cell. We have a dedicated backhaul
operation, or we can support the standard LTE
interface as a backhaul. That’s what we have called
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the relay operation that can support this backhaul
for the small-cell deployment.
Stuart Strickland. This is actually an important
aspect of the ecosystem development and the
sequence in which we see these sorts of systems
being brought out.
Initially, what we’re definitely going to see is
deployments where there is existing backhaul
available to companies that have available licensed
spectrum. But at a certain point, and probably
before too long, available backhaul and spectrum
are going to become constraints in further
deployment. That’s going to lead to various
wireless backhaul technologies being brought to
bear. And we also have to consider options on the
spectrum side that vary from jurisdiction to
jurisdiction, and from license holder to license
holder.
Initially, there aren’t a lot of places where we can
count on dedicated spectrum for small-cell
deployments. And so we have to pay special
attention to the interaction between the macro
network and the small cells.
Eventually, we’re very hopeful that we’ll see
dedicated spectrum for small cells in many
jurisdictions. And, of course, because the radius of
these cells is small, dedicated spectrum opens up a
lot more capacity.
Monica Paolini. There are different ways to look at
SON. There is centralized SON, distributed SON,
and then there are hybrid varieties. What’s your
view on that?

Kai Tang. It’s a very interesting topic. We look at
various SON features: some of them can be
implemented easily in a centralized fashion and
some in a more distributed fashion. And it really
depends on the deployment scenario and the
specific feature we are talking about.
For certain SON features, hybrid SON provides the
best of both sides, because you can combine the
distributed SON with centralized quality control. So
in the end, what we get first is better scalability,
because you have the distributed fashion, so you
can deal with the signaling load without
overloading the central network. And it can be also
more responsive, because each small cell responds
in real time to network changes around it. Yet
operators can also maintain effective control and
monitoring, and set a policy to adjust the
parameter range for the distributed SON. This is
why we feel this could be an effective architecture,
especially for certain SON functions like dynamic
resource management and load balancing.
Monica Paolini. Another topic that Stuart
mentioned before is interference management.
Many operators use the same spectrum for macro
cells and small cells. How can operators deal with
this?
Kai Tang. Spectrum is always a very precious asset,
and operators want to maximize its usage, but
often they don’t have the luxury to deploy small
cells in a dedicated carrier. So the small cells would
have to share the carrier with the macro. In that
case, the interference management becomes a
key part, and we have been looking at this.
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The 3GGP has standardized the so-called eICIC
features in Release 10, and later expanded them
to FeICIC in Release 11. What this allows you to
have is interference management between the
high-power macro cell and the low-power small
cell in the shared carrier. That allows a more finegrained resource partitioning between the small
cell and macro cell so they can perform the load
balancing in a much better way. You can get a
higher network capacity and better user
experience. We think it’s an important part, if
small cells are going to be deployed in a cochannel way.
Monica Paolini. That’s one of the big, big
challenges here. I’d like to close this by asking you
what we should expect to see in the next years.
What is Qualcomm working on, and what do you
think are the major challenges ahead of us in the
industry over the next few years? This is an
exciting field, but there is still a lot of learning
going on.
Kai Tang. I think it’s going to be interesting.
Leading operators in developed countries are
rolling out LTE networks, where the macro
coverage is reaching milestones that give them a
blanketed macro coverage.
But going forward, you’re going to have to further
improve the capacity and also the coverage for
some areas – for instance, for indoor areas. And
that’s where the small cells will really come into
play. Next year, we expect to see some meaningful
LTE small-cell deployments by the operators. And
of course, there’s a lot of work ahead for us to do
on the small-cell product and on the SON feature
REPORT Making HetNets a reality

development for the integration of small cells with
macro networks. There’s a lot of work to do, but
next year it’s going to be an exciting time for the
HetNet small-cell deployment.

relationships between carriers and their customers
through open-access residential Wi-Fi. The same
models used for open access Wi-Fi are going to be
used for licensed spectrum as well.

Stuart Strickland. I think we’re going to see two
major developments. One is, as we get beyond the
problem of solving the interference and
interaction issues between the various
components, we’re going to see an exploitation of
the advantages of having those.

Monica Paolini. Thank you very much, Stuart and
Kai. It was a pleasure talking to you again.

Acronyms

We’re going to see a lot more multi-radio
technology collaboration for data aggregation,
which is going to be helpful in terms of balancing
load, but also in terms of integrating the Wi-Fi
unlicensed systems into a carrier infrastructure.

3G
3GPP

We’re going to see a lot more sophisticated
mobility, not only with handovers from one LTE
cell to another, but also with handovers in and out
of LTE and Wi-Fi, for example.

FeICIC

And what we’re also going to see, I think, is that –
as there are smaller and smaller cells deployed,
with many more indoors – we’re going to see a
shift in business models. Traditionally we thought
of femto cells as filling coverage gaps and as being
deployed in people’s homes with closed access,
limited to the people in whose homes these were
deployed in. Similarly, for the enterprise, femto
cells are close to the employees of these
enterprises.

ANR
eICIC

HetNet
LTE
PCI
QoS
RAN
RF
SON

Third generation
Third Generation Partnership
Project
Automatic neighbor relationship
Enhanced inter-cell interference
coordination
Further enhanced inter-cell
interference coordination
Heterogeneous network
Long term evolution
Physical cell identiﬁer
Quality of service
Radio access network
Radio frequency
Self-organizing network

We’re going to see more mixed-access
deployments. And we’re already seeing the way
paved for that in terms of business models, and
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Frank Rayal. Hello, and welcome to this
conversation with Renuka Bhalerao from Radisys.
I’m Frank Rayal. This conversation is part of a
Senza Fili report on deployments of
heterogeneous networks and the latest solutions
from the wireless ecosystem that will make
HetNets a reality.
Today we’re speaking with Renuka Bhalerao,
Senior Product Line Manager, Small Cells and
Trillium Software, at Radisys.

Radisys.
Architecting
embedded software
to power HetNets

A conversation with
Renuka Bhalerao,
Senior Product Line Manager
Radisys

Radisys is a market leader enabling wireless
infrastructure solutions for telecom, aerospace
and defense applications.
Renuka, I would like to start by asking you to give
us an overview of Radisys.
Renuka Bhalerao. Radisys has been in the telecom
domain for the last 25 years. We provide
embedded wireless infrastructure solutions that
translate into the software portfolio for end-toend wireless network architecture, complemented
by our hardware platforms for various network
elements. In a nutshell, we have been in the
wireless industry for a long time now, and have
been taking care of software and components
spanning from the radio access side all the way
across into the core network.
Frank Rayal. When it comes to embedded
solutions, what are you doing specifically for
HetNets?

By Frank Rayal
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seeing for the traditional macro base station–
dominated network architecture. We have
different flavors of base stations here. Along with
the macro base stations, we have compact base
stations with low power. That’s where the Radisys
solution comes into the picture. Radisys provides
3G as well at LTE small-cell solutions. These are
targeted all the way from the residential and
indoor enterprise base stations to the outdoor
pico-cell version of small cells. This is provided in
the form of complete, integrated software that is
available on different leading silicon platforms in
the small-cell market.
Frank Rayal. What particular layers does the
software cover?
Renuka Bhalerao. The software is a
comprehensive integration from Layer 2 and
above that includes the protocol stack for RLC,
MAC, the MAC scheduler, Layer 3, with radio
resource management, and components like SON
and OAM. It is encompassing everything but the
baseband or the PHY for the small cells. It’s
integrated software that takes care of the protocol
stack as well as application components such as
the RRM, SON and OAM.
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Renuka Bhalerao. HetNet is a multi-layer network.
It is slightly different from what we have been
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Frank Rayal. You sell to many telecom equipment
vendors, and system providers. What’s your sense
of where we are in terms of HetNet deployments
with the operators?
Renuka Bhalerao. We are actually into HetNet
deployments with many of our customers right
now. You are aware of technology advancements
in Korea, in the area of LTE specifically. Radisys
provides solutions for the small-cell market over
there. The deployments are for the enterprise or
the indoor public access small cells. The market is
moving very fast towards other versions of small
cells, such as outdoor pico cells or a closed-access
residential indoor type. HetNet deployments are
not only happening in Korea, but I would also
mention that in other regions, our customers are
bringing out the HetNet layers of pico cells, the
enterprise small cells and small-cell solutions for all
other segments. So it’s a reality. The HetNet is the
new architecture for the network.

places like airports, stadiums, coffee shops and so
on.

Frank Rayal. What do you see as some of the
major challenges to HetNet deployment?

The next step to that is to actually take the small
cell outdoors and mount it on a lamppost. That’s
the other smart option of providing capacity as
well as coverage into the existing macro network.

Renuka Bhalerao. Going back to when the femto
cells were for indoor coverage, they were
deployed as standalone indoor boxes, not so much
as part of the overall network itself. Though they

Frank Rayal. You mentioned that right now there’s
a pickup, especially in indoor small cells, and it’s
moving toward the outdoor small cells. Which
specific segment do you see on the indoor? Is it
residential, or enterprise, or some other special
applications?
Renuka Bhalerao. The initial definition of the small
cell itself was for indoor coverage: a solution for
indoor coverage that the consumer can put right
into the home. From that time on, the small cells
have now evolved into a capacity solution. So what
we are seeing now is an indoor version more
suited for the enterprise structure. We are talking
about office space, but we’re also talking about
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Figure 23. LTE eNodeB architecture. Source: Radisys
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were operator-driven solutions, they were not
really embedded into the network.
When we bring small cells outdoors in the form of
open-access base stations, we are talking about a
complex scenario. We have a large number of
these small cells coming up as capacity-enhancing
hotspots. That raises the key challenge of
interference. Operators were concerned right
from the start when the small cells began to come
into outdoor and open-access domains.
Interference has two aspects: first, small cells will
be deployed very close to each other, and second,
they will be sharing the frequency with the macro
cells. More coordination is needed between the
macro base stations and small cells when we have
them coexisting as part of the same network. That
becomes a key challenge.
The other challenge is that small cells are very
different than macro cells when it comes to the
planning and rollout of the radio access network.
The huge number of these low-power nodes being
put into the network needs automatic
provisioning, configuration and initialization of
how the small cells will interact with the existing
nodes in the network. That brings another
challenge, that of the rollout itself, and a need for
what we call the self-optimizing and self-organizing
network.
Frank Rayal. If I go back to the issue of
interference, what specifically are you doing in
that space to solve this issue?
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Renuka Bhalerao. We at Radisys have seen this
problem first hand. As you are aware, our solution
is in deployments right now. The operators have
come to this interference challenge and started to
see it, even in the initial rollouts. Being right next
to our customers and looking at the operator’s
problems and challenges firsthand, we have been
looking at how we can provide an effective way to
mitigate interference.
That’s where the eICIC-like features have become
part of the small-cell interference mitigation
function. So apart from just achieving Layer 3
protocol specifications compliance, we have been
actively working on advanced techniques that
include eICIC and other SON algorithms.
Frank Rayal. But there are different forms of eICIC.
What do you see as the one being most sought out
or the one most promising right now?
Renuka Bhalerao. eICIC is more about how do you
maximize the coordination between the macro
cells and the small cells. Initially, ICIC functions
were introduced to tackle this problem, and that
was more for coordination in the frequency
domain. We saw that that solution wasn’t really
enough. The different way or angle of
implementing it was to go into time domain–
based synchronization. That’s where the key
aspect of eICIC is. We call it ABS, or almost-blank
sub-frames. It’s again all about coordinating the
transmissions between the macro cells and the
small cells so they know the existence of each
other, and then they give each other a way of
maximizing their transmission whenever that is
possible, all while minimizing the interference.

To make it work, you have to exchange pattern
coordinates between the macros and the small
cells. The X2 interface plays a key role here and
helps to exchange that coordination information
between the base stations, which you can then
apply on the radio interface. That way, the small
cells not only add capacity, but also give the best
performance in terms of cell-edge throughput, as
well as the actual data rates that they provide to
the small-cell subscribers.
Frank Rayal. Speaking of data rates, what do you
think is the improvement to the throughput or to
the average network capacity with ABS or LTE
Release 10 features, versus the older LTE Release 8
features?
Renuka Bhalerao. Great point, now you’re
bringing up the topic of LTE-Advanced. The key
areas the standards have focused on in LTEAdvanced are interference mitigation and how to
get even higher data rates. So with that in mind,
LTE-Advanced has features like carrier
aggregations, eICIC and CoMP, where you can
have coordinated transmission. All of those
features come into the picture. Even a concept like
relay nodes comes into LTE-Advanced networks.
These are the set of features that translate LTE
into LTE-Advanced.
We can see that LTE-Advanced has accelerated
very quickly. It’s not something the operators were
hesitant to take into the field. The initial
excitement about LTE got them to look at not just
its theoretical advantages but the practical aspects
as well. So that’s where it is going right now.
They’re taking up LTE-Advanced features in phases
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and making them part of their networks to solve
challenges faced in the field, as well as to enhance
the end-user experience.
Frank Rayal. I would like to ask you a question
about carrier aggregation. Are there any specific
frequency bands that you’re seeing people use?
Also, do you see people using part of the TDD
spectrum to do carrier aggregation with the FDD
band? By doing so, operators can get two
downlink channels and one uplink channel. This
way they can get more capacity on the downlink
path.
Renuka Bhalerao. There are two key aspects here.
Carrier aggregation itself came out as an attractive
feature for operators. Part of the reason was the
practical use that it brings. Operators had the
spectrum available in chunks, and carrier
aggregation technology shows the best way of
making efficient use of this spectrum and at the
same time, giving the advantage of higher data
throughput.
Operators are even interested to add carrier
aggregation for the residential segment – for
example, doing a 5 plus 5 MHz combination to get
a 10 MHz bandwidth. Next is taking this all the
way, for outdoor deployments, to a 20 plus 20
MHz scenario. This can, actually, be taken five
times, all the way up to 100 MHz of bandwidth.
Now, how do we tie that to TDD? TDD itself by its
nature is a way to have that flexible transmission
for uplink and downlink. An inherent aspect of
TDD is to be able to select how much bandwidth to
assign for uplink versus downlink, making it
REPORT Making HetNets a reality

suitable for downlink-heavy applications, even for
applications like multi-cast and broadcast, for
example. That itself makes it more of a new
version of LTE that the operators are very
interested in taking up in the next stage. And the
technology advancements have in fact already
come up to that stage, where we will soon be
seeing TDD networks rolling out in the Far East
region initially and then catching up in Europe and
America.
When you tie the carrier aggregation and TDD
together, you get a twofold benefit; you still have
that flexible way of how you can divide the
bandwidth between uplink and downlink based on
the traffic pattern. You can also add carrier
aggregation into the picture to combine the
spectrum chunks. That takes you to a combination
of higher throughput, higher bandwidth, plus the
flexibility of the asymmetric nature that TDD brings
in.
Frank Rayal. Wi-Fi has been considered as part of
the heterogeneous network. Where are we in
terms of integrating Wi-Fi? Especially in terms of
the standards and the work that you’re doing, how
is Wi-Fi being integrated into LTE and 3G
networks?
Renuka Bhalerao. Wi-Fi is looked at as the option
for providing a low-priced version of unlicensed
spectrum to subscribers. And so, yes, Wi-Fi does
remain part of the HetNet structure.
We have seen collaboration with LTE technology
where the small-cell product itself becomes an
access point, with Wi-Fi as well as LTE and, in some

cases, 3G all part of the same box. To that extent,
we see interactions at multiple levels in the smallcell solution, where you can have that added
advantage of taking care of Wi-Fi related radioresource management, for example, when you’re
doing the overall resource management for the
small cells.
Radisys provides a very innovative solution where
you can do the bandwidth management or the
policy management on the small cells very
effectively, taking into consideration the various
radio access technologies that may be available at
hand – e.g., Wi-Fi resources or 3G combined with
LTE; with this solution you can offer a better
control of prioritizing the traffic and the users on
the small cells.
An example would be to keep the low-priority
traffic on Wi-Fi when you can, and then use the
premium LTE resources for your premium-paying
subscribers, to ensure that real premium service to
them at all times. These kinds of use cases come
up with multiple radio access networks – Wi-Fi, 3G
and LTE, for example, coming together. We have
been actively engaged in providing such algorithms
for our customers.
Frank Rayal. Basically the traffic will be routed
according to its priority on whatever network is
best, or according to the policy settings by the
operator.
Renuka Bhalerao. Exactly. It gives much more
control to the operator in terms of controlling their
network resources – not only on the air interface,
but also on the network side to manage the
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backhaul bandwidth. So they get that add-on
control and the add-on policy use cases when we
talk about an RRM or SON for this kind of multiradio access network environment.
Frank Rayal. Are these features available today, or
you’re working on developing them and they will
be available soon?
Renuka Bhalerao. They are actually available
today. We have already tested them out in certain
use cases with Wi-Fi and LTE, for example, as a
combination. And you can extend it. The
framework is such that you can extend it to
provide an intelligent radio resource management
or SON component for a multi-layer, multi-vendor
solution.
Frank Rayal. When we talked about challenges,
you mentioned interference. That was one aspect.
The other aspect was the planning and rollout. You
mentioned SON. How do you see the demand for
SON by operators or even by your customers, the
equipment vendors?
Renuka Bhalerao. SON is one of the major focus
areas for operators. The operators see it as a
mandatory feature for small-cell deployments. The
reason behind it is that RF network planning has
become complex, compared with what it was for a
static definition of a macro-cell network.
With a large number of small cells, and for that
matter even Wi-Fi access points, there is a need to
minimize the effort of RF planning. There is also a
need for real-time dynamic optimizing or healing
of the network. That’s where SON takes us, and
REPORT Making HetNets a reality

that’s why operators say they need a SON solution
as they roll out small cells.

So it’s just the next level of optimized radio
planning.

Now, SON is a very wide term. We are talking
about different phases of how SON could be
applied to HetNets and how SON brings advantage
into the small-cell rollout.

Frank Rayal. I would like also to ask you about the
trust level that operators have in SON solutions.
Where we are on that, and what sort of progress
are we making?

SON was initially seen as a necessary feature for
the initial configuration and provisioning of small
cells without much operator intervention. We call
it the self-configuration aspect of SON, where
you’re looking at the configuration of the PCIs and
resolution of any confusion because of PCI
collision: aspects of zero-touch configuration of
that small cell when the consumer – in a
residential case, for example – is able to take it and
plug it in inside the home, and it has to start
working right then. Self-configuration is then to
the extent that you should be able to remotely
download the software and the patches on the
box. Again, it’s all about handling the scale factor
with small cells: it’s going to be a large number of
these base stations coming up. So there is only so
much that the operators can control manually. It
translates into less cost for them to do it all via
SON in the rollouts.

Renuka Bhalerao. Very good progress, I’ll say
again, bringing it back to the network deployment
that we are in at various places with our solution.
We are at an advanced stage of field trials and
deployments in Korea, in terms of LTE small cells.

Frank Rayal. Do you think SON will eliminate the
need for radio planning?

Renuka Bhalerao. The silicon providers offer
products that are targeted towards different
segments of the HetNet. So silicon providers have
their platform targeted for a Wi-Fi plus LTE radio
and again for different capacity solutions: these
range from the smallest version for indoor access
compared to all the way up to a 200-user-plus
version for outdoor pico cells, which are not
exactly macro base stations but somewhere in the

Renuka Bhalerao. I see that SON is actually making
radio planning much more efficient. So we’re
saying that radio planning will still be needed. The
HetNet doesn’t exclude the macros at all. SON just
makes it easier for the operators to add small cells.

The practical challenges that operators have seen
make them want to take SON solutions like eICIC
algorithms to the actual product stage. So it’s not
something that they’re shying away from or just
evaluating in labs right now and trying to validate.
They are actually making it part of their product as
we speak.
Frank Rayal. You work with a lot with different
silicon vendors, these are your customers. What
do you see coming from the silicon space that will
help HetNets and will help more efficient networks
in the future?
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middle. All of that is advancing now towards the
next level of RAN evolution, in the form of cloud
RAN – exploring multiple radio access technologies
coming together on that low-BOM, small-sized
platform, and giving them more flexibility from the
software side.
Frank Rayal. Renuka, thank you very much for this
informative conversation.
Acronyms
3G
3GPP
ABS
ANR
BOM
CM
CoMP
DB
DRB
EARFCN
eICIC
eNodeB
E-UTRA
FDD
FM
FSM
GPRS
GTP
HetNet
HW
LTE
MAC

Third generation
Third Generation Partnership
Project
Almost-blank sub-frame
Automatic neighbor relation
Bill of materials
Configuration management
Coordinated multi-point
Database
Data radio bearer
E-UTRA absolute radio frequency
channel number
Enhanced inter-cell interference
coordination
Evolved Node B
Evolved UMTS terrestrial radio
access
Frequency-division duplex
Fault management
Finite state machine
General packet radio service
GPRS tunneling protocol
Heterogeneous network
Hardware
Long term evolution
Medium Access Control [layer]
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MRO
O&M
OAM
OTA
PCI
PDCP
PHY
PM
QoS
RACH
RAN
REM
RF
RLC
ROHC
RRC
RRM
S1AP
SCTP
SON
SRB
TCP
TDD
TR
UDP
UMTS
X2
X2AP

Mobility robustness optimization
Operations and management
Operation, administration,
maintenance
Over the air
Physical cell ID
Packet data convergence protocol
Physical [layer]
Performance management
Quality of service
Random access channel
Radio access network
Radio environment monitoring
Radio frequency
Radio link control
Robust Header Compression
Radio resource control
Radio resource management
S1 application part
Stream control transmission
protocol
Self-organizing network
Signaling radio bearer
Transmission control protocol
Time-division duplex
Technical report
User datagram protocol
Universal Mobile
Telecommunications Service
Interface between two LTE base
stations
X2 application part
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Vasona Networks.
Maximizing RAN
performance for best
application QoE
A conversation with
John Reister, Vice President of
Marketing and Product
Management
Vasona Networks
By Frank Rayal

Frank Rayal. Hello, and welcome to this
conversation with John Reister from Vasona
Networks. I’m Frank Rayal. This conversation is
part of a Senza Fili report on deployments of
heterogeneous networks and the latest solutions
from the wireless ecosystem that will make
HetNets a reality.

John Reister. One of the challenges with mobile
networks is that you end up with multiple
subscribers in a cell. It’s a combination of things
that go on. First of all, the demand on the capacity
is very dynamic. You get these spikes that last one,
two or three seconds as the bandwidth bursts up.
So you get very fluctuating demand.

Today we’re speaking with John Reister, Vice
President of Marketing and Product Management
at Vasona Networks. Vasona is a pioneer in celllevel traffic management.

And then you have capacity as the UEs move
around within each cell and as they do handovers
into and out of the cell. The actual bandwidth
that’s available to each UE changes. So you can
have a subscriber that’s sitting stationary in a park
watching a video on his tablet, and he’s across the
street from the antenna and getting very fine
bandwidth. Then somebody hands over into the
cell from farther away. Even though that first
subscriber hasn’t moved, his bandwidth can
suddenly change. So demand changes, and you've
got capacity changes.

John, I would like to start off by asking you for a
brief introduction to Vasona Networks.
John Reister. Vasona is focused on the mobile RAN
and trying to get the best possible performance
out of that RAN in terms of providing high-quality
subscriber experience. We’re trying to get to that
“Be all you can be” and enable the network to
make full use of the capacity that it has and
improve the quality of service. We do that by going
down to the cell level and looking at each
individual cell and understanding the contention
that’s going on within the cells. We also enable the
assessment of how much congestion there is in
the RAN, and allow resources to be used best and
to give each application and each subscriber the
quality that they need for that particular
application they’re using.

And then the third piece is that the applications
have different needs in terms of quality. It’s not
only how much throughput they need, but how
much packet loss and how much latency they can
tolerate. So what we’re trying to do is to look at
the contention on a cell-by-cell basis. If there’s no
contention, that’s great. We can just observe and
monitor what’s happening. But if there is
contention, we’re going to detect that and take

Sponsored by
Frank Rayal. What exactly have you developed?
Can you drill deeper into some of the use cases to
provide an example of what cell-level traffic
management is?
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corrective action in terms of adjusting the queuing
and prioritization, and some other techniques, to
ensure that the applications that have a high need
for delivery can get through in time. Applications
that are running in the background – for example,
somebody’s got their phone in their purse and it’s
synchronizing – can be delayed by some time, to
enable that video or browsing experience to be
the best it can be.
Frank Rayal. John, where is the solution placed in
the wireless network?
John Reister. It’s placed between the core and the
RAN. So if you think in terms of 3G, it’s going in
between the RNC and the SGSN. That’s the place
in the network where you can actually see which
subscribers are in which cells and when they’re
doing a handover from one cell to the other. You
also can see all the data traffic, whether it’s a
roaming subscriber, a VPN subscriber or a regular
subscriber. You can see all that traffic, and you can
manage it from there.

the package the appropriate treatment for that
type. For example, streaming obviously has higher
demands than browsing, and browsing has higher
demands than a background download
application.
Frank Rayal. In terms of the capacity gains, that is
done on which segment of the wireless network?
Does it, for example, include the backhaul, or is it
on the radio access side?
John Reister. It’s everything from where we’re
located down. So it’s going to be the backhaul that
runs from the RNC in 3G going out to the base
station. And then, of course, the air interface is the

important one, where most of the congestion
occurs.
Frank Rayal. In LTE, they pushed the entire
Medium Access Control layer to the base station.
And that, of course, includes the scheduler, which
is the part responsible for optimizing the traffic
flow on the air interface. How does your solution
fit within those concepts? – because the scheduler
is on the base station trying to optimize traffic to
the UE.
John Reister. The scheduler does not look at the
application types. So certainly in 3G, that is very
true. In LTE, there are some concepts with QCI and
different bearers, but I think the fact is that, today,

Frank Rayal. And the solution operates on a
subscriber by subscriber basis, in terms of
optimization?
John Reister. It does. I mean, we’re looking at the
contention of a cell. So we want to see all
subscribers within that cell. But you are correct
that we’re looking at each and every individual
subscriber: what kind of bit rate they’re able to get
and how well the network is serving each
subscriber. We’re able to classify the applications
that the subscribers are using into types, and then,
based on that type of application, we try to give
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Figure 24. Vasona's application edge controller identifies the state of the RAN to maximize
performance.
Source: Vasona Networks
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virtually all the applications are over the top and
they are all going into the default bearer. So
essentially what we are doing is we’re watching
what the scheduler is doing. We are able to detect
exactly what is happening between us and the
subscriber. We are looking at how many packets
are in flight between us and the subscribers. So we
know how the packets are backing up in the RAN
and how the queuing is going – the roundtrip
times and the latency. Then we are essentially
managing all that to make sure that the quality
perceived by the subscriber is as good as it can be.
I don’t want to only focus on the corrective action,
though. A huge part of the value we provide is
without taking any corrective action. We’re
actually watching what’s going on, and we can
read out on where the congestion points are
and which applications tend to trigger
congestion: time of the day, handovers, etc. We
determine which cells are having issues, and we
can do this at a very detailed level. The
monitoring data that we collect on the cells
allows operators to figure out where to prioritize
their investments, whether it is to do cell splits,
or add more channels, or introduce small cells
into the mix.

those improvements. But then when we look at
those improvements, we ask ourselves, how much
more capacity would the network have needed to
achieve that without us taking corrective action?
It’s like we’re making the network behave as if it
has more capacity than it really does.
So for example, for video streaming delivery, we
can improve the proportion of videos that are
delivered without interruption by 20%. If you look
at the videos that today get interrupted with
pixilation or freezes, first without us taking
corrective action and then with us taking
corrective action, we improve that by 20%.

In addition, we improve the actual bit rate of the
video that the subscriber is experiencing. When
you look at a YouTube video, operators will adapt
the bit rate somewhat to match the network. We
can actually provide around 15% higher bit rate for
the video. We’ve looked at, say, 5,000 videos
delivered with our solution turned off and then
5,000 videos with our solution turned on. And
when we compared the bit rates that the
subscribers are able to get on average, we’ve
improved them by 15%. So not only are we
reducing the interruptions, they’re getting more
bits for their video. That generally corresponds
into better overall quality.

Frank Rayal. Were you able to quantify some of
the benefits of your solution in terms of capacity
or any other way?
John Reister. We look at the quality that is there
without us taking corrective action. We can
monitor that. Then, after we enable corrective
action, we look at the resulting quality
improvement. And I can talk a little bit about
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Figure 25. The Vasona SmartAIR1000TM deploys between the RAN and the mobile core network.
Source: Vasona Networks
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Frank Rayal. The benefit would really depend on
the type of traffic, right? So video may experience
more benefit than other types of traffic.
John Reister. It does, so let me talk about
browsing a little bit. What we’ve seen in recent
trials with browsing are a couple of nice factors.
One is that when we look at a browsing session,
we are actually delivering around 25% more total
bytes for the browsing session, but we’re doing it
in less time. So we have reduced the average time
of the browsing session. I think in the most recent
trial, we reduced the time of the browsing session
from 38 seconds to 31 seconds, but we increased
the number of bytes that were delivered on those
sessions. In other words, the subscribers are
getting the information they need, faster. They’re
getting more information, more bytes in a shorter
time. They’re not abandoning the session because
they couldn’t get the information or the browsing
session was stalling out. So those are the kinds of
metrics, and if we translate this into equivalent
capacity, it’s around a 35% to 40% improvement in
equivalent capacity in the network. You would
have to deploy 35% more capacity in a cell to be
able to achieve those same results without the
corrective action.
Frank Rayal. And the solution would work equally
well with LTE, 3G networks, irrespective of the
radio access network?
John Reister. Absolutely. The solution is agnostic
to the type of the radio access network. We’ve
actually seen that, in LTE, the spikes in congestion
get even bigger. I think when people initially
deploy LTE, they have a few months without any
REPORT Making HetNets a reality

congestion, but the data that we’ve seen is that
usage expansion and spikes are actually more
significant. So managing those spikes in demand
becomes even more important. Obviously, a 20%
improvement in uninterrupted video is great. We
can identify this as the best you can get. We can
also show that these are the cells where you need
more capacity. For example, there might be events
occurring around a stadium or around an
enterprise campus. We can look at the control
plane and handovers. You don’t want to put small
cells where you have a very high degree of
mobility – you’re just going to exacerbate the load
on the control plane as people have to jump in and
out of a cell.
Frank Rayal. This is a good transition into the area
of heterogeneous networks. How does your
solution apply when small cells are deployed?
Does it apply the same as in the case of macro
cells?
John Reister. Absolutely. When you get a small
cell, you can have multiple subscribers sharing that
cell and contending with different applications.
You want to be able to do the best job you can in
getting those applications to where they’re highly
interactive, like video and browsing applications.
You want to monitor and improve those
experiences. Then to the extent that you have
applications running in the background, you can
prioritize the interactive ones over the ones
running in the background. It’s the same concept.
In fact, in small cells, congestion can be more
pronounced. For example, if that small cell is
placed in a location that tends to experience

particular busy moments, like an event location or
commuting center, our value can be even further
enhanced by improving quality of experience at
these busy times.
Frank Rayal. One aspect that I would also like to
explore is the fit of your solution within the
concept of self-organizing networks. Because in a
way, you’re doing some form of optimization. So
how does all that fit together, if it does at all?
John Reister. I think we are a nice complement to
self-organizing networks, but self-organizing
networks focus more on controlling and forcing
subscribers from one cell to another cell,
effectively changing the size of cells. We focus on
optimizing what happens inside each and every
cell. If a UE is in the heart of a cell, SON solutions
will not be able to provide any benefit. Vasona can
improve this UE situation several-fold. So, the idea
is to let SON optimize the border of the cells, and
let Vasona optimize the core of each cell.
What we can do is we can provide great
information that informs those decisions. So in our
deployments where we have a lot of small cells
packed into highly dense areas, we’ve seen
handovers to be extraordinarily high, roughly a
factor of nine, so almost a whole order of
magnitude higher than what we’d characterize as
a normal or regular urban network. We’ve done
some trials where the cells were packed in very
tightly. When the UEs are constantly flip-flopping
back and forth between cells, you end up with a
massive amount of control traffic as they have to
reattach, transition from idle to active, and
establish context. There’s a lot of control that has
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to happen before getting bearer-plane data. All
that control actually poses a burden on the cell
and the signaling gateway. We can look at that
data, monitor it and identify where you have those
issues. That’s a complementary improvement that
we can make to those networks.
Frank Rayal. Where do you see taking this product
in the future? What’s your vision and roadmap for
this solution?
John Reister. When we look at what operators
have done in pricing their data, it is very
elementary, where you pay for gigabytes. If we
look at other industries, for example the cable
industry, you get your basic cable service and then
you can buy the sports package and you can buy
the premium package – there are lots of add-ons.
When we look at our technology, we can tie into
the back office and we can allow the operator to
have a much more robust or richer way of creating
and pricing their services. For example, you could
have a streaming package. That would mean that
when you accessed video streaming services,
those bytes could be rated differently. When there
is congestion on the cell, you would have the
highest quality and the least congestion if you
subscribed to that package.
Another example is to look at usage patterns.
Think about what the utility industry does with
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smart meters, where they’re looking at usage over
time and changing the rating based on the usage
pattern. You can start to characterize subscribers
as to what kind of quality they get as they move
around and when they’re in small cells. You can
start to manage the services to match up with that
subscriber behavior: segment your subscribers
based on how much time they spend in their
home cell and small cells versus how much time
they are moving around from cell to cell. You can
look at the quality of their experience and manage
it around how they behave.

up creating more problems than you solve. So I
think it’s sort of getting that intelligence and
information about the network, and then when
you put the cells in, you are able to monitor and
manage what’s going on to ensure that your
investment is behaving in the way it’s supposed to.

So the goal is to substantially improve the quality
of the subscriber experience while minimizing the
capital that the operator has to invest to achieve
that. That’s the best form of return on investment,
where the return is your subscriber and customer
happiness.

Acronyms

Frank Rayal. What do you see from your
involvements with the operators when it comes to
challenges in HetNet deployments? What do you
see as being some of the key areas now that are
critical to HetNets?
John Reister. HetNets do have their challenges.
Interoperability is really important. Then, I think,
figuring out where the HetNet investments should
be made. As I said, if you deploy small cells
incorrectly and you put them in a place where
there’s too much movement around, you can end

Frank Rayal. John, thanks for this conversation. It
was very interesting. I would like to conclude by
thanking the viewers for watching this
conversation with John Reister from Vasona
Networks.

3G
4G
CDN
GPRS
HetNet
LTE
QCI
QoS
RAN
RNC
SGSN
SW
UE
VPN
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Fourth generation
Content delivery network
General packet radio service
Heterogeneous network
Long term evolution
QoS class identifier
Quality of service
Radio access network
Radio network controller
Serving GPRS support node
Software
User equipment
Virtual private network
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IV. Operator interviews
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Telefonica.
What does it take to
make HetNets a
reality?

A conversation with
Jaime Lluch,
Radio Access Networks
Technology Manager,
Telefonica

By Monica Paolini
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Monica Paolini. Good afternoon, and welcome to
our conversation with Jaime Lluch, Radio Access
Network Technology Manager at Telefonica.
Jaime, thanks for taking the time to talk to us
today.

acquiring the spectrum these days, with the
exception of Brazil or Chile, in which we have had
quite big rollout of LTE over the last months. This
explains the differences that we expect in different
markets.

To get us started, could you tell us what is your
role within Telefonica with respect to HetNets?

First, it’s very important that we also consider why
we need heterogeneous networks. We don’t think
there’s a single answer for that. We need them
because of coverage, especially in some urban
areas. We also need them because of capacity.
The LTE macro layer provides an evolution
compared to the macro layer we are operating
today, but it’s a linear evolution. We need an
exponential evolution if we look at the needs of
the customer.

Jaime Lluch. In my team, we look after the
evolution of radio networks, especially in the
strategy part, and we are leading the technological
evolution towards heterogeneous networks.
Essentially we see heterogeneous networks as a
need for the future, and our main goal is to foster,
within the different Telefonica operations, the
evolutionary path towards heterogeneous
networks.
Monica Paolini. Can you tell us a little bit about
how you see the different markets developing
with respect to HetNets?

And probably more important than that is the
customer experience. Heterogeneous networks
are the way to deliver a differential quality of
experience – and what our customers will request
from us in the future.

Jaime Lluch. In Telefonica, as you may know, we
operate in essentially two big markets: one is
Europe and the other one is Latin America. And
the speed and the adoption of different
technologies is different in Latin America
compared to Europe.

These three things will determine when we think
heterogeneous networks will become a reality –
which, of course, will be a progressive process. It
will take some time, and from a market
perspective at Telefonica, it will be in Europe
before it is in Latin America.

In general, LTE has started in Europe a couple of
years in advance compared to Latin America, and
years later compared to US, Japan or Korea. In
Germany, we have been rolling out LTE for some
time now, and in places like UK or Spain we are
currently rolling out LTE at considerable speed. On
the other hand, in Latin America we are mostly

Monica Paolini. As you say, there are clear drivers
to the deployment of HetNets, such as coverage,
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capacity and customer experience. But they also
bring complexity to the network. Can you tell us
what challenges you see?
Jaime Lluch. HetNets are a big challenge for an
operator. We have been growing out mostly
macro-layer networks for many years. We know
well how to do this. When it comes down to
HetNets, we will be deploying a much higher
number of smaller cells. From an operations
perspective, this is a big change for the operator,
and the level of automation, or the level of SON, is
very, very important for the small cells. I don’t
think we can operate HetNets efficiently using the
same procedures, the same processes, the same
organization that we have today. We need to be
more automatized in the way we run these
networks.
Beyond that, I think there are probably three or
four key challenges.
One is backhaul, one of the hot topics in the
industry today – how to deliver a capillary and
efficient backhaul network, especially in deep
urban areas. In the case of Telefonica, we have
two main situations, places where we are the fixed
incumbent and we can have an easier access to
this backhaul, and other places where, not being a
big fixed network player, we have different
challenges. But we need to backhaul all of these
locations.
Another key challenge with HetNets is spectrum –
and interference – management. We are still far
from having a consistent solution ready to be
deployed in an efficient manner with respect to
REPORT Making HetNets a reality

the macro layer. We have seen a big challenge in
3G networks already. In LTE we need to deploy
HetNets in an efficient manner from a spectrum
perspective. Spectrum is a scarce resource, and it
is very important that we make the most efficient
use of it. This means sharing the spectrum among
the macro, femto, pico and micro layers, across
the LTE network.

in the same we are optimizing and operating the
networks today.

Last but not least is site acquisition. We have
improved quite a lot over the last years. But
acquiring sites for deploying small cells, especially
the micro and pico indoor layer, is something that
is not easy and is quite expensive from an operator
perspective.

Monica Paolini. You mentioned dynamic features.
Do you think you need to adjust the network,
reconfigure it in response to real-time demand?
And if so, do you need do it from the beginning?

Monica Paolini. In which direction is SON and
automatization going to help you? Are there
specific features or specific tools that you think are
going to be important or essential?
Jaime Lluch. Today we operate networks with a
few tens of thousands of cells, but then we have a
new paradigm in which we operate networks with
an order or two of magnitude higher than we have
today.
The way, for example, we set up and commission a
site is still very manual. It has improved over the
years, but there is still a lot of human intervention.
I don’t think it will work in SON. So things like ANR,
for example, are key for this. We will need some of
SON’s features in the first stages, but I don’t think
we can stop there.
Especially when we talk about operation of these
cells, we cannot optimize these complex networks

So automatic optimization, automatic feature
setting, and dynamic feature setting will be really,
really important for the successful deployment of
HetNets. If we don’t have these, it will be a
challenge to deploy massively.

Jaime Lluch. This is a long-term process. All these
things will take time to be implemented. We look
at how traffic is evolving, how traffic is expected to
keep on evolving, and what spectrum do we own
and expect to have access to in the future.
It is clear to us that it is vital to make the most
efficient use of the spectrum that we can. In dense
urban areas we need real-time dynamic feature
setting. Probably not in the early stages, but we
think that in the long term, in really congested
situations with everyone connected, with different
kinds of applications with different data-type
requirements, we need dynamic setting of radio
parameters. And it’s something that we are
looking at today in very specific situations – in
stadiums or for major events – but clearly we will
need it across the network, especially in the smallcell layer and in dense urban areas.
Monica Paolini. When you talk about dynamic and
we talk about looking at the specific situation in
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time, what kind of time window are you looking
at? It’s an hour, one minute or one millisecond?

2015–2016 timeframe that you will see a deeper
usage of these functionalities.

Jaime Lluch. Again I think it will be something that
we will see progressing in time. At the end, we
should be able to dynamically adjust the resources
on a millisecond basis. But this will not be ready or
needed at the beginning. Initially, we will see some
dynamics in terms of setting quality – day and
night, people going to the office or congregating in
the streets, or common standard patterns. In the
long term, we should see a scheduling of resources
that’s very, very optimized.

Monica Paolini. You talked about moving
intelligence to the edge of the network -- this is a
discussion that keeps resurfacing in different
forms. Do you think SON should be more or less
distributed?

This means not only being dynamic but also, for
example, being application aware. Scheduling
services in an application-aware fashion is
something that will be important in the future.
This is why I think part of the intelligence should be
moved down to the radio network, because we
need to schedule much more efficiently than we
do today.

When I was talking about intelligence in the radio
access network, I was thinking about the fact that,
at the moment, the scheduler allocates resources
without really understanding what the user and
application needs are. For example, understanding
that a subscriber is watching a video, checking an
email or engaged in social networking leads to an
increase in the efficiency of resource allocation.
This is something that needs to be distributed.

Monica Paolini. What do you expect the timeline
to be for the rollout of HetNet functionality?
Jaime Lluch. At the moment at Telefonica, we are
mostly rolling out the LTE macro layer. Probably
next year we will see the first, limited small-cell
rollouts targeting specific locations. This year we
have already deployed some small cells focused
around specific events. During the first phases of
the rollout, we will not need all the HetNet
functionality, of course. I think we will be able to
operate using a spectrum management
perspective that takes into account the macro- and
small-cell layers. So I think it will probably be in the
REPORT Making HetNets a reality

Jaime Lluch. We see hybrid architectures. I don’t
think everything needs to be centralized. There are
things that have to be centralized, but I think there
are things that need to be distributed.

Monica Paolini. So if you have in the mix carrier
Wi-Fi, where you own the Wi-Fi infrastructure that
can be integrated into your mobile network, do
you think that’s going to be part of your SON
efforts? Do you expect to optimize your macroand small-cell network based on the availability of
Wi-Fi?
Jaime Lluch. When we deploy heterogeneous
networks, we are considering LTE and
LTE-Advanced, plus Wi-Fi. The cost and the effort
of integrating Wi-Fi with your small cells, for
example, is not high. When we look at the TCO for

deploying Wi-Fi and small cells, for example, we
see that over 80% of the cost is common to both
technologies. What is in common is the backhaul,
the installation, the access on the site, the civic
assets, the licensing. We think of a multitechnology rollout. The way to provide the right
customer experience and control the quality of
service we’re able to give to our customers is by
means of licensed spectrum.
But at the same time, Wi-Fi can complement this
approach in a kind of best-effort manner. Wi-Fi is
part of our network strategy as a complement to
our LTE and LTE-Advanced networks,
complementing these deployments by providing
additional capacity, additional service to a new
kind of innovation on the licensed spectrum, which
remains the core part of our business.
And after that, we need Wi-Fi integration for
different levels – for authentication, for security
and also for the optimization of the network. We
would like to allocate resources to LTE and Wi-Fi in
an intelligent manner, accounting for the fact that
Wi-Fi uses a spectrum that we do not control,
because it is open and unlicensed, so we cannot
guarantee the level of service we can offer with
the LTE spectrum.
Monica Paolini. There is much 3GPP activity in
terms of standards to provide the right interfaces
with Wi-Fi. Is that useful?
Jaime Lluch. This is one of the key topics in the
industry today, and I think we are moving in the
right direction. But in the end, I think that we
always face the problem of unlicensed spectrum.
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We have licensed spectrum, we can make very
efficient use of it. With Wi-Fi, the use of spectrum
is very efficient but cannot be controlled, so we
cannot guarantee quality of service. That’s why we
see Wi-Fi as a complement to LTE.
Monica Paolini. Spectrum is obviously a crucial
aspect here, and there are a lot of technologies
and solutions for spectrum management, such as
CoMP and eICIC. How well do you think they
work? Because there’s still physics that we’re
dealing with. There’s just so much spectrum. You
can be just as smart as you can, but there are
some limits as to what you can do.
Jaime Lluch. We have big challenges in 3G
networks, because I don’t think it’s easy to have a
good spectrum management in different layers in
3G. And also it is not something we have focused
on over the last couple of years.
For example, in 2G times we deployed a lot of
what we would call heterogeneous networks
today. We deployed a lot of micro cells. In 2G, we
had the benefit of being able to play with small
bands of the spectrum in non single-frequency
networks, use a channelized approach, and have
hierarchical cell settings. In LTE, I think we have a
better opportunity compared to 3G to be efficient
in the way we allocate the resources between
different layers of the network.
But one thing that I think the industry is missing is
a multi-vendor approach. Most of the solutions we
have seen require that we have the same solution
from the same vendor in different layers in order
for the layers to be able to talk to each other and
REPORT Making HetNets a reality

understand each other, and to be able to
coordinate among them.
We think that, from an ecosystem perspective, the
industry needs a higher number of players within
the small-cell arena coexisting with the macro
vendors or macro players. The macro-vendor
ecosystem is mostly based on probably six or
seven big vendors.
Different companies also are getting into the
small-cell piece, and in an efficient manner that
means coordinating with the macro layers. So
features like eICIC are important, are needed, but I
think we are still lacking this multi-vendor, multisolution support. This is something that is very
important for the industry, and it’s something that
we don’t have today.
Monica Paolini. Why is it? The interfaces are
standards based, so you should be able to have
implemented these features in multi-vendor
environments.
Jaime Lluch. There is also a standardized Iub
interface, but we have never been able to connect
the NodeBs with an RNC from a different vendor.
It is one thing to have something standardized and
another to have it ready for full multi-vendor
implementation. It’s not easy, because it’s not just
being able to speak the same language, but also to
talk about the same thing. To me the analogy
today it is like two people both being able to speak
in Spanish, but talking one about the weather, and
another one about last Sunday’s soccer match.

So when we talk about, for example, allocating
resources between the small-cell and macro-cell
layers, and deciding which is using which part of
the spectrum at a certain time, we require
algorithms that are properly tied to the solution.
Although the interface may be standardized and
messages are standardized, when it comes down
to implementing this process, we face big issues.
I don’t think, honestly, that there’s yet a solution
for that, and understand at the same time it is
quite complicated as on these algorithms is where
a significant proportion of value for infrastructure
players resides. But we need to keep on working
within the industry to be able to provide it.
Monica Paolini. I have a question on infrastructure
sharing. In Europe you’re much keener on it than
in the US. How do you implement SON and
advanced HetNet functionality in an environment
where you have infrastructure sharing? Isn’t that
more complicated?
Jaime Lluch. Of course it’s more complicated. We
are proactive in terms of infrastructure sharing in
our macro layer today in terms of sharing the
infrastructure with other operators in Europe. This
is a very good opportunity for operators to be able
to focus the investment where it has a direct
impact on the end customer.
For instance, instead of investing big amounts of
money in cell towers, with one tower being just a
few meters away from the other operator’s tower,
we can reduce costs on that side and, on the other
side, invest more on services, or provide a better
service to our customers, which is a differentiating
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feature. But, of course, this opportunity doesn’t
come without a cost, so complexity is higher.

backhaul is probably the biggest challenge that we
are working on in the short term.

I think we are managing this higher complexity in
quite a good manner in the macro layer. For some
years now we have been sharing the infrastructure
in different projects, with active infrastructure
sharing, passive infrastructure sharing, and in
some cases with MOCN. I think we are finding
ways to sort out this complexity.

Monica Paolini. Well, thank you so much, Jaime,
for talking to us.

When it comes down to small-cell networks, this is
more complicated, so this is something that we
have started now to look at. And what are the
incremental complexity points that we have when
we set the infrastructure? I’m sure that for all the
challenges that we face, we will find solutions, as
we have done in the macro layer already.

Acronyms
2G
3G
3GPP
ANR
CoMP
eICIC
HetNet
Iub
LTE
MOCN
RNC
SON
TCO
UMTS

Monica Paolini. I have a last question for you. If
you look at the near- or short-term, mid-term
future, what are your biggest priorities in terms of
managing HetNets?

Second generation
Third generation
Third Generation Partnership
Project
Automatic neighbor relationship
Coordinated multi-point
Enhanced inter-cell interference
coordination
Heterogeneous networks
Interface between the NodeB and
RNC in UMTS networks
Long term evolution
Multi-operator core network
Radio network controller
Self-organizing network
Total cost of ownership
Universal Mobile
Telecommunications System

Jaime Lluch. For me probably the biggest issue to
take in under control is the operational side. The
rollouts will be progressive and the operational
problems will come up only when we have very big
rollouts, so there will be no big issues in the first
phases.
At the beginning, the biggest challenge is the
backhaul – to have an efficient backhaul network,
especially in those places where we are not the
incumbent, like the UK, where we are mostly a
mobile operator. To have access to an efficient
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Monica Paolini. Good afternoon, and welcome to
our conversation with Andy Sutton, Principal
Network Architect at EE. This conversation is part
of Senza Fili’s new report on HetNets.

EE.
Getting HetNets off
the ground, starting
with the macro layer
A conversation with
Andy Sutton,
Principal Network Architect,
EE

Andy, thanks for taking the time to talk to us
today. Could you tell me a little about your
approach to HetNets at EE?

10 MHz FDD in the 1800 MHz band. We’re now
rolling out what we call a double-speed LTE
product, which is 20 MHz FDD in the 1800 MHz
band; this is currently available in 20 major cities
and will be rolled out across the whole network.
We’ll then add additional capability to that macro
network first. The first upgrade will be the addition
of LTE in the 2600 MHz band.

Andy Sutton. HetNets are an essential part of our
network evolution strategy; however, we consider
HetNets in their entirety. The first building block of
a HetNet is the macro-cell layer. We have a macrocell network today. We have a number of smaller
micro cells within that network as well, but not
really small cells, in terms of external pico cells,
etc.

Now, we purchased 35 MHz of FDD spectrum – so
2 x 35 MHz – in an auction, so clearly that’s two
component carriers, one of 20 MHz, and one of
15 MHz in the FDD space. And we’re rolling out
20 MHz in the 2600 MHz band into the macro
layer, using the carrier aggregation feature across
the 1800 and 2600 MHz, therefore offering
subscribers higher peak and average data rates.

We see the macro layer as the key building block.
It’s the most economical way for an operator to
deploy capacity and capability into an existing
network. So we started to roll forward 4G wireless
a little while ago. We now provide 4G coverage to
over 60% of the UK population; we have over one
million customers on that 4G network. It’s one of
the fastest 4G rollouts in the world, if not the
fastest.

We’ll roll that feature out to provide additional
capacity, and obviously we’ve got additional
spectrum there with the extra 2 x 15 MHz, plus
spectrum at 800 MHz, to deploy to the network
over time. You start to get a picture of the size of
the macro-cell layer that we can deliver. So clearly
our spectrum strategy’s paid off in that regard.

So the idea is to continue to develop the macro
network, for a number of reasons.

By Monica Paolini
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Once we’ve deployed that capability to our macro
network, we will start to look at how we continue
to enhance capacity to maintain that wow factor
of 4G. And a lot of that will be about introducing

Firstly we’re continuing to load up LTE capabilities
to the existing 2G and 3G macros, so we’re
planning to have 98% population coverage by the
end of 2014. And as we see the need for additional
capacity, but also want to enable new services,
we’re rolling out additional bands. We started with
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small cells into high-traffic areas. We also have
other use cases for small cells, in rural and other
areas as well. Generally we talk about small cells in
the context of external public-access pico cells,
which are typically deployed to add capacity to the
network.
So the integration of those small cells into a true
HetNet is very important. We’re looking to move
toward a situation where we have co-channel
deployments, so a subset of the channels that are
deployed in the macro network will be available in
the small-cell layer. And of course this would need
to be deployed with an optimization technique.
Monica Paolini. What you said is quite interesting,
because HetNets are often taken to be about small
cells, so if you don’t have small cells you don’t
have HetNets. You have a different perspective.
Can you tell us what it is about HetNets that’s
important at the macro layer before we get to the
small cells?

Monica Paolini. So are you changing the way you
plan the macro network to eventually
accommodate small cells?
Andy Sutton. At the moment we’re rolling out or
planning to roll out multiple bands into the macro
network, so the macro network continues to
evolve as it is. We’ve produced a more densely
packed macro-network grid, so we have more sites
in the urban areas where we need more capability.
That’s something that we’ve done quite recently,
and that was part of the integration of the Orange
and T-Mobile networks, where we had two
networks to integrate into a single one. So we’ve
actually kept the higher number of sites to give the
more densely packed macro grid. That gives us the
basis of a wide-area network with great capacity
potential. The spectrum we acquired in the
auction means we have our base network of

1800 MHz plus additional 2600 MHz and 800 MHz
spectrum to deploy into that macro as well.
Then, once we see a driver for capacity beyond
that capability, we’ll deploy small cells, at which
point we’ll migrate to a full HetNet with
interoperability between the different radio
technologies, be it 3G or LTE, and also between
the different layers in the network, in terms of
how we prioritize and optimize the mobility and
the load sharing.
Monica Paolini. Is your plan to deploy small cells
on an as-needed basis, so you will look at each
location, and when you run out of capacity you put
in the small cells? Or will you have a nationwide
plan to roll out small cells in a more systematic
fashion?
Andy Sutton. At the moment we’re looking at two
strategies. Firstly, we’re looking at an opportunity

Andy Sutton. We do consider a HetNet to be a
combination of the macro network and the small
cells. But what is important to us is the
development of that macro layer as part of the
solution. So HetNets are not just small cells,
they’re the integration of a macro network with a
small-cell network.
Therefore we need to invest in the development
of the macro network as the baseline network,
and then integrate small cells to provide additional
capability within that network. The HetNet is of
course the integration of that small-cell layer with
the macro network.
REPORT Making HetNets a reality

Figure 26. The HetNet architecture. Source: EE
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to develop new products and services by using a
small-cell layer. That may well mean we have an
area of continuous coverage in a true kind of
HetNet model.
We’re also looking at using small cells, of course,
to manage capacity, so to ensure that we continue
to offer that great quality of experience as the
macro cell becomes increasingly loaded with
higher usage and greater subscriber numbers,
we’ll put small cells in as a capacity tool. So two
use cases, and both are valid and both are
understood here at the moment.
Monica Paolini. What kind of services are you
talking about?
Andy Sutton. Again a lot of this would have to do
with how we provide indoor coverage, and how
we provide voice services and high-density
services. So we’re looking to infuse carrier
aggregation into the macro network initially, as I
mentioned earlier. But we’re also keen to see
those features in the small-cell layer so we could
support high bit rates both in the downlink but
also the uplink, and low latency services.

and also the cost point associated with building
and scaling networks as we move forward.
Today we’re using some SON features in our
macro-cell network, such as auto configuration,
automatic neighbor recognition, and the
configuration of the X2 interface. We’re using a
number of those features now in terms of how we
integrate new eNodeBs. An eNodeB gets an IP
address when it boots, builds its IPsec tunnel, and
then sets up its X2 interfaces. That’s proven to be
an incredibly useful feature that removes a great
deal of manual provisioning, and something that
we’re using literally daily now as we roll out our
LTE infrastructure.
We see the need for even greater SON capability in
the small-cell layer. Firstly we need the same tools
I’ve just described. The base station has to come
up, has to build its IPsec tunnel, and has to find its
neighbors. But we really need that small-cell layer

to be aware of its position in a macro network. So
of course if we have an area of contiguous
coverage, we need an interaction between small
cells. We also need an interaction between small
cells and the macro network, particularly if we look
at co-channel operation with optimization. So, for
example, implementation of eICIC, or some
alternative form of coordinated scheduling.
Monica Paolini. You mentioned that you’re
already using SON functionality. The more
automation you have, the less direct control you
have. Has that been an issue for you – the lack of
manual control to fix things by hand, and instead
having some software that does it for you?
Andy Sutton. Well, of course, we always have the
option to intervene manually. Some of the
features we use today have to do with the initial
network integration – with bringing the sites up
very quickly.

Monica Paolini. Now in all of this there is a lot of
talk about SON – what it is, what it isn’t and how
useful it is. First of all what is SON for you, and how
is it going to be important (or not) in your HetNet
deployments?
Andy Sutton. We see SON as being a very
important development as we have looked to
optimize the technical capability, the performance
Figure 27. Macro cells, micro cells. Source: EE
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There are many features being talked about to
optimize the network in real time. At the moment
we’re keeping a very close eye on that
optimization, but we’re still doing most of that
manually. I think it’s a case of steady-as-she-goes,
as we start to understand what these parameters
do. It’s the very early days in the SON ecosystem,
of course, and there are still some issues,
especially if you want to use SON features in a
multi-vendor environment. We’re being practical,
and yet careful, in our implementation of the SON
features we select. I think that for small cells to
achieve the price point we want, we need SON
features to do more for us. The amount of
parameterization that will be required will be
significant. We need a lot more intelligence in that
small-cell layer to automate more of those
processes. Otherwise the case of small cells won’t
work.
Monica Paolini. This is going to be especially
important as you have to manage interference,
and you mentioned eICIC. Can you tell us
something about what you are seeing in this area?
How good are tools like eICIC to effectively
mitigate interference between macro and small
cells?
Andy Sutton. eICIC is a very promising
development, it’s more advanced than the
features we saw with Release 8. We’re now
looking at coordination in the time domain, as well
as in the frequency domain. That does put some
requirements on us as network operators: we
have to deliver the time synchronization – so
phase-sync effectively to the base station. That’s
something we haven’t done yet. In our FDD-based
REPORT Making HetNets a reality

networks we simply delivered a frequency
reference. So there’s a new cost associated with
delivering features such as eICIC, within the overall
business case. But nonetheless that still looks
positive.

Nonetheless, if you can use an X2 interface with
sufficiently low latency, then the distributed
approach with very, very fast communication
between eNodeBs could work. But that does
impose some new requirements on the network.

If you implement eICIC or similar optimization
features, you’re going to take some capacity away
from the macro cell. Therefore you need to make
sure you recover that capacity and then some, of
course, because you’re typically deploying these
sites to gain capacity in a given area by deploying a
suitable number. So you need more than one
small cell underneath a macro cell to start to
realize the capacity benefit. Because ultimately
what we need to deliver is bits/sec/Hz per meter
squared. It’s increasingly about delivering capacity
density within these HetNet areas.

Monica Paolini. SON interfaces are standardized,
but SON solutions are vendor-specific. Do you see
much difference among vendors? How much
variability is there?

Monica Paolini. One debate that’s becoming more
important as people try to deploy SON is whether
it should be centralized, distributed, hybrid.
What’s your view on that?
Andy Sutton. We don’t have a firm view at the
moment. We’re really tracking what’s happening
in the industry, following the various trials and
speaking with all of our vendors. Different camps
are forming now, with different vendors who have
different approaches. I think the same is
happening as well with centralized versus
distributed scheduling algorithms.
I think it’s a case of watching how this space
develops. There are benefits with both. It would
seem easier to do something in a centralized
manner because you have greater visibility.

Andy Sutton. There seems to be an increasing
amount of variability as vendors take different
fundamental approaches to delivering SON
capability. Without a doubt, we’re heading to a
point where SON and its ability to deliver in a
HetNet environment will be potentially a
differentiator. Because vendors like to find ways to
differentiate, they like to find ways to encourage
operators to use their product in a certain area. So
whilst working within a standard framework, of
course, they are looking for ways to develop
proprietary solutions that they can sell as a value
added.
We saw this right back with 2G with the Abis
interface, which was defined to be an open
interface. But I don’t think you’ll ever find there
was a BTS from one vendor used with a BSC from
another – it simply didn’t happen, because the
O&M extensions were all proprietary. SON allows
vendors to innovate, it allows them to develop
bespoke IPR which doesn’t conform to a standard,
because actually there were no standards laid
down for interoperability, as such, in that space.
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So we’re going to see lots of innovation, lots of
differentiation. As an operator we like to see
things standardized, because standardization
generally equals a level of commoditization which
reduces price so there’s a level of price pressure
competition. Will we truly see this in SON? I’m not
sure, to be honest with you. I think it’s unlikely, in
the same way the Abis, and the Iub, were not truly
open interfaces.

performance you lose. You may get sufficient
performance nonetheless.

deal, and potentially look to share the backhaul as
well, where possible.

I know there’s a lot of work going on to try and
push for SON interoperability within organizations
such as the NGMN Alliance. However, it’s fair to
say that the most optimized solution will no doubt
come from using equipment from the same
vendor.

Monica Paolini. So is that going to pose limits on
your ability to use RAN equipment from different
vendors? Since the SON functionality is essential, is
that going to reduce your freedom in selecting
vendors?

Monica Paolini. When you have small cells and
macro cells in an infrastructure-sharing
environment as you do, the coordination becomes
a little more complex. Can you tell us about how
you approach infrastructure sharing in a HetNet
environment?

We’re always looking to maximize the synergies
from sharing, but at the moment we’re not looking
to actively share small-cell equipment. That’s
partly driven by the fact that we’ve found, from
some very recent press announcements, that
there’s not a lot of equipment out there that you
could actually share. I think over time that may
change, but at the moment we’re in a scenario
where we and our network-sharing partner have
selected different vendors for 4G LTE.

Andy Sutton. It’s certainly going to be a
consideration. It may not be too critical if we’re
talking about low-power femtos in a residential or
SME environment, where the RF is pretty much
constrained to that building and these are usually
closed user groups. But certainly in terms of
public-access pico cells sitting directly below a
macro network, at the moment I would suggest to
maximize the SON capability; however, this may
mean you’re forced to use the same vendor in
both layers.
As I said, we openly support interoperability at the
SON level, and we would like to see that
developed. There will be some movement in that
space. I think you will be able to interwork
equipment from different vendors in the different
layers, but there will always be a performance
penalty that you take for that flexibility. Now it
may well be that the commercial benefits of
having that flexibility outweigh whatever
REPORT Making HetNets a reality

Andy Sutton. Our infrastructure-sharing deal
today with MBNL is active from a 3G perspective.
We have a 3G MORAN, so ourselves and H3G use
that shared infrastructure, which uses our own
spectrum, of course.
From a 2G and 4G/LTE perspective, we’re
deployed unilaterally, but within that shared
context. So we share macro towers, we share
backhaul, but we have a logical separation. And
then we go to our separate core network.
So in terms of HetNet deployments for LTE, we’ve
been looking to maximize the synergies of MBNL
and the shared network model. It’s very likely that
we’ll deploy unilateral small-cell equipment, but
where possible we’d look to share lampposts or
maybe a deal for a number of lampposts in one
area. We may not be on the same structure, but
we’re on adjacent structures, as part of the same

Monica Paolini. But would you be open to sharing
different radios within the same enclosure?
Andy Sutton. We’re certainly open to those kinds
of opportunities, with the right synergies. It may
well be it’s easier to put the two radios on
adjacent lampposts that are 20 meters apart.
We’re looking at the form factor of small cells as
well, but those models are really in their infancy at
the moment.
Monica Paolini. Wi-Fi is also increasingly used in a
carrier environment. So we’re not talking about
hotspot or residential access, but the
infrastructure that an operator owns. Do you see
that as something that is going to become part of
HetNets in your network?
Andy Sutton. There are certainly opportunities for
Wi-Fi, with the use cases in the home and the
enterprise. In terms of public-access Wi-Fi, we
need to be careful of the quality of the experience,
because there’s only a finite amount of spectrum
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for Wi-Fi in the public domain. The LTE experience
to date is superior to most public-access Wi-Fi
we’ve come across. So while we see Wi-Fi as being
part of the solution, that Wi-Fi would need to be
integrated with our network, so effectively we’d
be looking to have a Wi-Fi gateway and mobility
that we could manage, from a network
perspective, between cellular and Wi-Fi.

tools that allow us to understand that network
behavior, and to automate a lot of that testing to
validate our network behavior.

Monica Paolini. One more thing I wanted to ask
you was network testing. This is a topic that came
up when talking to some of the vendors. With
HetNets you have a more complex network, and
to figure out what works and what doesn’t, and to
test the network is much more challenging. What’s
your view on that?

Andy Sutton. The introduction of many of the
LTE-Advanced features is very important. LTE is an
amazing technology, it’s a game-changing
technology. So we’re going to see lots of new
development on top of that.

Andy Sutton. There’s certainly going to be more
variables, because the introduction of HetNets
means that we don’t only have the multi-RAT
environment that we have today, but that we have
a multi-RAT, multi-layer network that introduces a
number of new complexities that we’ve not had to
deal with to date. So there’ll certainly need to be a
lot of testing. Again we need to look at how we
can use network stats and network performance
data as part of that testing and performance
validation.
Given the number of subscribers that we have on
our network, we carry a huge amount of data
traffic and we get a lot of performance data on the
network. Increasingly, how we use that data, how
we mine that data and use analytics – almost bigdata analytics to understand the network
performance – will become increasingly important.
So we need models, we need algorithms, we need
REPORT Making HetNets a reality

Monica Paolini. A very final question in closing:
Can you tell us a little bit about what you see in the
future, what are the main challenges and
opportunities over the next four to five years?

that we’re not going to pay a small fortune to put
the equipment on a lamppost. It has to be costoptimized. So we’re almost looking at some kind of
infrastructure or utility play in terms of a pragmatic
cost point that gets to return on investment for
everybody in the ecosystem. But it has to be
sensible and it has to be costed over the correct
time period.
Monica Paolini. Andy, it was a pleasure, as usual,
talking to you, and I’d like to thank you so much
for taking the time to talk to us.

We need to continue to manage capacity – so the
combination of multi-band LTE plus a continued
evolution of the 3G network, and the introduction
of small cells in a true HetNet. We need small cells
that are optimized in terms of size, form factor,
cost and operation. These things need to be very
simple to deploy, very low TCO, and they need to
contribute to the positive quality of experience the
customer receives.
Monica Paolini. And so what are the main
challenges that you see?
Andy Sutton. The whole ecosystem around small
cells is still quite immature at the moment, the
equipment is still developing. There are various
approaches to accessing lampposts, for example –
for instance through a council concession or
individual acquisition activities.
We need the whole ecosystem to become a lot
slicker, and we also need a practical realization
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Acronyms
2G
3G
4G
Abis
BSC
BTS
eICIC
eNodeB
FDD
H3G
HetNet
IP
IPR
IPsec
Iub
LTE
MBNL
MORAN
NGMN
O&M
RAT
RF
RNC
SME
SON
TCO
UMTS
X2

Second generation
Third generation
Fourth generation
GSM interface between the BSC
and BTS
Base station controller
Base transceiver station
Enhanced inter-cell interference
coordination
Evolved NodeB
Frequency-division duplexing
Hutchison 3G
Heterogeneous networks
Internet Protocol
Intellectual property rights
IP security
Interface between the NodeB and
RNC in UMTS networks
Long term evolution
Mobile Broadband Networks
Limited
Multi-operator RAN
Next Generation
Mobile Networks [Alliance]
Operations and management
Radio-access technology
Radio frequency
Radio network controller
Small and medium enterprise
Self-organizing network
Total cost of ownership
Universal Mobile
Telecommunications System
LTE interface between eNodeBs
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Acronyms
This list covers the market report and the profiles. Each conversation has a separate acronym list.
2G
3G
3GPP
4G
ABS
ANDSF
ANR
ARPU
ASA
ATCA
AWS
BBU
CAE
CCO
CDMA
CoMP
C-SON
DAS
D-SON
eICIC
eNodeB
FDD
FeICIC
GIS
GSM
HetNet
HSPA
HSPA+

Second generation
Third generation
Third Generation Partnership Project
Fourth generation
Almost-blank sub-frame
Access network discovery and selection function
Automatic neighbor relation
Average revenue per user
Authorized shared access
Advanced Telecommunications Computing Architecture
Advanced wireless services
Baseband unit
Content Awareness Engine
Coverage and capacity optimization
Code division multiple access
Coordinated multipoint
Centralized self-organizing network
Distributed antenna system
Distributed self-organizing network
Enhanced ICIC
Evolved NodeB
Frequency division duplex
Further enhanced ICIC
Geographic information systems
Global System for Mobile Communications
Heterogeneous network
High speed packet access
Evolved HSPA
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IC
ICIC
IEEE
IMS
IP
KPI
LIPA
LOS
LTE
MAC
MIMO
MRO
MU-MIMO
NBI
NFV
NGH
NLOS
NSC
NVF
OAM
OSSii
OTA
PCI
PCS
PMP
PON
QoE
QoS

Interference cancellation
Inter-cell interference coordination
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
IP multimedia subsystem
Internet Protocol
Key performance indicator
Local IP access
Line of sight
Long term evolution
Medium access control
Multiple input, multiple output
Mobility robustness optimization
Multi-user MIMO
Northbound interface
Network Function Virtualization
Next Generation Hotspot
Non line of sight
Neighborhood small cell
Network Function Virtualization
Operations, administration, and maintenance
Operations Support Systems interoperability initiative
Over the air
Physical cell ID
Personal communications service
Point to multipoint
Passive optical network
Quality of experience
Quality of service
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RACH
RAN
RAT
RF
RRU
SDN
SIM

Random-access channel
Radio access network
Radio access technology
Radio frequency
Remote radio unit
Software-defined network
Subscriber identity module

SIPTO
SoC
SON
TCO
TDD
UE
UMTS

Selected IP traffic offload
System on a chip
Self-organizing network
Total cost of operation
Time-division duplex
User equipment
Universal Mobile Telecommunications System

Methodology
The first part of this report presents an overview of the market based on our
research, and briefings with vendors and operators.
In the second and third parts of the report, we take a deep dive into what vendors
are doing to address key issues related to HetNets that are representative of
different functional areas, such as network planning and design, field testing, and
RAN and core product development. We invited vendors in the wireless ecosystem
to share their perspectives and to provide support for the report. The participating
vendors are listed in the table. They all received the same information about our
process and the same request for information on their solutions. They all had the
opportunity to send us background information on their products, and we
conducted briefings to identify good topics for the conversations. While we had a list
of areas to cover, the conversations were unscripted and tailored to each vendor’s
approach. The report includes edited transcriptions of the conversations, and for
most, a video version is also available online here.

Report sponsors
Azimuth Systems

www.azimuthsystems.com

Huawei

www.huawei.com

InfoVista

www.infovista.com

JDSU

www.jdsu.com

Movik Networks

www.movik.com

PureWave Networks

www.purewavenetworks.com

Qualcomm

www.qualcomm.com

Radisys

www.radisys.com

Vasona Networks

www.vasonanetworks.com

In the fourth part of the report, includes conversations with two operators. We
invited them to participate to get their perspective. They did not sponsor, nor did we
ask them to, and they did not know, at the time of our conversations with them,
which companies sponsored the report.
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